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This book consists of posts from my “Orb Pro” blog at 
www.orbpro.blogspot.com.  Each post shows one or 
more mysterious striped orbs that I photographed  
between July, 2015 and September 2020. The book 
shows photos of more than 800 such mysterious 
striped orbs. The appearance of such striped orbs is a 
paranormal phenomenon beyond current explanation.  
The photos were all taken in clean, dry air, with the 
exception of a handful of photos that were taken under 
foggy conditions. 

Such photos cannot be explained as photos of dust, the 
most common explanation given by skeptics for orb 
photos.  The fallacy behind such an explanation is 
explained at length in a post in this book, and in the 
post here. The particles in normal air are about 1000 
times too small to produce decent-sized orbs in photos.
Moreover, prior to the time when I started publishing 
these photos of mysterious striped orbs in 2015, no one
ever claimed that dust particles could cause something 
looking like a striped orb to appear in a photo. 

A crucial aspect of such mysterious orbs is that they 
have often tended to display dramatically repeating 
patterns. Often a very distinctive type of stripe (or set 
of stripes) may appear inside one of these mysterious 
orbs, and then the same distinctive type of stripe (or set
of stripes) may appear inside mysterious orbs 
photographed on many other days.  The beginning of 
this book will have a long post showing such 
dramatically repeating patterns.  I published the 
original version of that post on  December 1, 2016. But
then I updated the post very many times, adding to it 
many other photos I took on other dates after that date. 
There is such a high degree of repetition in such 

http://www.headtruth.blogspot.com/
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2015/07/the-math-showing-that-orbs-are-not-dust.html


patterns that it is something we would expect no 
photographer in the universe to get by chance.  The 
very many repeating orb patterns I have photographed 
suggest some manifestation by some unfathomable 
external power. 

After this long introductory article showing the 
repeating patterns of mysterious striped orbs, you will 
see (in more or less chronological order) posts from 
2015 to 2020 showing all of the 800+ mysterious 
striped orbs I photographed over the course of five 
years. The photos shown in this book can be seen in 
their original web posts by using this link, although 
since you have this book, you will not need to use such
a link, since it will only give you the same pages in 
this book. 

The phenomenon shown in this book of repeating 
patterns in mysterious orbs photographed in clean dry 
air is not even the most dramatic phenomenon of orb 
pattern repetition.  The most dramatic such 
phenomenon is another phenomenon not shown in this 
book: enormously repetitive patterns that appear when 
I photograph falling water drops.  Such a phenomenon 
can be seen most abundantly at my blog 
www.orbrpo.blogspot.com, my site 
www.markmahin.com, and at the links here, here and 
here. At www.markmahin.com you can get links to 
quite a few videos that show many minutes of me 
photographing my camera viewfinder (the back display
screen) while I photographed very dramatically 
repeating patterns of mysterious orbs. Such videos 
(which cannot be faked by using some product such as 
Photoshop) establish the authenticity of my photos of 
dramatically repeating orb patterns. 

http://www.markmahin.com/
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/more-massively-repeating-orb-motifs.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/11/massively-repeating-orb-motifs-arising.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photos%20suggesting%20a%20supernatural%20design%20effect
http://www.markmahin.com/
http://www.orbrpo.blogspot.com/
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20air%20orb


All of the photos on my site www.orbpro.blogspot.com
and all of the photos in this book are authentic and 
unaltered. I did not use trickery of any type to get such 
photos, or any type of special or uncommon technique.
I have never used, bought or downloaded any version 
of Photoshop, and have never even seen a Photoshop 
screen. 

Please excuse the repetitive links at the right margin of

this book.  By using the + control at the bottom of a 
page, you can “zoom in” to read the text easier,  and 
exclude such unneeded links. 

Mark Mahin, September, 2020
www.markmahin.com
www.orbpro.blogspot.com
www.futureandcosmos.blogspot.com
See my other book at www.archive.org:
Why Mind and Memory Cannot Be Brain Effects

https://archive.org/details/combinepdf_20200924
http://www.orbpro.blogspot.com/
http://www.futureandcosmos.blogspot.com/
http://www.orbpro.blogspot.com/
http://www.markmahin.com/


Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro
Thursday, December 1, 2016

Note: This post is being continually updated to have the latest examples of
recurring pattern orbs.  So while the post date is December 1, 2016, the post
includes many photos taken long after that date. 

Of the many types of strange phenomena documented on this blog
(summarized here), perhaps the most dramatic is the phenomenon of
recurring patterns in orbs. Not counting the very many recurring patterns I
have got when photographing falling water drops,  I have identified 39 types
of recurring orb patterns. This post (which I will be updating as time goes on)
will be summarizing the evidence for recurring orb patterns.

In each of the photo grids below, we will be seeing a series of photos taken
over the course of a number of days (almost always weeks or months); and
each occurrence of the pattern occurred directly after many of my
photographs showed no such pattern. In no case will we be seeing patterns
that showed up in consecutive photos. So I am sure that none of these
photos was caused by some camera irregularity (such as cracks or lines on
the camera lens).  Such an irregularity would cause a photo anomaly that
would show up in consecutive photos; but none of these anomalies appeared
in consecutive photos.

By using this link you can see the original posts in which I first presented the
photos below. 98% of the photos below were taken in dry clean air, and the
remaining 2%  were taken when there was fog but no rain. None of the
photos on this page were taken when I photographed falling water drops.

The "Inverted Y" Pattern

I have so far taken 11 photos of mysterious orbs that had a set of stripes
resembling an upside-down Y. The pattern has appeared between 2016 and
2018. Below are 6 of these orbs.
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Below are two additional occurrences of the pattern.

Here is one other such photo:

Here is another:
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Here is another:

Another photographer has twice got this inverted-Y pattern in mysterious orbs
he photographed. See here for details.

The "Umbilical Cord" Pattern

I have so far taken 10 photos of mysterious orbs that had a set of stripes
resembling a looped umbilical cord. They are shown below. Note the common
elements of the pattern: a vertical stripe twisting over to the right and then
twisting back again to the left, forming a loop with a little circle in the middle
(and also a little stripe part underneath the loop).  The photos were taken
between September 2016 and November 2016.
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The "Curved Stripe at Top or Bottom" Pattern

Not counting photos in which curved stripes appeared while I photographing
water drops, I have so far taken 15 photos of mysterious orbs that had a
curved stripe at the top or bottom of the orb. Six of the photos are shown
below.
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Two other examples are below.

Two other examples are below. 
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In the photo here (taken while I was photographing falling water drops), we
see 10 orbs with curved stripes. See here for 75+ orbs I have photographed
with curved stripes.

The "Diagonal Slash" Pattern

I have so far taken 49 photos of mysterious orbs that had a diagonal slash
that goes from one side of the orb to another, with a resemblance to a slash
rather than a backslash.  These photos were taken over the course of several
years. Below are ten of the photos. You can see the original posts in which I
published these photos here. The photo in the top right of the grid below was
particularly astonishing, showing two striped sky orbs right next to each other.

Here are four more photos showing the same pattern:

►  June (121)

►  May (141)

►  April (135)

►  March (155)

►  February (165)

►  January (186)

►  2015 (1857)
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Here are four more photos showing the same pattern. Astonishingly, the one
on the top left actually has an orb with a diagonal slash in the middle of an
orb with a diagonal slash. 

Here are three more examples.

Here are four more examples:
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Here are three more examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here is another example:

Here is one more:
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air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb near Metropolitan
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Here is another:

Here is another:

Here is another:

Here is another:

Here is another:

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)
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Here are two more:

Here is one more:

Here are four more:

Here is one more:

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)
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Here is one more:

Here is one more:

The Backslash Pattern

I have so far taken 20 photos of mysterious orbs that had a diagonal slash
that goes from one side of the orb to another, with a resemblance to a
backslash rather than a slash. Four such photos are below.

Here are two more examples.

Here is one more example:

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)
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Here is another example:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (155)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)
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Here is one more example:

Here are two more example. Note that the stripes are 100% transparent.

Here are four more examples:

Here is one more:

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)
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Here is one more: 

The "Short Diagonal Stripe" Pattern

I have seven times photographed mysterious orbs with a short diagonal stripe
stretching from the top right corner of the orb to about the center of the orb. 
These look like the "diagonal slash" orbs shown above, except that the stripe
or slash is only half as long.  Below are four of these orbs.

Here are two others:

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(135)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)
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Here is one more:

The "Hose and Circle" Pattern

I have nine times photographed mysterious orbs with a strange pattern
resembling a ball that has fallen out of a tube. Below are eight examples. In
each case the circular or oval "ball" is found underneath the "tube."

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)
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Below is an additional occurrence of the pattern:

The "Slanted C" Pattern

I have 12 times photographed mysterious orbs with a stripe resembling the
letter C, slanted over quite a bit to the right. Ten of the photos are below.

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (456)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)
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Below are two other occurrences of this pattern.

The "Inverted V" Pattern

I have 7 times photographed mysterious orbs with an upside-down V inside
them. Below are 6 examples.

Here is another example:

The "Cane-like Stripe" Pattern

I have six times photographed mysterious orbs with a stripe resembling a
cane. Below are four examples.

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)

orb notches (48)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)
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Here are two more examples.  Notice how the orb at right has a stripe making
an uncanny alignment with a structural stripe behind it. 

The "Curvy 9 Which Fell Down" Pattern

For lack of a better description, "Curvy 9 Which Fell Down" is my name for
the strange pattern below that I have twice photographed in mysterious orbs.

.
The "4 Stripes" Pattern

I have twice photographed the extremely distinctive pattern below in
mysterious orbs.

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)
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The "Broken Squiggly T" Pattern

I have three times photographed a strange pattern consisting of one wiggly
horizontal stripe at the top above a vertical stripe at the bottom. Below are the
examples.

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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The Hockey Stick Pattern

I have 8 times photographed mysterious orbs with a stripe resembling a
hockey stick. Three of the photos are below.
  

Two more such photos are below.

 One other such photo is below:

Here is another example:

Here is another example:

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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The Belt-Like Pattern

I have 43 times photographed mysterious orbs with a stripe stretching
horizontally from the left side of the orb to the right side. Below are these
photos of orbs with belt-like stripes.

Here are two more examples, which oddly occurred near the same spot
(ornamental window frames at the top of Grand Central Terminal). 

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)
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Below are three more examples.

Below are two more examples. Note how the stripes in these two photos
have an almost identical shape.

Below are two other examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here is one more example:

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (375)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)
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Here are two more examples:

Here are three more examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (20)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20blue%20air%20orb


Here is one more example:

Here is another example:

Here is another example (the orb was not a physical object on the table):

Here is another example:

Here is another example:

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-SQsydeno7r8/XNNTY4v5siI/AAAAAAAAf3Y/_OyUkpFTCQUaKF8TBUSYTQYyUWrKa5pNQCLcBGAs/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Z0J-gfcpDsQ/XOlY7inFSbI/AAAAAAAAf80/Xck3DSOcnRcQjb_3eTdXHSo8PCShMyDawCEwYBhgL/s1600/spirit_orbs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-qGwsuzcFG4o/XO1uEH6slqI/AAAAAAAAf-U/FyAHdWJGh80RMdZ9PvPpS5JAXmtCw3GbQCLcBGAs/s1600/green_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZaiJuCLhms4/XO6q1nc-jTI/AAAAAAAAf_8/fhG7HBuKZ9Yvy7MjTyfMqZpc9hafvCMtACLcBGAs/s1600/weird_orb.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20cyan%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20green%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20half%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20orange%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20orbs%20crossed%20paths
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20ovoid
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20peach-colored%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20pink%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20purple%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20red%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20water%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20yellow%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/spinning%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/spiral%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/split%20aura%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/splitting%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/square%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/squiggly%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/stack%20of%20orb%20veils
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/statistical%20evidence%20regarding%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/strange%20sky%20glow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20green%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orange%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20inside%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20near%20water
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20chord%20stripe


Here are four more examples:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

Below is another example:

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ytqkis3qsR8/XP51C7PFE7I/AAAAAAAAgGo/bU59ZyrjJ5A3_OSbmg1-ib47bdz-VVnpgCLcBGAs/s1600/mysterious_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-G5tG5dHD5T4/XRI2gnwVBLI/AAAAAAAAgTQ/xfFyVS75rg49CBBedcDclhYdCcL8eJcNACEwYBhgL/s1600/spooky_orbs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-9nTbpexV26w/XSfgDKl2dfI/AAAAAAAAgeg/O5jTI_79ZNYoKrJKEiPQN0qNAGbkIJX6ACLcBGAs/s1600/t2.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-2yT9MeQj73c/XXEidMdoBMI/AAAAAAAAhTI/PEUQTe-EWi0sRdEptB0vpd8_cNIPl902gCLcBGAs/s1600/orb_band.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20curved%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20right%20angle%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20shadow%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20three%20stripes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20transparent%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20two%20stripes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orbs%20with%20parallel%20stripes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20pink%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20purple%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20red%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20yellow%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/stripes%20orb%20with%20shadow%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/summary%20of%20phenomena%20on%20this%20blog
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/sun-like%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/swarm%20of%20unexplained%20lights
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/symmetric%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/synchronicity
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/tan-colored%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/teardrop%20shape%20in%20sky
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/teardrop-shaped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/text%20behind%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/three-color%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/tilted%20levitation
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/top%2010%20list
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/transformation%20apparition
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/transparent%20orb


The J-Like Pattern

I have eight times photographed mysterious orbs that had a "J" letter inside
them. Three are shown below.

Here is one more.

Here is one more:

Here are two more, photographed about 24 hours apart. There is an uncanny
similarity that you can see by comparing the bottom part of the "J" shapes.

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-lVvcuevxO38/X1ZGiOdK3OI/AAAAAAAAogk/QBaaYoH6riUx4aVhChBMjZlzZIgKKoOzwCLcBGAsYHQ/s180/aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasdsdsdgsdgsdwetewewew.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-A27pp04NNxI/WN6CeMGja7I/AAAAAAAAY74/rFwNVhLLk5EnPgAxCBE-yqoi1wYpY7V0wCLcB/s1600/jesus_orbs.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-flsQqA2cDvI/WS2UmbRF_tI/AAAAAAAAZ2g/OyWOL8NazXA3egzX8jtEVy7K3t565lWagCLcB/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-B6RrJxgwQN0/XcQ65YzRZ7I/AAAAAAAAiMQ/iiCPnNKHTNYdTvh3VLALAiGk8jbXzhzmQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/orb_with_curved_stripe.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/triangle%20behind%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/triangle%20of%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/triangular%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/triangular%20UFO
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/TV%20image%20falling%20from%20TV
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/TV%20image%20folding
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/TV%20letters%20rising%20up%20from%20TV%20screen
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/two%20striped%20orbs%20with%20same%20look
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/U-shape%20of%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/U-turn%20of%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/UFO
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/UFO%20video
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/umbilical%20cord%20recurring%20orb%20motif
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/V-shape%20of%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/videos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/videos%20by%20others%20of%20moving%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/videos%20of%20moving%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/viewfinder%20videos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/violet%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/W-shaped%20orb%20motion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/water%20face%20effect
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/water%20face%20effect%20described
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/water%20orb%20undulation
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/white-green%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/white-purple%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/whitish%20blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/winged%20luminous%20anomaly
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/winking%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/word%20inside%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20air%20orb


The mysterious orb shown below had a J-shaped stripe very closely
resembling that of the two orbs shown above. 

The "Two-Thirds of a Y" Pattern

I have 3 times photographed mysterious orbs that had a pattern that looks
like two-thirds of  the letter Y (with the left third of the letter missing). The
examples are below.

The "T With Slanted Top" Pattern

I have taken four photos showing mysterious orbs with the pattern shown
below in which we see a T shape with a slight break between the lines, and a
slanted top that is not wavy.   The photos are below. 

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Ld5YOe2gUWw/XdLWheZlJCI/AAAAAAAAifY/-k2MYxsFkpYXBhOHYel6z7aOH-GsF09MwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/letters_in_orbs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-eijdFnfVCGs/Xdgf2nCdolI/AAAAAAAAikI/Mn-tb1oE1SUS5YkPl1mWGk_J8zd5TZwpQCEwYBhgL/s1600/orb_with_letter.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CWudKiqFkPc/WO0LEk4Gj3I/AAAAAAAAZG4/SiCnwtF6WcEe8D0FvanG-5dI_PakwecOwCLcB/s1600/weird_orbs.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-hJ_YizdwO2w/WOpcG06LlXI/AAAAAAAAZEo/keoCbapRL3YV-cOjyn6iVYAuqLh5o_SyQCLcB/s1600/striped_orbs.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20green%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20green%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20orb%20crescent
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20orb%20mushroom
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellow-green%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellowish-blue%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/yellowish-orange%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/zig-zag%20stripe%20in%20orb
https://www.blogger.com/rearrange?blogID=2874248458403630029&widgetType=Label&widgetId=Label1&action=editWidget&sectionId=sidebar-right-1


Below is another example.

The "Corner Chord" Pattern

In geometry a chord is a line connecting two points on a curve. I have 46
times photographed mysterious orbs with a chord stripe in one of the corners
of the orb. Below are nine of these photos.

Below are three more.

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/--QFozLWakjw/WSWeDatZVyI/AAAAAAAAZuQ/jLVMQqO7afQ4pIdltz1pm1y6UBItiNPlACLcB/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-QIdGT9H8Opw/WO5KVIxqT2I/AAAAAAAAZHk/lcNGl__naY4nzkc7wXl1vSST2Vbvfa6AgCEw/s1600/orb_pattern.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-z9jiAuESfYY/WSWop5PzJ_I/AAAAAAAAZu0/D_jfIMcKTNw2ePa1lcyQDZR7_08t8pwEgCLcB/s1600/orb_motif.jpg


Here are three more:

Here are three more:

Here are three other examples:

Here are two other examples, both of which occurred on the same day in
front of a high window at Grand Central Terminal:

Here is another example:

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-v7vEFC6uHUE/WWOi-Hqd3hI/AAAAAAAAaW8/EZVwH27x8cYMyFr3sDkPeoqNuEY9DC4-gCLcBGAs/s1600/striped_orbs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-XUye4JeuRyA/Wb6fO6ujoPI/AAAAAAAAbB0/y8lr2SuY_hgMbTrpsQ2BrY3Ej2NaTaPLgCLcBGAs/s1600/orbs_with_bands.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-5nSqgwxF4Mo/WeeGRMFnoNI/AAAAAAAAbVs/A_Ys7261bk8Ge6_6wEJP21ybTx7ZCpEUwCEwYBhgL/s1600/corner_chord_three_more_n4.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HS9cxwmdrfM/Wfie5t4DjWI/AAAAAAAAbdc/y5CmaoLj5BUJLuYNzTOsSCTT1xCQR4-OQCLcBGAs/s1600/striped_orbs.jpg


Here is another example:

Here are two more examples:

Here are four more examples:

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-FNEJ1Bvt2YM/WxvzHB_bF6I/AAAAAAAAd-E/BXNNY5QaAKEvQ1j4-w5iCruBYpO5VmRngCEwYBhgL/s1600/striped_sky_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-E_gKOfBzE6Q/WzeuAHcEwpI/AAAAAAAAeIw/cV19FWB4DxknYK1Smf7EYstmCpJ_TtrXwCEwYBhgL/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-oVQITF_Gfok/XHixdlEQFJI/AAAAAAAAfW8/5EyjSyKH96cdtK4N2JbafzsPosrhHd-GgCEwYBhgL/s1600/striped_sky_orbs.jpg


Here are four more examples:

Here is another example:

Here is one other example:

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-pnRkHDpvfoA/XPUnhOgTWzI/AAAAAAAAgCs/L28oaP1sCQQoe4UhBEUjPIbFEi0tGN1KQCLcBGAs/s1600/lines_in_orbs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-D43G1Io5VJA/XP7tnyAgPlI/AAAAAAAAgHM/fQCXm7Z4YUk1aL7mn5kOQLWGUlrdCXLagCEwYBhgL/s1600/baffling.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-0NZMIxNnBW0/XS3bU0XgsMI/AAAAAAAAghc/fQkdanZ3UiorBDoP5y41IZrRaZSM5z-tgCLcBGAs/s1600/chord_orb.jpg


Below are four more examples:

Below are two more examples:

See here  and here and here for three other examples of this pattern.

The "Side Curve" Pattern

I have 6 times photographed mysterious orbs with curved stripes on their left
or right sides. Below are these photos.

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-D-p4DfeBIoQ/XWlC2FRShqI/AAAAAAAAhN4/TkhEiXDpMU4rn0YythXJ0C0b4JCQWcY8gCLcBGAs/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/--w9dTdSRLi8/XXpw0CD9JjI/AAAAAAAAhZo/r9T7waz-i24RKX3FeL470Q7P6eBodQGcQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/orb_stripes.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8Cgubo0xUYk/XYjpiLDFZPI/AAAAAAAAhoI/Z4uolh18A9gqfnyhc7u6QXdfEIgMtjbKwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/mysterious_lines.jpg
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/07/orb-stripe-patterns-keep-recurring.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/08/more-orb-pattern-repetitions.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2018/01/a-striped-sky-orb_20.html


Two other examples are below.

The "Letter T" Pattern

I have five times photographed mysterious orbs with a letter T pattern inside
them. Below are two of the photos (the "T" in the second photo is kind of
slanted over to the right).

 Below are two more examples, which are astonishingly similar. The second
one appeared about an hour after the first. I took several photos in between
taking these two photos, and they showed no orbs and no lines. 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-WYL6FPvV0BI/WPOao70RsBI/AAAAAAAAZLQ/KrRkxA6nez0G3n2EZJw77vTwBuAGQ3-FwCLcB/s1600/orbs_with_curved_stripes.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Z9M0c4ycNf8/WR3DLcCCQOI/AAAAAAAAZpM/v2nl0-UTQ6A-zEPXYvsDGH1naDLCAra5ACLcB/s1600/curved_stripe_orbs.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-duGmFaeojfs/WVfLGWZ9s4I/AAAAAAAAaRY/8Aj1A96Czms_5tpY6aG-_khosqAr2YHHQCLcBGAs/s1600/orbs_with_letter_T.jpg


Here is one more example:

The "Triangle with Legs" Pattern

I have two times photographed a pattern I call "triangle with legs." In both
photos we see a dark triangle shape, and in both cases there are two stripes
(or "legs") at the bottom of the triangle, one connecting to the bottom left
corner of the triangle and the other connecting to the bottom right corner of
the triangle. The photos are below.

The "H" Pattern

I have two times photographed mysterious orbs with a letter "H" inside them.
In both cases the right "leg" of the "H" curved to the right. The two photos
(taken on the same day) are below.

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-BVVH-72-vY4/WbF0JIetK9I/AAAAAAAAa50/m8YK1ap0NGYzrLkzF7OUa5UaqdfB0RgYACLcBGAs/s1600/psychic_pattern.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-DghSVqCbHPY/WhWrPJr8RFI/AAAAAAAAbuQ/nMN78CE8W_Ao9UVXegL88lr3FG8P4tyogCLcBGAs/s1600/orb_with_letter.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-nPzUE0dJaUU/Wawnj7AvcII/AAAAAAAAa2k/uz_GotoP7SMGJmUMXntnAF6faboSMwoJQCLcBGAs/s1600/orb_pattern.jpg


The "7" Pattern

I have six times photographed  mysterious orbs with the number 7 inside
them. Three examples are shown below (see here for the original posts). 

Below is another example:

Below is another example:

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-sqQGCo_mwco/WcFEsy2ab0I/AAAAAAAAbDY/gxBsx5DZaGUCIgiUkHoNQa_7mIHNNj9OACLcBGAs/s1600/spooky_orb.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20number
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-YXsFIIckXuI/WeI2TOZTNvI/AAAAAAAAbTg/spaMIwIOsoIuCdQC_EgsKMKGtGPt6JsZgCLcBGAs/s1600/numbers_in_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-IGbvW7_zsGU/XbTwSGkkbpI/AAAAAAAAiFA/F1gwruS-jtcUzQddOiyvqCB1BZsTXeHMgCEwYBhgL/s1600/number_in_orb.jpg


Below is another example:

The Vertical Stripe Pattern

I have 22 times photographed mysterious orbs with a vertical stripe stretching
from the top of the orb to the bottom of the orb. Six examples are shown
below.

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-oBxtUN5zpyM/XcbcFsC7RcI/AAAAAAAAiNs/Z7ZnePnY99E0Nyxls0Dke9T6QzVmtJuhgCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/number_in_orb.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/--8m1u9ceDX0/XsffBkxk8JI/AAAAAAAAmiw/9UuMTawP518SZjvk4QMJgXfiGS2VN6iTQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaDSC05807.jpg


Below are two other examples: 

 

Another example is below:

Here are two more examples:

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-v58msBY6C5U/WjVSRD85LEI/AAAAAAAAcC8/XLlGQMsQRWoY2ITd47ErZ-f_iLRmttUMQCEwYBhgL/s1600/orb_pattern.jpg
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Here are two more examples:

Here are two more examples:

Here is one more example:

Here is one more example:

Here are four more examples:
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Below is another example:

The Eleven Pattern

I have twice photographed mysterious orbs with a number 11 inside them.
The two photos are below. In both cases, we see a slanting to the right. 

The X Pattern

I have five times photographed orbs with a letter X inside them. In each of
these cases the X letter was less wide and more tall than a typical X.  Below
are two of these photos:
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Here is one other example: 

 
Here are two other examples that appeared right next to each other in the
same photo: 

 

The Curvy Y Pattern

I have twice photographed mysterious orbs which had had both a curved
stripe and a straight stripe, with the two stripes forming a kind of curvy letter
Y. The two examples are shown below. The two photos were taken four days
apart.
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The "L Version 1" Pattern

Below is a repeating orb pattern that I observed in photos occurring only a
minute apart. An intervening photo showed no such effect.

The "L Version 2" Pattern

Below is a repeating orb pattern that I observed in photos occurring 36
minutes apart.  Photos in between these two showed no such effect.

The "Ballet Dancer" Pattern

Below is a repeating orb pattern that I observed in photos taken an hour and
twenty-one minutes apart.  Photos in between these two showed no such
thing. The pattern resembles a stick figure of a leaping ballet dancer.
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The pattern was repeated again on September 6, as shown below:

The Right-Angle Pattern

I have at least eleven times photographed mysterious orbs with stripes that
formed a right angle.  Four such photos are shown below. They were all
taken within a 24-hour period.
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Below are two other photos taken a few days before the ones above:

Below is another example:

Below is another example:
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Below is another example:

Below are two more examples. Although the line curves over a little, the
angle is approximately a right angle.

The "Foot" Pattern

Below we see seven mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in August
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2019 and September 2019. They all have stripes that create the appearance
of a foot-like shape.

Below is another example, which appeared in September 2019,  about 10
hours after  I first published the seven photos above. The item on the right is
a shadow from a sports trophy earned by one of my daughters.

The "Hook" Pattern

The photos below show six mysterious orbs I photographed that all have
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hook-shaped stripes.

Below are two additional examples:

Here is one other example (from 10/02/2019, a few days after the two photos
above):

Below is another example:
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The "E Minus" Pattern

Below is a strange pattern I have photographed on six different days.

Below we see what looks like two half-repetitions of the pattern. Notice how
they both have the same little circle (at the bottom end of the "E") that we see
in the two bottom photos above  (from February 8 and February 19).
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The "Hobby Horse" Pattern

I got two cases of the pattern below, which rather resembles the child's toy
called a hobby horse.

The "Tilted W" Pattern

I got two cases of the pattern below, in which we see a circular shape above
a tilted W.
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The "Swordfish Head" Pattern

I got five cases of the pattern below, in which we see something that looks
rather like the head of a swordfish. Four are shown below.

Below is one other example:

The "Ribbon and Ring" Pattern

I got three cases of the pattern below, consisting of a somewhat curvy stripe
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and a ring above the stripe.

The Water Face Effect

The most dramatic example of a recurring orb pattern is what I call the water
face effect, described here.  The recurring pattern is a simple face. I have
taken more than 400 photos showing multiple examples of this pattern, as
you can see here.  A video compiling many of these photos is here. See here
and here for videos showing my camera viewfinder while I photographed
such face-like details while photographing ordinary falling water drops.

Dramatically Repeating Motifs Appearing When I Photographed Falling
Water Drops

This page has not shown any photos taken while I photographed falling water
drops. While photographing falling water drops, I have very often got
extremely dramatic cases of repeating orb motifs. This effect occurs so
strongly and dramatically that I have labeled a series of such photos "photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect." You can see the series of photos
here (keep pressing Older Posts at the bottom right to see all the photos in
the series).  Or to see highlights from such a series, look at the
photos here and here.

The effect is not at all a subtle one. For example:

one day I got a half-ring motif that appeared in more than 20,000
orbs;
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another day I got hundreds of photos that each showed multiple
orbs that each had a half-oval hole;

another day I got more than 5000 orbs that each had a large oval
hole;

another day I got more than 500 orbs that each had a very
noticeable exclamation mark motif;

another day I got more than 1000 orbs with a breast-like shape
inside them;

another day I got more than 100 orbs that each had a turtle-
shaped motif;

another day I got more than 5000 orbs that each had a snowman-
shaped motif.

A very large number of striking motifs have abundantly appeared (with a very
high degree of repetition) while I have photographed falling water drops. Click
here to watch a 38-minute video showing my camera viewfinder as I
photographed such massively repeating patterns appearing.

Perhaps the easiest way to see the full extent of the vast pattern repetition I
have got when photographing ordinary drops of pure, clean water is to watch
the 94 minute video here. This video is chronologically organized, and shows
you the most dramatic pattern repetitions that occurred on particular days. I
include in the video written discussion of how many times the patterns
repeated.

Another Photographer Getting a Repeating Orb Pattern

A very strong pattern repetition effect can be seen in the orb photos of Marion
Atehsa Cyrus (see here for how to best view them).  In more than 50 of
Marion's orb photos, we see a repetition of a kind of "nucleus" repeating
pattern, in which an orb will seem to have a central nucleus that is about 20%
or 25% of the total area of the orb. 

Conclusion

What is the chance of any photographer getting this many pattern repetitions

Miracle of the Hugely RepeatMiracle of the Hugely Repeat……
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, April 21, 2016

Photo date: April 20, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
green orb floating mysteriously above the commuters. This color is rather rare
-- I normally get blue and white orbs in this station (although I sometimes get
pink orbs here). 

Below is a closeup. We see a stripe-like feature that I often notice in orbs. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orbs

Thursday, April 14, 2016

Photo date: April 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
blue orb that has a strange stripe feature.
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Below is a closeup of the strange-looking orb. See here for about 10 other
photos I have of striped orbs floating about at this location or in the night sky. 

Below is another striped orb I photographed near the same spot the one
above was seen. The orb below seems to have a much thicker stripe. But
except for the thickness, the stripe looks very similar to the one above. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Friday, April 8, 2016

Photo date: April 7, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange striped orb that I photographed in the sky. 
It is one of several such orbs I have photographed in the sky, as you can see
here. We see an unusual combination of colors, including red and green. Is
that an eye peering at us? 

There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a rating of 31.
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Labels: multi-colored air orb, multi-colored striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, April 2, 2016

Photo date: April 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an unusual-looking orb I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal. What's odd about this one is that the right part is a different
shade of blue than the rest of the orb.

The color-adjusted photo below shows another odd-looking orb I
photographed on this day. We see another example of an orb with a strange
stripe feature.  See here for 8 similar photos of striped orbs, some showing
orbs in the sky. 

Orbs with such features are rare. It's more common to see an orb like the one
below, with a rather uniform appearance inside the orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with two shades of blue, blue
air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, transparent
orb

Thursday, March 31, 2016

At Grand Central Terminal in New York there are some unusual windows
shown in the photo below (from March 7, 2016), which also shows a
mysterious bright orb appearing near the windows.
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The photos below (taken on March 25, 2016 and March 30, 2016) show two
orbs floating near these windows. What is very strange is that both orbs have
the same type of feature -- what looks like a kind of stripe.

I have six other photos of other striped orbs like this in the air, some of them
in the sky.  I also have 20 photos of striped orbs in water drops.
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Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb

Saturday, March 26, 2016

Photo date: March 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see
an orb with a strange stripe feature. It reminds me of the striped orbs seen in
this series of photos. 

On the same day I took the photo below, in which we see a bright orb near
the floor, one that almost seems to have a face.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb,
striped air orb, striped blue orb
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Sunday, March 20, 2016

Photo date: March 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a very unusual purple striped orb floating above a
building.  See here for some other examples of striped sky orbs.

There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a rating of 26 (anything below 50 is
considered good).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs,
striped purple orb

A Striped Orb in the Sky

Friday, March 11, 2016

The photos below all show orbs with a similar-looking mark -- a mark with a
kind of hose-like look. Three of the photos were taken indoors, and one is a

Odd Orbs With a Hose-Like Mark
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photo of an orb in the sky.

The strange mark looks like the same mark shown in these  photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, March 5, 2016

Photo date: March 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a very unusual striped orb on the right, floating near
a building in midtown New York City.  I have three previous times
photographed striped orbs floating about, as you can see from this series of
posts.

Striped Orb Floats Mysteriously
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There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good." The pollen count listed on pollen.com was low,
with a level of only 0.2.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, outdoor orb,
outdoor orbs on low pollen day, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped pink orb

Thursday, February 11, 2016

Photo date: February 10, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows orbs above a building in New York City. The orb on
the top right has a rectangular feature.

Sky Orb With a Rectangular Feature
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Here is a closeup of the orb. We see a strange rectangular feature.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb with rectangular feature,
outdoor night orb, outdoor orb, striped air orb, striped purple orb

Wednesday, February 3, 2016

Photo date: November 9, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a highly unusual orb I photographed against a
featureless wall indoors. We see a strange feature on the orb. Note the
extremely distinctive "shadow stripe" in which there are two thin stripes
flanking the thick stripe. 

The posts here show similar looking orbs that I have photographed in the sky.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

A Strange Striped Orb

Saturday, January 30, 2016

A Strange Striped Sky Orb
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Photo date: January 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a swarm of orbs above a building in New York City. In
the top right we see the same strange thing (as shown here) that I
photographed the previous day at a different location: a striped sky orb.

Below is a closeup of the striped orb.

There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a rating of 48. The pollen count listed on
pollen.com was very low, with a level of only 0.1.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb swarm, outdoor night orb, outdoor
orb, outdoor orbs on low pollen day, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped
purple orb

Friday, January 29, 2016

Photo date: January 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Times Square in New York City, and shows
something I have never photographed before: a striped orb in the sky.
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Below is a closeup of the mysterious orb.

I have taken 19 photos showing mysterious striped orbs that appeared while I
was photographing  water drops, but this was the first time I have
photographed a striped orb in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The pollen count
listed on pollen.com was very low, with a level of only 0.1.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: outdoor orbs on low pollen day, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, November 17, 2015
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Photo date: November 16, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York.  We see
a very unusual-looking orb floating in the top right corner of this photo.

Below is a closeup of the orb (I used the IrfanView "Auto-adjust colors" menu
option on the closeup). I have photographed striped orbs in water drops (as
shown here), but can never recall a photo like this of a striped orb in the air.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs
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Tuesday, October 27, 2015

Photo date: October 26, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
bright blue orb at the top of the photo.

A closeup of the orb shows a strange mark on its right side.
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 The orb has a mark similar to the strange mark seen in this photo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb with outer ring, blue air orb, bright air orb, orb on row of Grand
Central lights, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe

Tuesday, October 20, 2015

Photo date: October 19, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York.  We see
a large orb at the top of the photo.

A close up shows a strange thick line in front of the orb.
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There is a strange story concerning this photo. A few seconds before, I took a
photo that showed an orb of about the same size, at about the same spot.
But the orb was very dim, and barely visible. I then kind of wished that the orb
would show up at that spot, but much brighter.  The next photo I took after
thinking this was the photo at the top, which showed an orb at about the
same spot as the dim orb I had previously photographed, but much brighter. It
was almost as if my thoughts had been read.

This experience is consistent with what has been reported by other orb
photographers, that orbs sometimes seem to appear in a way that reflects
human wishes, although such an effect does not work in any reliable, regular
way. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb appearing at requested
spot, orb selective positioning, phallic orb, striped air orb

Friday, October 9, 2015

Photo date: September 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York.   We see
three orbs floating mysteriously. 
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On the same day I photographed the orb below, which has a strange mark on
its right side.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, transparent orb

Thursday, July 16, 2015
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Photo date: July 14, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Station in New York. We see
two orbs near the top, and one of them has a "cracked" appearance, looking
rather like a hard-boiled egg that got cracked when someone  dropped it on
the floor.  I've photographed hundreds of orbs at this location, but this is the
first one that had such an appearance. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, June 25, 2016

Photo date: June 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb observed at Grand Central Terminal in New
York. We see two unusual marks on the orb.

Below is a closeup (I used the IrfanView "Auto-adjust colors" menu option on
the closeup). The top feature reminds me of a tilde. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with outer ring, striped
air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped
orbs

Thursday, June 23, 2016

Photo date: June 22, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photo below (taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York) shows a
mysterious blue orb floating near the top of the station. Note the strange
curved stripe inside the orb. I have recently been photographing these striped
orbs more and more frequently, as you can see here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe

Wednesday, June 22, 2016

Photo date: June 21, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed above a tree (my use of
an "Auto-adjust colors" menu option somehow caused the tree to look redder
than it did in the original photo).  See here for quite a few other examples of
these strange striped orbs. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb

Sunday, June 19, 2016

Photo date: June 17, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a very unusual orb I photographed indoors. Besides
the rare orange color, we see two large stripe-like features on the orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Saturday, June 18, 2016

Photo date: June 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb in the sky. I seem to be photographing
these striped orbs more and more often, as you can see here.  I have other
photos showing sky orbs with stripes about the same width as this one. 

The photo above is a closeup of the top of the photo below (I used the
IrfanView "Auto-adjust colors" menu option on the closeup).

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, multi-
colored striped orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs

Striped Sky Orb Floats Mysteriously

Friday, June 17, 2016
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Photo date: June 15, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
blue orb that has a stripe. I am photographing these striped orbs more
frequently these days, both indoors and in the sky, as you can see here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:33 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs

A Blue Striped Orb

Wednesday, June 15, 2016

Photo date: June 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an unusual striped orb floating at the top of Grand
Central Terminal in New York.
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Below is a closeup. In recent weeks I have photographed this type of orb
more and more frequently, both indoors and in the night sky. Often there is a
single wide stripe that stretches from one side of the orb to the other.  The
stripe is typically about a seventh as wide as the orb.  See here for other
examples. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Monday, June 13, 2016
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The photos below were taken indoors at various times between June 8, 2016
and June 13, 2016.  We see four floating orbs that all have stripes.  The one
in the bottom right seems to be halfway finished making itself resemble a
baseball. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Photo date: June 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a dramatic striped orb that I photographed in the
night sky. See here for other photos of striped orbs. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when this photo was taken.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb aura, red orb aura, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, striped yellow orb

Striped Sky Orb With a Red Aura
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Photo date: June 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see
various orbs floating around in different parts of the station. The one on the
bottom right has two stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with two stripes, transparent orb

Sunday, June 12, 2016

Photo date: June 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows what I am photographing more and more frequently
in the sky: a striped sky orb.  See here for 20+ similar photos.  Yesterday I got
another photo like this one (showing the full orb) which I will publish later. 
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe

Wednesday, June 8, 2016

Photo date: June 7, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York.  We see
a bright striped orb near the US flag. I seem to be photographing orbs with
stripes more and more often, both indoors and in the night sky (as shown
here). 

A Bright Striped Orb in the Station
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, striped air orb,
striped purple orb

The photos below show orbs that I photographed in an indoor location on
June 6, 2016 and June 7, 2016.  Both show a strange stripe detail on the
orbs. Appearing against a featureless wall, the orbs had an apparent size of
about 7 inches. 

Strange Striped Orbs
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On June 7 I also photographed the orb below, which seems to be making a
sharp right-angle turn.  There were no insects observed nearby, and insects
never make turns this sharp. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb right angle turn, speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, June 7, 2016

Photo date: June 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky on
a moonless night.   This is the 19th striped orb I have photographed in the air
(see here for other examples). 

A Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb aura, outdoor night orb, outdoor orb, red orb aura, striped
air orb, striped orbs

Saturday, June 4, 2016

Photo date: June 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York, and
show some of the windows at the top of the station. On the left we see a
striped orb (not all that rare, because I have photographed striped orbs in the
air 18 times, as shown here).  On the right we see a pretty rare violet-colored
orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, violet air orb

Striped Orb and the Violet Orb
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Photo date: May 31, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York.  We see
a strange striped orb floating above a row of lights above the station. It seems
I am starting to see these striped orbs more often (see here for another
striped orb I photographed on the same day).

The photo was cropped from the larger photo above.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, June 1, 2016

Photo date: May 31, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a very unusual striped red orb floating above a
building in New York City. I have 16 previous times photographed striped orbs
like this floating in the air, as shown here. 

There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a rating of 49.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped red orb

A Striped Red Sky Orb

Saturday, May 28, 2016

I just came across the Facebook page of Candice Wong, who has taken
some orb photos similar to some of mine. Here and here she has photos of
striped orbs, which I have also photographed here.  In this photo she has a
very spectacular shot of what I call a "string of pearls" moving orb, the same
type of effect I show in this series of 37 photos.
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Below is my own photo of a striped orb from March 26, 2016. Note the
extremely distinctive "shadow stripe" in which there are two thin stripes
flanking the thick stripe. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 5:34 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb photos by others, orb string of pearls, striped air orb, striped orb
with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Monday, May 23, 2016

Photo date: May 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
bright orb hanging out near the upper row of lights in the station.  The orb 
has an unusual mark, as if someone had taken a bite out of it. 

Speaking of unusual orbs, on the same day I photographed this strange orb,
unusual not only because of its green color but because of the strange mark
on it.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with outer ring, blue
air orb, bright air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb

Tuesday, May 10, 2016

Photo date: May 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped purple-red orb above some buildings in
New York City.

Below is a closeup of the strange orb (I used the IrfanView "Auto-adjust
colors" menu option on the closeup).

A Striped Purple-Red Sky Orb
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 This is the 13th time I have photographed a striped orb floating in the air, as
shown here (the link shows several other striped sky orbs).  

There was no rain, fog, mist or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good."

Note how in the top photo we see lots of orbs, but  none of them in front of
the buildings. That's a strong indication we are not seeing any particles near
the camera, which would be evenly scattered around the photo area.  See
here for 31 similar photos, many of which show lots of orbs in the sky, but no
orbs in front of buildings at the bottom of the photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb vertical bias, outdoor night
orb, outdoor orb, purple-red air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red
orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, July 15, 2016

Photo date: August 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The previously unpublished photo below (taken from my backlog) shows (at
Grand Central Terminal in New York) a very distinctive orb feature I have also
noticed in this series of 8 photos:  a thick orb stripe with two thin stripes that
flank that stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Three Parallel Lines on an Orb

Thursday, July 14, 2016

Photo date: July 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The three photos below all show orbs photographed near the distinctive-
looking upper windows at Grand Central Terminal in New York.  The first two
orbs have a large stripe, and the third just a short stripe.  I am now
photographing these striped orbs very frequently (you can see some
examples here). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with outer ring, blue
air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orbs

Wednesday, July 13, 2016

Photo date: July 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb floating above a flag in Grand Central
Terminal in New York. I now have more than 50 photos of striped orbs, about
half of which look like this one, with a thick stripe stretching from one side of
the orb to the other side. I defy anyone to produce a previously published
photo of a known airborne natural particle with this type of stripe. You don't
see this type of stripe in natural airborne particles. 

Striped Orb Above the Flag
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The orb was not a balloon, as no balloons were visible, and no one makes
balloons with such a stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: July 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two temporary advertising posters in  Grand Central
Terminal in New York. Next to both we see a mysterious orb floating about. 
The one on the left has a big stripe, something I am seeing more and more
often in the orbs I photograph. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, July 12, 2016

Photo date: June 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I photographed the orb below at an indoor location.  Like many orbs I have
been photographing recently, this one has a stripe. This particular stripe has
a rather phallic look to it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, striped orbs
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Photo date: July 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb I photographed indoors. Inside the orb we see
a seven. I'll consider this as a good omen.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, striped orbs

Friday, July 8, 2016

The top photo below shows an orb I photographed in Grand Central Terminal
in New York on July 7, 2016. The bottom photo shows an orb I photographed
indoors on the previous day.  Notice that both orbs have the same extremely
distinctive marking.  In both cases we can see a lasso-like shape, and in both
cases we can almost seem to see a bird-like thing inside the lasso, with the
bird-like shape having a little stripe. Below each of these "lassos" is a similar
mark at the bottom center of the orb.  There was no other appearance of
these strange markings in hundreds of other photos taken on these two days.
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Only yesterday I had posted a similar case of two striped orbs with the same
very distinctive markings.  Both of these cases would require perhaps a one-
in-a-million coincidence for them to occur by chance. The chance of
coincidentally getting both of these cases in about 3 days of time is
something like 1 in a trillion. I may note that natural particles are never
photographed with thick stripes such as we see here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Thursday, July 7, 2016

Photo date: July 6, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two orbs photographed floating about indoors. Both
have the same very distinctive-looking stripes. The top orb is particularly
astonishing. Each stripe has a kind of "triple line" appearance in which we
see thin lines above and below (or to the left and right of) the thick stripe
(what is known as a shadow stripe).  I defy anyone to produce a photo of a
natural particle with the kind of thick stripes we see here. 
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See here for a composite photo of 30 of these strange striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with
same look

Wednesday, July 6, 2016

Photo date: July 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two striped orbs I photographed. The one on the left
was photographed in the sky, and the one on the right was photographed
indoors. The orb on the right has an unusually thick stripe, and apparently
also has two other stripes.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with shadow
stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb
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Tuesday, July 5, 2016

The photo below shows various striped orbs that I have photographed in the
air, indoors and outdoors.  I have recently been photographing an increasing
number of these strange striped orbs, which typically have a thick stripe. See
here for the original photos.

Below is my previous collection of striped orbs, which were all photos of
striped orbs seen while photographing water drops.  The photos above,
conversely,  all show striped orbs in dry air.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Monday, July 4, 2016

Photo date: July 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a red striped orb above a building in New York City. I
have about 50 other photos of these strange striped orbs, which you can see
here. 

A Red Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red air orb,
striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red orb

Sunday, July 3, 2016

Photo date: July 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The first photo below shows an orb I photographed near the ceiling of Grand
Central Terminal in New York. The second photo shows an almost identical-
looking orb I photographed on June 23, 2016 (as described here).  Both orbs
have almost identical stripes.  The chance of this happening coincidentally
seems infinitesimal. 

Reappearance of the Double-Striped Orb?
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The orange orb shown in this post has the same distinctive look. Below is the
photo from that post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with two stripes, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, July 2, 2016

Photo date: May 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The three photos below show three orbs that I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York. Each almost looks like it is resting on a perch.
Two of the orbs have strange stripes.

Day of the Perching Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb alignment,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Photo date: June 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The two photos below show striped orbs that I photographed indoors, both of
which had an apparent size of about a soccer ball. As you can see here, I
have now published more than 50 photos of these mysterious striped orbs, all
of which show thick stripes like the ones below (never thin stripes).
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Friday, July 1, 2016

Photo date: June 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

At Grand Central Terminal in New York they recently put up the advertising
banner shown below, which in this photo is totally upstaged by a mysterious
striped blue orb floating above it.  Was the orb reading the ad?

Was the Striped Blue Orb Reading the Ad?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Below are some examples of yellow orbs photographed indoors, on June 21,
2016 and June 29, 2016. I don't get this color nearly as often as I get purple
orbs and blue orbs. 

Yellow Orbs

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orbs, yellow air orb

Photo date: June 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows part of the ceiling of Grand Central Terminal in New
York. We see an orb right in front of one of the very rare triangle shapes
visible in the station, the triangle being formed by an intersection of structural
lines. The orb has a strange stripe, something that is appearing more and
more often in the orbs I photograph (as shown here). 

Striped Orb In Front of Triangle

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb selective
positioning, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

Thursday, June 30, 2016

The photos below show 3 striped orbs I photographed floating around on the
ceiling at Grand Central Terminal on June 13, 2016, June 15, 2016 and June
21, 2016.  You can see 48 other examples of these strange striped orbs here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Striped Orbs in the Station

Tuesday, June 28, 2016

Photo date: June 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (taken indoors) shows what I have been photographing with
increasing frequency: a striped orb. About half of my 42 photos of striped
orbs show stripes like this one: a thick stripe stretching from one side of the
orb to the other.  I defy anyone to produce a photo of any natural particle that
has such a stripe. 

Another Striped Orb

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, June 26, 2016

Photo date: June 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb observed next to one of the windows at Grand
Central Terminal in New York. We see what I seem to be photographing more
and more often these days: a striped orb. See here for 35 other examples of
striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped blue
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Another Blue Striped Orb

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, July 31, 2016

Photo date: July 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below both striped orbs I photographed at an indoor location. 
These are the 95th and 96th examples of striped orbs I have photographed
(see here for other examples).  Stripes such as these are never seen in
natural airborne particles.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

More Striped Orbs

Saturday, July 30, 2016

Photo date: July 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see
two orbs near a US flag in the station.
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The lower orb has a strange eye-like feature. Below is a closeup of the green
orb.  The line at the bottom of the orb isn't a feature of the orb -- we are
merely seeing a line from the background. But the curved stripe at the top of
the orb is not part of the background.  

As well as photographing 90+ cases of striped orbs (as shown here), I have
ten times previously photographed orbs with a "triple stripe" like the one we
see above -- in which a thick line is flanked by a thin line with the same
shape, above it and below it (see here for examples).

In fact, the orb stripe here is pretty much a  "dead ringer" for the orb stripe
shown below, which I posted on July 20, in this post.
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See here for three other examples of two striped orbs with similar-looking
stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, transparent orb,
two striped orbs with same look

Friday, July 29, 2016

Photo date: July 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see
yet another example of what I am very frequently photographing these days:
mysterious striped orbs. See here for 90+ other photos of these strange
striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs
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Thursday, July 28, 2016

The photo at left shows a striped orb I photographed on the ceiling of Grand
Central Terminal in New York on July 26,  The photo at right shows a similar-
looking orb I photographed three days earlier. In both we see an almost
identical-looking curved stripe.

See here for 90 other photos of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Two Orbs With a Similar-Looking Stripe

Wednesday, July 27, 2016

Photo date:July 26, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Orbs do not have any general tendency to appear upon command, so it's
very rare for me to audibly request an orb. But just occasionally I notice an
astonishing case in which an orb appears just after I request one --
sometimes with the characteristics or position matching what I asked for (as
in these cases and this case). Just before taking the photo below, I said aloud
something like, "How about a nice striped orb?"  In the very next photo I took,
a striped orb did appear.

This is my 90th published example of a striped orb (see here for other
examples, many of which show stripes like this one, a big thick stripe
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stretching from one side of the orb to the other). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb appearing with requested feature, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, July 26, 2016

Photo date: July 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show orbs I photographed in the sky. Both orbs have
similar-looking stripes stretching from one edge of the orb to the opposite
edge.  Even the direction of the stripe looks similar, with both stripes having
the same angle of inclination. See here for 89 other photos of striped orbs. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, orb aura, outdoor
night orb, purple air orb, red orb aura, striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Two Striped Sky Orbs With Similar-Looking Stripes

Photo date: July 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a blue orb floating mysteriously at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.
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On the same evening I photographed the orb below in front of the ceiling at
the station. It's my 89th published example of a striped orb (see here for other
examples). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Monday, July 25, 2016
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Photo date: July 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York, and
shows a mysterious orb with a hook-like stripe.  See here for a photo I took a
few days earlier that also shows an orb with a hook-like stripe. 
c 

See here for a photo I took a few days earlier that also shows an orb with a
hook-like stripe. The photo is shown below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb hook-like
stripe, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look
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Sunday, July 24, 2016

Photo date: April 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The previously unpublished photo (from my photo backlog) shows a
transparent orb with a strange stripe, observed near a window at Grand
Central Terminal in New York.

This is the 87th photo I have published showing a striped orb floating about in
the air. See here for other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with curved stripe, striped orbs, transparent orb

A Transparent Striped Orb

Saturday, July 23, 2016

Photo date: July 22, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb I photographed on the ceiling of Grand
Central Terminal in New York. We see a T-shaped stripe.  Not something that
is ever observed in natural particles. The background was solid green.

Orb With a T-Shaped Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, letters inside orb, striped air
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Friday, July 22, 2016

Photo date: July 20, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York. Other than the weird stripe, what is particularly strange
about this orb is that we seem to see the letter "M" in the middle of the orb. Is
it just coincidence that this is the initial of my first and last name? 

This is my 85th photo of a striped orb in the air. See here for other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb with letter, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

A Striped Orb With the Letter "M"

Photo date: July 20, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show blue orbs I photographed near the distinctive upper
windows of Grand Central Terminal in New York.  The one on the left has a
hook-like stripe similar to the orb observed here, and the one on the right has
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a curved stripe stretching from one side of the orb to the other.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb hook-like
stripe, striped air orb, striped orbs

Thursday, July 21, 2016

Photo date: July 20, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York) shows what I
have photographed quite a few times: an orb with a thick stripe stretching
from one side of the orb to the other. 

I am photographing these striped orbs in increasing numbers, and
photographed four striped orbs on this night. See here for 81 previous photos
I have taken of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Striped Orb Looks Like Some Floating Pill

Wednesday, July 20, 2016

Dream Drawing Foreshadows My Striped Orb Photo
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Photo date: July 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

A few days ago (July 17, 2016) I had a dream of an orb with a curved stripe
on its top. On that day I sketched in pencil the drawing shown at right, trying
to remember how the orb looked in the dream.  Yesterday I took the orb photo
shown at left.  It  bears a close resemblance to my sketch.

Since I have previously got quite a few photos showing curved orb stripes (as
you can see here),  I cannot claim this incident as an example of a
precognitive dream. I may have been dreaming about the past, rather than
the future.

We see in the photo on the left an example of a stripe with three lines -- a
thick line flanked above and below by two thin lines with the same shape.
This extremely distinctive  feature (called a shadow stripe) is also shown in
this series of 8 photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: July 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York, and
shows what I have photographing with increasing frequency: a striped orb. 
This is the 80th time I have photographed a striped orb in the air (see here for
other examples).

The Orb Was Striped So Strangely
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Photos of natural particles never show stripes like this.  Even if one examines
collections of unusual-looking orb photos (such as those on this list), it is rare
to see orbs with stripes like this. But I was able to find another photographer
who had photographed striped orbs, as you can see in this photo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: July 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York, and
show a temporary advertising poster put up in the station. In both photos we
see a mysterious orb with a mark on its left side. The mark is longer in the orb
on the right.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Tuesday, July 19, 2016

Photo date: July 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken in Grand Central Terminal in New York, and
shows what I have been photographing more and more frequently these
days: an orb with a stripe. This particular stripe has a very distinctive hook-
like appearance.  See here for 78 other examples of striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb hook-like
stripe, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

Hook-like Stripe of the Blue Orb
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I took the photos below indoors (on July 13, 2016, June 8, 2016, July 9, 2016,
and July 11, 2016). All show orbs with stripes.  I have now published 78
photos of striped orbs, which you can see here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

More Striped Orbs

Sunday, July 17, 2016

Photo date: July 7, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photos below show two orbs at a ledge-like surface near a window in
Grand Central Terminal. The larger orb has a curved stripe near its top. 

On the same day I photographed the floating orb below, which is so bright
that you might think it is part of the chandelier behind it. It wasn't, and
appeared only in this photo.

Were They Peering Out the Windows?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, orb alignment,
orb on row of Grand Central lights, orb selective positioning, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, July 16, 2016

Photo date: October 30, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The previously unpublished photo below shows a striped orb I photographed
indoors. Like very many of the striped orbs I have photographed, this one has
a thick stripe stretching from one side of the orb to the other.  For 72 other
photos of striped orbs, see here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, September 3, 2016

Photo date: September 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is one of 
more than 100 striped orbs I have photographed (as shown here). We see a
very distinctive type of stripe -- what clothes makers call a shadow stripe, in
which there is a thin stripe that flanks a thick stripe. I have 16 previous times
photographed orbs with this strange "shadow stripe" feature, as you can see
here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Orb With a Curved "Shadow Stripe"

Friday, September 2, 2016

Photo date: September 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I photographed the mysterious orb below in the night sky. It is the 117th
striped orb I have photographed. See here for my other photos of striped
orbs, some of which also show striped orbs in the night sky (such as this
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photo showing two striped sky orbs adjacent to each other). 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when I was photographing on this
night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, September 1, 2016

Photo date: August 31, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I photographed the orb on the top at Grand Central Terminal in New York. I
photographed the orb on the bottom at another indoor location. Notice how
they both have a similar-looking squiggly stripe.

 The second one looks very similar to an orb I photographed on August 23,
as reported here: 
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The orbs above also look like this one I photographed on August 19, as
reported here.

This is the fifth case I have found of a set of two or more orbs which each
have the same very distinctive looking stripe or set of stripes. See here for
other cases of orbs which pretty much have "matching fingerprints."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look, umbilical cord recurring
orb motif

Wednesday, August 31, 2016

Photo date: August 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two orbs I photographed at the row of lights high atop
the crowd at Grand Central Terminal in New York.  Both have an unusual
feature. The one on the left has a thick stripe. The one on the right has an
eye-like feature.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb hole, orb on row of Grand
Central lights, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, August 30, 2016

Photo date: August 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a blue striped orb floating mysteriously among
people at Grand Central Terminal in New York.  This is the 113th photo I have
taken showing a mysterious orb with a strange stripe. See here for similar
photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs

Photo date: August 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
curved stripe that looks like the squiggly stripe I observed in this orb.  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Squiggly Strangeness

Friday, August 26, 2016

Photo date: August 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The two photos below show unusual-looking orbs I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal in New York.  The one on the left has a curved stripe, like
many of the orbs I have recently photographed.  The white orb on the right
has a strange hole in its middle.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb near US flag, blue air orb, orb hole, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, August 24, 2016

Photo date: August 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is my 110th photo showing a striped orb floating about.  See here for
other photos of striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

A Striped Blue Orb Floating About

Monday, August 22, 2016

The photos below (from August 21, 2016 and July 21, 2016) both show orbs
with a similar-looking curved stripe at the bottom.  You will see many of these
curved stripes in this set of 100+ photos of striped orbs. 

Orbs With Curved Stripes
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, August 20, 2016

Photo date: August 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb with an unusual squiggly type of stripe.
The stripe almost looks like it has twisted itself into a loop.  The orb had an
apparent size of about a soccer ball. 
  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

The Orb's Squiggly Stripe

Sunday, August 14, 2016

Photo date: August 12, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb above a building on Park Avenue in
New York.  This is my 106th photo of a mysterious striped orb.  See here for
similar photos.  These strange striped orbs often look like this, with a thick
stripe stretching from one side of the orb to the other. 
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a rating of 38.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, outdoor night orb, red
orb aura, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, August 11, 2016

The composite image below shows 37 mysterious striped orbs I have
photographed since July 6, 2016.  The most striking ones are those in the
first row, where we see two cases in which the same very distinctive stripe
shape was repeated. Stripes such as these in orbs are powerful evidence
that we are not seeing here any type of natural particles, because natural
particles never have stripes like these.  See here for the original posts in
which these photos appeared. Some of these objects were observed indoors,
and some in the sky. 

37 Mysterious Striped Orbs
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Below is my previous composite image of striped orbs, showing a whole
different set of striped orbs I photographed. I have now published more than
100 photos of these strange things.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Photo date: August 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show three orbs I photographed in the ceiling area of
Grand Central Terminal in New York. The one in the middle reminds me of a
golf ball in a golf ball hole. Notice the strange stripe in the one on the right. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, green air orb,
orb selective positioning, striped air orb, striped orbs

They Haunt This Ceiling

Tuesday, August 9, 2016
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Photo date: August 8, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I have photographed more than 100 mysterious striped orbs (as you can see
here).  But I have never before photographed what we see here: two striped
orbs right next to each other in the sky. Note the strange red aura
surrounding the orbs. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, pink air orb,
red orb aura, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped
pink orb

Saturday, August 6, 2016

Photo date: August 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Clothes manufacturers use the term "shadow stripe" for a stripe consisting of
a thick stripe that is flanked by two thin stripes. Below is an example of a
shadow stripe.

Besides photographing 100+ orbs that have stripes (as shown here), I have
14 previous times photographed orbs with "shadow stripes" consisting of a

Yet Another Mysterious Orb With a Very Distinctive
"Shadow Stripe"
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thick stripe flanked by two thin stripes (as you can see here). Below is
another example, an orb that made a fleeting appearance in front of a
featureless wall.

Below is a closeup of the strange white part of the orb. Is that some cute face
we see?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with face, air orb with outer ring, orb face, striped air
orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: August 5, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a multicolored orb with a stripe, an orb observed in
the night sky. See here for 100 other photos of mysterious striped orbs.

A Multicolored Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red
orb

Friday, August 5, 2016

Photo date: August 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb that I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. The orb looks kind of like the head of a jogger wearing
a sweatband.

My 100th Photo of a Mysterious Striped Orb
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See here for 99 other photos of striped orbs. Natural particles never have
stripes like we see in this series of photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, August 4, 2016

Photo date: August 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a multicolored orb I photographed in the sky. We see
a strange stripe.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

A Multicolored Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, multi-
colored striped orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, August 3, 2016

Photo date: August 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed floating about in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.

This is my 98th published example of a striped orb. See here for other
examples. Sometimes these stripes are straight, and other times they are
curved or wavy (we see here a rather wavy stripe).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb

A Striped Blue Orb

Tuesday, August 2, 2016

Photo date: August 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows another example of a striped orb. Above the thick
stripe is a thin stripe with the same shape.

Orb With a Thick Curved Stripe
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This is my 97th published example of a striped orb. See here for other
examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, orb stripe with two lines, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, October 2, 2016

Photo date: September 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows (above a building) a sky orb with a curved stripe. It's
one of more than 30 orbs with curved stripes that I have photographed, as
shown here.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Sky Orb With a Curved Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, October 1, 2016

 Below we see some mysterious orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. The first photo below was taken on September 27,
2016.  The second photo (posted here) was taken on September 1, 2016. 
The third photo (posted here) was taken on July 13, 2016. Notice that all
three have an "exclamation mark" pattern, with a small circle underneath a
line.  The second and third orbs are "dead ringers" for each other. This is one
of numerous cases I have identified of a repeating pattern in orbs. You can
see other cases by looking at this series of posts. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, green air orb,
striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs,
two striped orbs with same look
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Photo date: September 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb that appeared on the top border of a larger
photo I took.  The orb has two types of weirdness: a multicolored appearance
and a strange stripe.  See here for other photos of multicolored sky orbs,
some of which also have stripes. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a level of 42. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red orb

A Striped Multicolored Sky Orb

Tuesday, September 27, 2016

Photo date: September 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb, something I am
photographing with increasing frequency, as shown in this series of 140
photos.  Notice the eye-like feature on the left.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb eye detail, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs

Saturday, September 24, 2016

Photo date: September 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows some purple orbs and bright white orbs above a
building in New York City. Note the "vertical bias" (something I frequently see,
as shown in this series). We only see orbs above the buildings, which is not
the random photo positions we would see if natural particles near the camera
were the cause.

The orb in the top right corner is a striped orb, as shown in this closeup.  This
is the 140th striped orb I have photographed (see here for other examples). 
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when I was photographing on this
night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb swarm, orb
vertical bias, outdoor night orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Friday, September 23, 2016

The photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed over a period of
three days (September 20, 2016 to September 21, 2016). All have a strange
"inverted Y" symbol. 

I seem to be witnessing a dramatic new phase of the orb phenomenon, one
in which distinctive markings (possibly emblems or symbols) appear multiple
times in different orbs. See here for about 8 other examples in which we see
the same very distinctive markings repeated between 2 and 6 times in
different orbs.

The inverted Y we see here resembles the lowercase version of the "lambda"
letter in the Greek alphabet. Cosmologists use that symbol to represent the
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cosmological constant, one of the key determinants of cosmic order.

The photos taken here were only 4 of hundreds of photos I took during these
days, and the symbol above appeared only in these 4 photos scattered
among those hundreds. After each photo was taken, there were dozens of
other photos that showed no such symbol.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, inverted Y orb
motif, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs, transparent orb, two
striped orbs with same look

The photos below show two orbs I photographed indoors on September 20,
2016 and September 22, 2016. The bottom orb has a type of stripe called a
shadow stripe, in which a thick stripe is flanked by two thin stripes. I have 18
previous times photographed orbs with these shadow stripes, as shown
here.  I have many times previously photographed orbs with curved stripes
like these, as shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, September 22, 2016

Photo date: September 21, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a sky orb with a bent stripe, a kind of angle shape
that looks rather like the orbs shown in  these photos (also showing orbs with
bent stripes).  This is the 133rd striped orb I have photographed in the air
(see here for other examples). 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Sky Orb With a Bent Stripe
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Photo date: September 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb I photographed in Grand Central Terminal in
New York. It has a very distinctive stripe pattern I've seen in five other orbs I
have photographed.

As reported in this post, I have seen this pattern before several times. The
photo below shows some of the previous orbs I photographed with this
pattern.

The top left photo above is from September 15, and the other photos are are
from various dates in August, 2016. Between each of these 5 photos I took
more than 100 photos showing no such anomaly.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs,
two striped orbs with same look

The 6th Time I've Seen This Very Distinctive Orb
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Monday, September 19, 2016

Photo date: September 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange orb I photographed in the night sky.  There
are two strange aspects of the object: the many different colors we see in it
(including green, orange, red, yellow, and purple), and the strange stripe.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when I was photographing on this
night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb

A Striped Multicolored Sky Orb

Saturday, September 17, 2016

Photo date: September 15, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below at Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see three
alignments here. The top orb is aligned to the bottom orb; the top orb is
aligned to an architectural line; and the bottom orb is also aligned to an
architectural line. I have long noticed a tendency for orbs to align to
architectural lines at this location. I don't see most orbs aligning in such a
way, but I do see alignments occurring much more often than I would expect
to see by chance (see here for 140+ examples). Accentuating the weirdness
is a big stripe on the top orb; it is the 130th striped orb I have photographed in
the air. I am seeing such stripes appearing more and more often in my photos
of orbs (as you can see here). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb near US flag, blue air orb, bright air orb, orb alignment,
orb triple alignment, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs, transparent
orb

The photos below show two striped orbs I photographed, both of which have
a similar-looking stripe. The first photo (taken at Grand Central Terminal) is
from September 15, 2016, and the second from September 8, 2016.  See
here for some more impressive cases of two orbs with the same markings. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, September 16, 2016

Photo date: September 15, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.  Note the extremely distinctive curved stripe. 

This is the fifth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a squiggly
stripe looking like this one. Here is the orb above shown with three other orbs
I have photographed, all with a very similar look.

Here is another orb I photographed with the same look. 

Striped Orb Has the Same "Fingerprint" Seen 4 Times
Previously
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This is not the only case of a repeating "fingerprint" I have seen in orbs. 
There was also the pattern below, reported in this post. 

Then there was the pattern below, repeated in two orbs, as described in this
post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look, umbilical cord recurring orb motif

Wednesday, September 14, 2016
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The video below compiles many of the photos I have taken of mysterious
striped orbs.  First we see more than 25 photos of orbs with straight stripes
stretching from one side of the orb to the other. One of these is an
astonishing photo showing two striped orbs in the sky side-by-side. Then we
see more than 30 photos showing orbs with curved stripes. I show three
cases in which two striped orbs had the same very distinctive pattern, like
some duplicated fingerprint. The video ends up by showing many examples
of striped orbs that appeared while I was photographing water drops. In one
jaw-dropping photo, we see more than 20 striped orbs appearing at once.

Below is  a new photo of a striped orb, one that I photographed on
September 12, 2016 at Grand Central Terminal in New York.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped blue orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, videos

Striped Orbs: Emblems of theStriped Orbs: Emblems of the……

A Video of Inexplicable Striped Orbs

Monday, September 12, 2016

The top left photo shows a mysterious orb I photographed yesterday,
September 11, 2016.  The other three photos show orbs I photographed
previously (as discussed in this post and this post). Note how they all have a

Striped Orb Looks Like 3 Other Orbs I Photographed
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similar-looking stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Sunday, September 11, 2016

Photo date: September 10, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed near the Chrysler
Building in New York.  This is the 124th mysterious striped orb I have
photographed (see here for other examples). In many of these cases the
stripe has looked like this one, with the stripe stretching from one side of the
orb to the other.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

An Orange Striped Sky Orb
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Photo date: September 8, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

The left photo below shows an orb I photographed in the sky. The right photo
shows an orb I photographed indoors. Note how they both have a similar-
looking bent stripe. This is the sixth time I have photographed two striped
orbs with the same distinctive-looking stripe or stripes. See here for other
examples. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, September 8, 2016

Photo date: September 7, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top right corner of the photo below shows a blue striped sky orb. This is
the 121st time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe. See here
for other examples.
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, September 4, 2016

Photo date: September 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top of the photo below shows an orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.
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Below is a closeup showing the weird appearance of the orb. This is the
120th time I have photographed an orb with a stripe. See here for other
examples.  Try throwing around dust in the air and photographing it -- you will
never see stripes like this. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs
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Photo date: September 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb I photographed above a window at Grand
Central Terminal in New York. We can seem to see a silhouette showing the
head of a beaked bird.   

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with animal face,
animal face in orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped
orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, November 4, 2016

Photo date: July 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. Notice the
strange hook-like stripe. It resembles three other orbs I have photographed
with hook-like stripes (as shown here). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb hook-like stripe, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped
orbs

Strange Stripes on a Mysterious Orb

Tuesday, November 1, 2016

I took the first photo below on September 23, 2016, and the second one on
October 31, 2016. Both show a mysterious orb at the same little spot on the
ceiling of Grand Central Terminal. There is a strange coincidence that a stripe
on the right orb aligns with a stripe-like structural feature, so that a right angle
is formed from the two. 

Two Orbs at the Same Spot
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs

Sunday, October 30, 2016

Photo date: October 26, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (taken on a dry night) shows a huge swarm of orbs above a
building in New York City. My eyes  could not notice anything unusual in the
air, and there was no unusual smell.  A photo taken about 20 seconds later
from the same angle showed not a single orb. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a level of 27 (anything below 50 is good). The
pollen level listed on pollen.com was low, with a level of 1.1.

An orb in the top right corner of the photo has a thick stripe, although you will
only notice it if you click on the photo and view it in a separate browser tab. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: bright air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb swarm, outdoor night
orb, outdoor orbs on low pollen day, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped
orbs
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Photo date: October 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York.  This is the 162nd striped orb I have photographed in
the air.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

A Striped Blue Orb

Saturday, October 29, 2016

Photo date: October 25, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 6th time I have photographed an upside-down Y in a mysterious
orb. The composite image below shows the photo above and the five other
similar photos I have taken.

The 6th Time I've Seen This "Inverted Y" Symbol in a
Mysterious Orb
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I am not able to find a well-documented explanation of the meaning of this
symbol, although one poorly documented web site claims that the inverted Y
symbol is a symbol for God (as does another poorly documented site).

The photos above were taken over various days in September and October
of 2016, and in between taking each of these photos I took many other
photos with the same camera that showed no such anomaly. So in each case
when the inverted Y symbol appeared, the previous 30 photos with the same
camera  showed no such anomaly. 

This recurring motif is one of only many recurring motifs I have noticed in
striped orbs I have photographed. You can click on the links below to see
other dramatic examples. See here for the original posts that contained the
photos shown above and referred to below.
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Photo date: October 26, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below two bright blue orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

The top orb has a short "shadow stripe," a type of stripe I often photograph.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Monday, October 24, 2016

The top left corner of the photo below shows an orb I photographed next to a
high window in Grand Central Terminal in New York on October 21, 2016. 
The other seven photos show orbs I previously photographed over the past
few months, as reported here and here.  Notice that all 8 photos have the
same stripe pattern. The strange stripe looks rather like an aerial view of a
winding road ending in a  cul-de-sac, so I'm going to start calling this the "cul-
de-sac" motif. It is one of quite a few recurring motifs that are appearing in the
mysterious orbs I photograph, as shown here (another being the "inverted Y"
motif I have photographed 5 times, as shown here).

The photos taken here were only 8 of thousands of photos I took during a
period of a few months, and the symbol above appeared only in these photos
scattered among those thousands. After each photo was taken, there were
dozens of other photos that showed no such symbol.

In six of the photos, the stripe begins or ends on the edge of the orb. In the

The 8th Time I've Seen This "Cul-de-sac" Motif in a
Mysterious Orb
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third photo, the stripe begins on the edge of the orb, and ends on the edge of
a flag. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped
blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with
same look, umbilical cord recurring orb motif

Photo date: October 21, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The left photo shows a violet orb above St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York.
The right photo shows a striped orb near the Chrysler Building. Neither was
the moon, which was little more than a half-moon on this night.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a level of 23 (anything below 50 is good). The
pollen level listed on pollen.com was low, with a level of 1.6.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in very clean air, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor
night orb, outdoor orbs on low pollen day, striped air orb, striped orange orb,
striped orbs, violet air orb

Orbs Above the Famous Buildings

Sunday, October 23, 2016

The top left photo shows a mysterious orb I photographed on October 20,
2016.  The other five photos shows orbs I previously photographed (they are
part of this series of posts). Notice the recurrence of the arch-like curve motif.
In five of these photos we see not just a stripe, but a very distinctive type of
stripe that clothes makers call a shadow stripe (in which a larger stripe is
flanked by a thin stripe).

Mysterious Motif: Another Orb With a Curved Shadow
Stripe
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See here for other types of recurring motifs I am seeing in mysterious orbs,
such as an "inverted Y" motif I have photographed 5 times.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, October 22, 2016

Photo date: October 20,  2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows an orb I photographed indoors. We see an upside-
down Y pattern in the orb.

Recurring Motif: The 5th Time I've Seen This "Inverted
Y" Pattern in a Mysterious Orb
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This is the fifth time I have photographed this upside-down Y pattern. Below
are four previous orbs I photographed with the same pattern, as reported
here:

I am seeing the most dramatic phenomenon of recurring motifs in the orbs I
photograph. See here for about 10 other examples in which we see the same
very distinctive markings repeated between 2 and 6 times in different orbs.

The inverted Y we see here resembles the lowercase version of the "lambda"
letter in the Greek alphabet. Cosmologists use that symbol to represent the
cosmological constant, one of the key determinants of cosmic order.

The photos taken here were only 5 of hundreds of photos I took during a two-
month period, and the symbol above appeared only in these 5 photos
scattered among those hundreds. After each photo was taken, there were
dozens of other photos that showed no such symbol. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, inverted Y orb motif, striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Friday, October 21, 2016

A Striped Orb in the Sky
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Photo date: October 20,  2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the night sky.  This is
the 155th striped orb I have photographed in dry air.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation while I was photographing on this
night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, October 18, 2016

The first two photos below show two striped orbs I photographed in the sky
on October 16, 2016. The stripes seem identical.  The other four photos show
similar-looking mysterious striped orbs I photographed on previous days (you
can see the original posts in this series of photos). Five of the photos show
sky orbs. 
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped purple orb, two striped orbs
with same look

Friday, October 14, 2016

Photo date: October 13,  2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo at left shows a blue striped orb I photographed near a window at
Grand Central Terminal in New York.  This is the 152th striped orb I have
photographed in dry air.  On the right is another orb I photographed near the
same spot. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb on row of
Grand Central lights, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, October 12, 2016

The photos below all show a similar structure at Grand Central Terminal, a
decorative structure above a window.  I took the top photo on October 11,
2016.  The other two photos (reported here) were taken on October 3, 2016
and September 12, 2016.  Three orbs at about the same position, all blue,
and all with a curved stripe. What are the odds against such a thing
coincidentally happening? 

Another Blue Orb With a Curved Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Tuesday, October 11, 2016

The photo on the left shows a sky orb I photographed last night, October 10,
2016, a dry night. The photo on the right shows a sky orb I photographed on
February 11, 2016. Both orbs have an identical-looking stripe. Both stripes
start at the same position on the orb, are of the same length, and are
rectangular shaped, with a straight end. 

Two Sky Orbs With a Similar-Looking Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orbs, striped purple orb, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, October 6, 2016

The photo on the left shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York on October 3, 2016.  The photo on the right
shows  what I photographed on September 12, 2016, as reported here.  Both
photos shows the top of a high window at the station.  Not only do we see the
same orb feature repeated, but the position in the station is almost identical.
Both orbs are exactly aligning with an architectural feature. 

Below shows the normal appearance of the area where these photos were
taken.

Another Blue Orb With an Arch-like Stripe on a Grand
Central Window Top
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The series of photos here shows several other cases of mysterious orbs with
these arch-like stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb alignment, reappearance of orb at same spot, striped air
orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Wednesday, October 5, 2016

Photo date: October 3,  2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb that I photographed above
some buildings in New York City. This is the 148th time I have photographed
a mysterious striped orb in dry air (see here for other photos). 

A Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Photo date: September 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed floating about. It
has a strange bent stripe.  This is the 147th time I have photographed a
mysterious striped orb in dry air (see here for other photos). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, October 4, 2016

The top left of the composite photo below shows a mysterious orb I
photographed at Grand Central Terminal on October 3, 2016. The other
photos show orbs I photographed previously, as reported here.  Note that all
six orbs have the same squiggly pattern (a kind of "pig tail" pattern). The
photos were taken over several weeks, with hundreds of photos between the
photos showing no such thing. 

The 7th Time I've Photographed This Very Distinctive
Paranormal Pattern
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Below is an additional photo I took showing this pattern.

Below is a sketch I made on September 16, 2016, a sketch trying to
reproduce the recurring squiggly pattern appearing on these orbs.  It very
closely matches the pattern on the photo taken two weeks later on October 3,
2016. 
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Here is a larger version of the photo I took on October 3, 2016. It matches
closely the sketch above, made two weeks earlier. Notice how the pattern
ends on the exact top of the American flag. 

The probability of someone getting these pattern recurrences -- these
repeated "fingerprints" -- by chance arrangements of matter is less than 1 in
1,000,000,000,000.  This particular repeated pattern is one of only several
other very distinctive repeated patterns -- recurring emblems, we might say --
that you can see by looking at this series of posts.

Clearly this mysterious orb phenomenon is starting to become manifest in
ever-more dramatic ways. 
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Photo date: October 3, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows quite a pink sky orb above the Met Life building in
New York.  If you look closely, you can see two faint stripes on the strange
orb.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good."
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, November 30, 2016

Photo date: November 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The mysterious orb I photographed below seems rather to have a symbol of a
tree inside it. We can seem to see the trunk of the tree, and the tree top in the
top right corner.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tree Symbol in the Orb?

Thursday, November 24, 2016

Photo date: November 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped pink orb that seems to be moving very fast.
It appeared on the ceiling of Grand Central Terminal in New York.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, pink air orb, speeding air orb,
speeding pink air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped orbs,
striped pink orb

Wednesday, November 23, 2016

Photo date: November 21, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed above the Met Life
building in New York. This is the 183rd striped orb I have photographed in dry
air. Many of my previous photos of striped orbs (shown here) show stripes
like this, in which the stripe stretches from one side of the orb to the other.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs
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Photo date: November 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in midtown
Manhattan.

This is the third time I have photographed an orb with this inverted V stripe.
Below are two other examples, reported here.

Below is my revised table listing recurring patterns I have photographed in
mysterious orbs. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 7 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/two-sky-orbs-with-
identical-looking.html

The Thousand
Indentations

A Three-Part Orb
Pattern

Like Faces Looking
to the Left

►  August (20)

►  July (36)

►  June (40)

►  May (57)

►  April (53)

►  March (48)

►  February (60)

►  January (74)

►  2019 (609)

►  2018 (505)

►  2017 (1117)

►  2016 (1697)

►  2015 (1857)

Speeding Orbs

More Green Orbs

Is My TV Becoming
a Spirit Box?

35 Bright Orbs

Blue Orbs Keep
Appearing at This
Ceiling

Levitation of the TV
Word, and Light
Bending Like a
Mobius Strip

Still More Speeding Orbs
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Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/08/an-adjacent-pair-
of-striped-orbs-in-sky.html

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 6 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/two-more-cases-
of-this-recurring-orb.html

Slanted C 6 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/two-more-
mysterious-orbs-with-
curved_10.html

Inverted V 3 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

This post

Hook-like stripe 4 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/strange-stripes-on-
mysterious-orb.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, striped air orb, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Saturday, November 19, 2016

Photo date: November 18, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed to the right of St.
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Patrick's Cathedral in New York.  There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation
on this night. 

I have four times previously photographed a sky orb that looks like this. Here
are some previous photos, as described here, here and here).

Below is my revised table listing recurring motifs I have photographed in
mysterious orbs. Besides the 5 orbs shown above (with a diagonal stripe not
stretching the full length of the orb), I have also photographed 6 other
mysterious orbs with a diagonal stripe stretching the full length of the orb (see
below for the link). 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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New York.

Below is a closeup. We see not only a vertical stripe, but also two strange
green spots on the orb.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a level of 34. The pollen level listed on
pollen.com was low, with a level of 0.4.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, orange-green air
orb, outdoor night orb, outdoor orbs on low pollen day, striped air orb, striped
orange orb, striped orbs

Monday, November 14, 2016

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Photo date: November 5, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed above a supermarket in
New York City. There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

This is the fourth time I have photographed an orb with a stripe that looks like
this one.  Below is a composite photo showing the orb above and three other
similar orbs I photographed (as described here and here).
  

The 4th Sky Orb I've Photographed With This Type of
Diagonal Stripe

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)
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Below is my revised table listing recurring motifs I have photographed in
mysterious orbs. Besides the 4 orbs shown above (with a diagonal stripe not
stretching the full length of the orb), I have also photographed 6 other
mysterious orbs with a diagonal stripe stretching the full length of the orb (see
below for the link). 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 6 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/two-sky-orbs-with-
identical-looking.html

Short diagonal
stripe

4 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

This post

Hose and circle 6 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/two-more-cases-
of-this-recurring-orb.html

Slanted C 6 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/two-more-
mysterious-orbs-with-
curved_10.html

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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Caret stripe 2 Looks rather like
the caret character

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/09/two-mysterious-
orbs-with-bent-stripes.html

Hook-like stripe 2 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, peach-colored
air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped pink orb, two striped orbs with
same look

Photo date: November 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed above my
TV while I was watching the TV show "Haunted Case Files."

This looks quite a bit like another recurrence of the "hose and circle" recurring
orb motif I have photographed six times before (as shown here). But it's a
borderline case, since the "circle" part below the "hose" is only barely visible.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Striped Orb Appears While I'm Watching the Ghost
Show

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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Sunday, November 13, 2016

The composite photo below shows various striped orbs I have photographed
in the past two months. See here for the posts that had these photos.   See
here for other posters of striped orbs, and see here for a poster of recurring
patterns in striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

28 Mysterious Striped Orbs

Saturday, November 12, 2016

Recurring Motifs in Mysterious Striped Orbs

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(134)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)
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The composite photo below shows various striped orbs I have photographed
in the past two months. See here for the posts that had these photos.  We
see here some astonishing cases of recurrent patterns. The first 8 orbs
shown all have the same "umbilical cord" motif.  In the third and fourth rows
we see 7 orbs that all have the same "inverted Y" pattern. See here for two
other posters of striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Below are three photos I took of what looks like some kind of chute or air duct
in Grand Central Station in New York. In each case we see a mysterious orb
floating about. Do they like to fly up the chute?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, reappearance of
orb at same spot, striped air orb, striped orbs

Photo date: September 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see inside the orb an inverted V shape.  It reminds
me of the inverted Y shapes I have seen in 7 orbs, as shown here. 

Weird Orb Has an Inverted V
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, purple air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, striped purple orb

Friday, November 11, 2016

Photo date: November 10, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped sky orb I photographed in New York City. 
Note the strange orange aura around the orb.  This is the 175th mysterious
striped orb I have photographed in dry air. See here for other photos of
striped orbs. 

The photo above was cropped from the larger photo below.

Striped Sky Orb With an Orange Aura
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good," with a level of 47. The pollen level listed on
pollen.com was low, with a level of 0.8.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb,
orange orb aura, orb aura, outdoor night orb, outdoor orbs on low pollen day,
striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orbs

Thursday, November 10, 2016

The photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed on November 3,
2016 and November 7, 2016.

These two orbs resemble the orbs below I previously photographed on
various days this year (as reported in this post).

Two More Mysterious Orbs With Curved Stripes
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, November 9, 2016

Photo date: November 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

This is the 7th time I have photographed an upside-down Y in a mysterious
orb. The composite photo below shows six other orbs I have photographed
with the same inverted Y symbol (see here and here for the original posts).
The photos were taken over the course of quite a few weeks, with no such
symbol appearing in 99% of the photos I took during these weeks.

The Seventh Photo I've Taken of a Mysterious Orb With
an Inverted-Y Symbol

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)
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Below is my revised table listing different types of recurring orb motifs I have
photographed. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

This post

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 6 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/two-sky-orbs-with-
identical-looking.html

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Monday, November 7, 2016

Photo date: November 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is a photo I took of the ceiling of Grand Central Terminal in New York. I
have 9 previous times photographed orbs with this very distinctive pattern. 

The 10th Appearance of This Orb Motif: Is It a Psychic
Symbol of Motherhood?

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (20)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)
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Below is a composite showing this orb and 9 other orbs I have photographed
with the same pattern. You can see the original posts here.  The photos were
taken over the course of quite a few weeks, with no such symbol appearing in
99% of the photos I took during these weeks. 

In trying to unravel any meaning behind such a symbol, I feel rather like
Robert Langdon, the chief protagonist of the "Da Vinci Code" series of
novels. Langdon is a professor of "symbology" who must unravel cryptic
symbols.

I originally called the recurring motif shown above "the cul-de-sac motif,"
because I thought it resembled an aerial view of a winding road leading to a
cul-de-sac. But now I think it resembles something else: an umbilical cord. 
We see a loop in the stripe, and umbilical cords sometimes become looped in
the womb.

Imagine if you had the job of creating a symbol of motherhood, using only a
small number of pixels. It wouldn't work to draw a nursing mother -- that
would require too many pixels. Nor would it work to draw a breast or a
vagina, for women have those even when they are not mothers.

But it occurs to me: you could symbolize motherhood by using a single brush
stroke. You would simply draw a symbol just like the one above, which would
symbolize a mother's umbilical cord. The only women with umbilical cords are
mothers.

If this symbol represents an umbilical cord, it creates all kind of fascinating

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)
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hook-like-stripe.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look, umbilical
cord recurring orb motif

Photo date: November 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange orb I photographed indoors. The orb has a
stripe with a wave-like look to it. This is the 169th striped orb I have
photographed in dry air. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

The "Wave" in the Weird Wonder

Saturday, November 5, 2016

The top left photo shows a mysterious orb I photographed on October 14,
2016.  Below that on the left is an orb I photographed on November 4, 2016
at Grand Central Terminal.  The other four photos are orbs I previously
photographed and described in this post and this post.  In all six of these

Two More Cases of This Recurring Orb Pattern

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)
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photos, we see the same pattern: a stripe stretching down  from the top of the
orb, with a circle feature underneath the end of the stripe. I call this the "hose
and circle" pattern. It looks rather like a ball falling out of a tube. 

This recurring pattern is one of only quite a few I have identified. The table below shows other
examples of recurring patterns in orbs I have photographed. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 6 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/the-6th-time-ive-
seen-this-inverted-y.html

Cul-de-sac 9 Looks like an aerial
view of a winding
road leading to a
cul-de-sac.

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/same-flag-top-
same-curvey-striped-
cul.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 6 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/two-sky-orbs-with-
identical-looking.html
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Below are 8 photos I have taken showing the same "cul-de-sac" pattern (one
of which is the photo at right above). See here for the original posts.

Astonishingly, on the same day I photographed yet another orb showing this
"cul-de-sac" pattern,  as clearly as on the photo at the top right of this post. I'll
post that photo on another day. 

Here is my revised table listing recurring orb motifs I have photographed (only
those I have published so far). 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 6 Rather like the http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, January 13, 2017

Photo date: January 6, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a sky orb I photographed on a dry night with no fog,
mist, rain or precipitation. Like 12 other orbs I have photographed, there is a
diagonal stripe in the orb, like a slash.

Below are 10 other orbs I have photographed with a similar stripe.

Another Sky Orb With a Diagonal Slash
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2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orbs, striped purple orb, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, January 8, 2017

Photo date: January 4, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.
This is the 200th striped orb I have photographed in dry air (as shown in this
series). In addition, I have photographed about 200 other striped orbs while
photographing falling water drops, as shown in this series.  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

The 200th Striped Orb I've Photographed in Dry Air

Friday, January 6, 2017

Photo date: January 4, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photo below shows a strange sky orb I photographed above the Chrysler
Building in New York.

Below is a closeup. The striped object seems to be moving fast. It is one of
many striped sky orbs I have photographed. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good." The pollen count listed on pollen.com was "low,"
with a level of 0.1.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 
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Labels: orb comet tail, orb near Chrysler Building, outdoor night orb, outdoor
orbs on low pollen day, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb,
striped pink orb

Wednesday, January 4, 2017

Photo date: January 4, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb that appeared to the right of my TV
set while I was watching the "Ghostly Encounters" TV show, in which people
discuss ghostly paranormal experiences.

This is the 12th time I have photographed an orb with a thick diagonal stripe
resembling the slash character. Below are 10 other examples.  You can see
the original photos here.

Below is my revised table listing recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. You can conveniently see almost all of
the relevant photos in this post. 

Striped Orb Shows Up for the Ghost Documentary

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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T horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Photo date: December 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a pink sky orb that has two rather faint stripes.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good." The pollen count listed on pollen.com was "low,"
with a level of 0.1.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:09 AM 2 comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, outdoor orbs
on low pollen day, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes,
yellow air orb

The Two Stripes of the Pink Sky Orb

Monday, January 2, 2017
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Below are three mysterious striped orbs I photographed on December 30,
2016 and January 1, 2017.  I have by now photographed 196 mysterious orbs
with stripes, as you can can by looking at this series of posts. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Monday, December 26, 2016

Photo date: December 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb that I photographed indoors.

This is the tenth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe
looking like this one. Below is the photo above along with nine similar photos
I have taken (see here for the original posts). In each case we see what looks
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a "C" shape that is kind of tilted over to the right. 

Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 11 Goes from one
side of orb to

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/12/the-10th-time-ive-
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top right corner we can see a striped orb.

Below is a closeup of the striped orb.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good." The pollen count listed on pollen.com was "low,"
with a level of 0.1.

This is the eleventh time I have photographed a striped orb with a diagonal
stripe looking like this one. The composite photo below shows ten other
examples I have photographed (as I discussed in these posts).
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%2045%20degree%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20aligned%20with%20flag%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20alignment
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20and%20ghost%20movie
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20and%20rainbow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20at%20requested%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20with%20requested%20color
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20with%20requested%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20arch


Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post.

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 11 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

This post

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 7 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/12/the-seventh-
occurence-of-this.html

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-3ikZ5lMKmLU/WFlib5L8Z9I/AAAAAAAAXCs/m-RRqEfbPtsSrDceHpQ_RCD08MjMZ5X5QCLcB/s1600/recurring_orb_pattern.jpg
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/recurring-patterns-in-mysterious-orbs.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-seventh-photo-ive-taken-of.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-10th-appearance-of-this-orb-motif.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/10/mysterious-motif-another-orb-with.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-ive-photographed-with.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-seventh-occurence-of-this.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20at%20bar
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20at%20top%20of%20arch
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20aura
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20behind%20distant%20Christmas%20wreath
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20behind%20wire
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20Bezier%20curve%20motion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20bosoms
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20bullseye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20cameo
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20casting%20light
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20centrifuge%20effect
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20changing%20color
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20circular%20motion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20claws
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20color%20shift
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20colors
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20comet%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20comet%20tail%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20crescent
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20crescent%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20crescent%20radial%20symmetry
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20curving%20motion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20disks
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20donuts
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20double%20alignment
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20double%20right%20angle%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20during%20eclipse
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20eclipse
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20eye%20detail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20face%20within%20orb%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20faces%20on%20windows
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20halfway%20in%20shadow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hammers
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20head%20and%20shoulders%20motif


There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Saturday, December 17, 2016

Below is  a composite of photos I have taken of mysterious orbs with a stripe
looking like a diagonal slash.  The second photo in the third column is a new
photo I took on yesterday, December 16, 2016. All of these photos were
taken either indoors or outdoors on dry nights with no fog, mist, rain or
precipitation. The original posts containing most of the photos below are here.

Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post. 

The 10th Time I've Photographed a Diagonal Slash Orb

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-h6VpNAytEig/WFgRM9Or73I/AAAAAAAAXBI/wquetC-lNaoT5to4Qd2vNSHJHaCtkm1xQCLcB/s1600/hockey_stick_orb.jpg
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/a-hockey-stick-sky-orb.html
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https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7215172083263680942&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7215172083263680942&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7215172083263680942&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7215172083263680942&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7215172083263680942&target=pinterest
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20chord%20stripe
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CMWO3bC6NTk/WFVu6KjdoiI/AAAAAAAAW_g/UdoqPn4BKwsKGrFc-NV65oPSLYwH4aZMgCLcB/s1600/paranormal_photos.jpg
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/recurring-patterns-in-mysterious-orbs.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-10th-time-ive-photographed-diagonal.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20escalator
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20Mars
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20roof
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20row%20of%20Grand%20Central%20lights
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20stairway
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20over%20head
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20pair
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20parachutes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20pattern%20becoming%20less%20complex
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20pattern%20growing%20more%20complex
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20perched%20on%20window%20frame
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20photos%20by%20others
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20polygon
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20protrusion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20rainbow%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20right%20angle%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20row
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20S-shape
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20sandwiches
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20seen%20in%20consecutive%20photos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20selective%20positioning
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20shadow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20shields
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20silhouette
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20squirt
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stairway
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20string%20of%20pearls
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stripe%20with%20two%20lines
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swords


particular shape mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Thursday, December 15, 2016

Photo date: December 13, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed.

This is the seventh time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this
particular pattern, which I call the "hose and circle" pattern. Below are other
examples I photographed on various days this year. In each case we see
what looks like a ball or circle that is underneath a kind of hose shape, so it
looks like a ball that has fallen out of the hose.

The Seventh Occurrence of This Distinctive Pattern in a
Mysterious Orb

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/the-same-strange-mark-on-two-striped.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/reappearance-of-double-striped-orb.html
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-10th-time-ive-photographed-diagonal.html
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https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=3174311427433266108&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=3174311427433266108&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=3174311427433266108&target=pinterest
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-vycxCWYOSr4/WFLLnWP2IsI/AAAAAAAAW9U/xhVHPLFgw4AatkWA9NlSwOCkAg2isGg7gCLcB/s1600/striped_orb.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-seventh-occurence-of-this.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20glasses
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20green%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hair
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole%20and%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20internal%20arcs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20long%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20multiple%20colors
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rainbow%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20red%20feature%20near%20center
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20single%20big%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20six%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20small%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20square
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20three%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20tongue
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triple%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory%20debunked
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20alien%20abductions
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20near-death%20experiences
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20at%20Hall%20of%20Science
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20semi-circle


In this post is actually an 8th occurrence of this pattern. 

Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

6 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/mysterious-motif-
another-orb-with.html

Diagonal stripe 7 Goes from one
side of orb to

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/10/two-sky-orbs-with-

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pie-like%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20green%20orb
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20orb%20cluster


the very strange stripes that almost seem to form a big curvy "X."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, sawed orb, striped air orb, striped green orb,
striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Wednesday, December 7, 2016

Photo date: December 6, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky. The
one on the left rather seems to have two eye-like features. The one on the
right has a strange stripe, as well as a variety of colors: yellow, green, blue
and purple. Neither was the moon, which was only a half-moon on this night. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when these photos were taken.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Strange Sky Orbs

Tuesday, December 6, 2016

Photo date: November 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed.

The 7th Time I've Photographed a Mysterious Orb
Looking Like This

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (20)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)
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This is the seventh time I have photographed an orb with a pattern like this, a
stripe that looks like a C shape tilted over to the right. Below are six other
cases in which I photographed an orb looking like this.

Below is my updated table showing recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord ( 10 Resembles an http://orbpro.blogspot.

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, March 2, 2017

Photo date: March 1, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo shows a mysterious blue orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

Note the stripe stretching across the orb like some belt. This is the eighth
time I have photographed an orb with such a belt-like stripe. Below we see all
eight of these orbs (you can see the original posts here).

Another Mysterious Orb With a Belt-Like Stripe
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I have not previously logged this pattern in my table of repeating patterns in
mysterious orbs, so I will now do so (most of the examples referred to below
can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?
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10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb
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Diagonal stripe 14 Goes from one
side of orb to
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb near US flag, blue air
orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, March 1, 2017

Photo date: February 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed, one that has a
strange U-shaped stripe inside it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orbs

"U" Is for "Unknown"

Saturday, February 25, 2017

The first of the 4 photos below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in
front of a ceiling in Grand Central Terminal in New York on February 24,
2017.  The other three photos show mysterious orbs I photographed with a
similar "inverted V" pattern.

Below is my updated table listing recurring patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed  (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post).
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Comments URL

Another "Inverted V" Orb

Still More Ringed
Orbs

Spooky Wonder of
the Light
Metamorphosis

The TV Words
Levitated Up to the
Ceiling

Featured Post

"Head and Shoulders"
Motif Appeared Often in
Each of 40+ Consecutive
Photos

Content on this blog may be shared on
other web sites or in publications under
this Creative Commons Attribution No-
Derivatives license, requiring attribution
(including a link to this web site) and
prohibiting derivatives: Link
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fell down nine which “fell
down”

2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, February 20, 2017

 Photo date: February 19, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is a sky orb orb I photographed on a night with no rain, fog, mist or
precipitation.

I have so far taken 14 photos of mysterious orbs that had a diagonal slash
that goes from one side of the orb to another, with a resemblance to a slash
rather than a backslash.  Below are ten of the photos. You can see the
original posts in which I published these photos here. 

The 14th Mysterious Orb With a Diagonal Slash

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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Here are three more photos showing the same pattern:

Below is my updated table listing recurring patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed  (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post).
  

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, February 18, 2017

Photo date: February 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange orb I photographed near a high window in
Grand Central Terminal. We see an odd flat edge that I don't very often see in
orbs. There's also a thick stripe. One side of the orb has a kind of blue glow,
and the other side of the orb has a yellow-green glow.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, sawed orb, split
aura orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orbs

The Three Weird Things About This Orb

Friday, February 17, 2017

Photo date: February 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding striped orb I photographed near a
skyscraper in New York City.  I have 13 photos showing mysterious orbs with
diagonal slashes, but I don't think I'll add this orb photo to that set,  because
this one has a more "slash on the edge" look to it. This is the 218th striped
orb I have photographed in dry air. See here for other examples. 

A Striped Speeding Orb

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good."  The pollen count listed on pollen.com was "low,"
with a level of 2.1.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, pink air orb,
speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs, striped pink orb

Wednesday, February 15, 2017

Photo date: February 15, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed with a curved stripe
at the bottom. This is the 9th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with
this type of curved stripe at the top or bottom of the orb. 

Below are some similar-looking orbs I photographed on previous days.

The 9th Time I've Seen This Orb Pattern

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/light%20rays%20resembling%20Mobius%20strip
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/light%20rays%20rising%20and%20falling
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/light%20surge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/line%20in%20oval%20pattern
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/little%20orb%20next%20to%20big%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/lucid%20dreaming
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/luminous%20line
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/mandorla%20in%20water%20drops
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/mask-like%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/mediums
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/mind%20over%20matter%20experiments
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/miscellaneous%20luminous%20anomalies
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/miscellaneous%20paranormal%20events
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/miscellaneous%20photographic%20anomaly
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/mist%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/misty%20figures
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/moving%20orbs%20seen%20by%20security%20cameras
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/multi-colored%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/multi-colored%20orb%20crescent
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/multi-colored%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/multi-colored%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/multicolored%20orb%20ring


Below is my updated table listing recurring patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed  (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post).
  

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(134)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-jSuIi3rKg_A/WKSN23lTr8I/AAAAAAAAYLE/7Tm_u4V0cVMJIHCJbv76weLMZE07VtmsgCLcB/s1600/orbs_with_curved_stripes.jpg
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/recurring-patterns-in-mysterious-orbs.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-seventh-photo-ive-taken-of.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-10th-appearance-of-this-orb-motif.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/01/high-enigma-of-striped-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/more-striped-orbs_18.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/number%20in%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/number%20in%20water
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20green%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20green%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20aura
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20crescent
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20veils
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20orb%20with%20red%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange%20yellow%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-green%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-green%20orb%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-pink%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-purple%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-red%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orange-yellow%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%2045%20degree%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20aligned%20with%20flag%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20alignment
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20and%20ghost%20movie
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20and%20rainbow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20at%20requested%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20with%20requested%20color
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20appearing%20with%20requested%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20arch


vertical stripe at
the bottom

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Monday, February 13, 2017

Photo date: February 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the top left photo on an earlier day, and the three other photos on this
night. All four orbs have a diagonal stripe resembling a backslash. I have
photographed 11 other orbs with a diagonal slash in the other direction (as
you can see by following a link given below). 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.  This pattern
recurrence is one of only 14 that I have documented. Below is my updated
table listing recurring patterns in mysterious orbs I have photographed  (most
of the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).
  

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-

Night of the Backslash Sky Orbs

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (455)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)

orb notches (48)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/another-hockey-stick-sky-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/night-of-backslash-sky-orbs.html
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-seen-this-orb-pattern.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-seen-this-orb-pattern.html#comment-form
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20curved%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/two%20striped%20orbs%20with%20same%20look
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2778704520815472956&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2778704520815472956&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2778704520815472956&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2778704520815472956&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2778704520815472956&target=pinterest
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-aIJyHXrY5-4/WKHhPd4_i2I/AAAAAAAAYIU/UYvF3Rvx7IQCbxfaTuPhniaEnGnCyxQNgCLcB/s1600/backslash_orbs.jpg
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/12/recurring-patterns-in-mysterious-orbs.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-seventh-photo-ive-taken-of.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/night-of-backslash-sky-orbs.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20healing
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hexagon
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hole%20polygon
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hole%20positional%20bias
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hook-like%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20in%20American%20Museum%20of%20Natural%20History
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20in%20crystal%20ball
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20in%20mall
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20in%20Rockefeller%20Center
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20in%20tree
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20inside%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20line
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20lines
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20lollipops
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20mouth%20detail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20moving%20against%20the%20wind
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20mushroom
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20Chrysler%20Building
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20Columbus%20Circle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20cross
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20Empire%20State%20Building
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20information%20window
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20moon
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20physical%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20temple
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20tinsel
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20near%20Waldorf%20Astoria%20hotel
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20nose%20detail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20not%20blurred%20in%20blurred%20photo
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20notch
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20notches
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20banister
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20edge%20of%20photo


http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

This post

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, February 12, 2017

Photo date: February 11, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In the photo below we see a weird colored sky orb with a strange stripe. This
is the 213th striped orb I have photographed in dry air (as shown in this
series). In addition, I have photographed about 200 other striped orbs while
photographing falling water drops, as shown in this series.   

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:28 AM No comments: 

Striped Sky Strangeness

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-windows.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/two-striped-orbs-with-same-fingerprint.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/the-same-strange-mark-on-two-striped.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/reappearance-of-double-striped-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/another-hockey-stick-sky-orb.html
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/night-of-backslash-sky-orbs.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/night-of-backslash-sky-orbs.html#comment-form
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/full%20spectrum%20camera%20photo
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20night%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20with%20chord%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/two%20striped%20orbs%20with%20same%20look
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7264894700655299832&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7264894700655299832&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7264894700655299832&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7264894700655299832&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=7264894700655299832&target=pinterest
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20air%20orb
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/striped%20orb%20near%20water
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-a6aVesFQvl0/WKCMHkXxZ-I/AAAAAAAAYHU/Xwzd824STX8vBHjkYsDmBhSIogbeF-cswCLcB/s1600/sky_strangeness.jpg
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/striped-sky-strangeness.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/striped-sky-strangeness.html#comment-form
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/striped-sky-strangeness.html
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=8592319731617574531&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=8592319731617574531&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=8592319731617574531&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=8592319731617574531&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=8592319731617574531&target=pinterest
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20symmetry
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20telepathy
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20totem%20pole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20tower
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20triangles
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20triple%20alignment
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20twins
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20u-turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20V-shaped%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20behind%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20Bezier%20curve
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20outer%20membrane
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20radial%20symmetry
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20concentric%20rings
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20circle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20cross
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20diamond
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20shadow%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20straight%20line
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veils
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20vertical%20bias
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20vertical%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20blue%20smile
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20brighter%20bottom
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20central%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20circular%20hole%20and%20oval%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond%20mark
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond-shaped%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20five%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20four%20holes


Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red air orb,
striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red orb

Friday, February 10, 2017

Photo date: February 8, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in front of the
ceiling of Grand Central Terminal in New York.

This is the ninth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a pattern
looking like this, in which we see a small circle shape underneath a thick
vertical stripe stretching from the top of the orb down to about the center of
the orb. Below are 8 other orbs I have photographed with the same pattern,
which rather resembles an exclamation mark. 

The 9th Time I've Photographed This Pattern in a
Mysterious Orb

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20hole
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 This pattern recurrence is one of only about a dozen that I have
documented. Below is my updated table listing recurring patterns in
mysterious orbs I have photographed  (most of the examples referred to
below can be conveniently seen in this post).
  

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

8 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped
blue orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with
same look

Tuesday, February 7, 2017

Photo date: February 6, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo at left (taken on a dry night with no fog, mist rain or precipitation)
shows a sky orb I photographed with a stripe resembling a hockey stick. The
photo on the right shows another "hockey stick" orb I photographed in 2016,
as noted in this post.

I have added this pattern to my table below listing recurring patterns in
mysterious orbs (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post).  

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

8 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html

Diagonal stripe 13 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/01/another-
sky-orb-with-diagonal-

Another "Hockey Stick" Sky Orb

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (20)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)
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Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, February 4, 2017

Photo date: February 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a bright orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

When orbs are this bright, they aren't very transparent. Below we see a much
less bright orb I photographed on January 31, 2017, one that is much more
transparent.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, transparent orb

Bright Anomaly

Thursday, February 2, 2017

Photo date: January 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding blue orb I photographed in front of a
window at Grand Central Terminal in New York. The camera seems to have

A Blue Striped Speeding Orb

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)
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captured two position states of a hurtling orb, and in both parts we can see
the same curved stripe.  Was the orb jumping up from the window sill? 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb, orb
alignment, speeding air orb, speeding blue air orb, speeding striped orb,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Monday, January 30, 2017

Photo date: January 29, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed above a building in New
York.  It's one of 200+ striped orbs I've photographed in the air. 

A Purple Striped Sky Orb

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, purple air orb,
purple striped orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Sunday, January 29, 2017

Photo date: January 27. 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I have 200+ times photographed striped orbs in the air (as shown here), and
about 500 times photographed speeding orbs (as shown here). Occasionally I
get a combination of these two, as shown below.  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

A Striped Speeding Orb
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Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orbs

Sunday, January 22, 2017

Photo date: January 19, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

This is the 11 time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe looking
like this one, with a stripe looking a letter C slanted to the right. Below are 10
other examples.

Recurrence of the "Slanted C" Pattern in Mysterious
Orbs
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Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

8 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html
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Labels: striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, January 20, 2017

Photo date: January 18, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

Below is a closeup showing the strange stripe on the orb.  We see what
clothes makers call a "shadow stripe," something I have 26 times previously
observed in mysterious orbs, as shown here. 

High Enigma of the Striped Orb
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Below are six other mysterious orbs I have photographed with a similar
curved stripe at the top or bottom. Five of these also have a "shadow stripe." 

Below is my revised table showing recurring patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs.  You can see almost all of the examples of these patterns by
opening this post. 

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
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4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Wednesday, January 18, 2017

The photos below show two striped orbs that I photographed indoors on
January 8, 2017 and January 15, 2017. They are two of more than 200
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed, as shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs

Strange Striped Orbs

Photo date: January 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped sky orb I photographed above a school in
New York City.

A Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored striped orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Sunday, January 15, 2017

Photo date: January 13, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped sky orb near the Chrysler
Building in New York. Maybe it was taking a peek at the gargoyles at the top
of the building, two of which you can see as little gray blobs in this photo. 

Was the Striped Sky Orb Checking Out the Gargoyles?
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb near Chrysler Building,
outdoor night orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped purple
orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, March 25, 2017

Photo date: March 24, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top right of the photo below shows a mysterious orb with a diagonal
slash.

Below is a closeup of the striped orb. This is the nineteenth time I have
photographed a mysterious orb with this type of diagonal slash.   See here for
the other 18 examples. 

Spooky Sky Slash
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: bright air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, purple
air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look, yellow air orb

Friday, March 24, 2017

Photo date: March 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below are four photos I took of mysterious orbs indoors.  The one in the top
right is the eleventh time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a
horizontal stripe near its center. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wall Wonders

Wednesday, March 22, 2017

Photo date: March 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. Both
had prominent stripes.

Both Orbs Had Stripes
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, March 21, 2017

Photo date: March 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal in New York.  This is the 248th mysterious striped orb I have
photographed in dry air. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, orb not blurred
in blurred photo, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orbs

A Strange Striped Orb

Monday, March 20, 2017

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs that I photographed in the sky
on March 16, 2017 and March 17, 2017. Both have a diagonal stripe that
resembles a backslash.
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on either of these nights.
  
This is the sixth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this type of
backslash stripe. Conversely, I have 18 times photographed mysterious orbs
with a diagonal stripe in the opposite direction (orbs with a stripe that makes
a slash rather than a backslash).

Below is my revised table of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs (most of
the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 18 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/03/the-15th-
mysterious-orb-with-
diagonal.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/03/striped-and-
spooky.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/

Still More Ringed
Orbs

Spooky Wonder of
the Light
Metamorphosis

The TV Words
Levitated Up to the
Ceiling

Featured Post

"Head and Shoulders"
Motif Appeared Often in
Each of 40+ Consecutive
Photos

Content on this blog may be shared on
other web sites or in publications under
this Creative Commons Attribution No-
Derivatives license, requiring attribution
(including a link to this web site) and
prohibiting derivatives: Link
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2017/03/the-17th-
mysterious-orb-with-
diagonal.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/03/the-orb-with-
diagonal-slash-inside-
orb.html 

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/the-9th-
time-ive-
photographed-
this.html

Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
slanted-c-orb-pattern-
keeps.html

Inverted V 4 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-inverted-
v-orb.html

Hook-like stripe 4 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/strange-stripes-on-
mysterious-orb.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 6 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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backslash (not a
slash) This post

Belt-like 10 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
belts-of-baffling-
balls.html

The visual below summarizes these patterns and the number of times I have
observed them.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, outdoor night orb, red orb aura,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped pink orb, two
striped orbs with same look

Sunday, March 19, 2017

Photo date: March 17, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. Like 17
other mysterious orbs I have photographed (as shown here), the purple orb
has a diagonal stripe resembling a slash.  What is amazing here is that we
see in the exact center of the orb another orb which also has a diagonal

The Orb With a Diagonal Slash Inside the Orb With a
Diagonal Slash

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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stripe resembling a slash.  It's kind of like a Matryoshka doll effect. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. The air quality listed
on airnow.gov was "good."

In a similar case of "strange anomaly inside a similar strange anomaly," ace
orb photographer Andrea Corsick put up today a photo showing what looks
like a mysterious green orb veil floating inside another mysterious green orb
veil. The photo can be seen here (Facebook login may be required).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb inside orb, outdoor night orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped
orb inside striped orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped
purple orb, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, March 18, 2017

I took the photos below at Grand Central Terminal in New York. Both show
mysterious orbs that appeared near the ornamental window frames at the top
of the station. Both orbs have a similar belt-like stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

The "Belts" of the Baffling Balls

blue orb near water drop (46)
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blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)
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color-changing orb (2)
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dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
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diamond shaped orb (4)
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disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Friday, March 17, 2017

Photo date: March 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at the edge of a
park area in New York City.

 There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

This is the 17th mysterious orb I have photographed with a diagonal slash
feature. Shown below are ten other examples.

The 17th Mysterious Orb With a Diagonal Slash

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
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dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
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gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)
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ghostly figure in window (1)
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Below is my revised graphic summarizing repeating patterns in mysterious
orbs I have photographed (most of the examples referred to below can be
conveniently seen in this post).

>

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, peach-colored air orb, striped air orb,
striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Thursday, March 16, 2017

Photo date: March 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two strange orbs I photographed before dawn this

Early Morning Weirdness

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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morning. The one on the left (appearing at the photo top) has a strange stripe
resembling an inverted V. The one on the right has an odd green spot.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, greenish-purple air orb, outdoor night
orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, March 15, 2017

Photo date: March 13, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

In the top right of the photo below is a mysterious blue striped orb that I
photographed in Grand Central Terminal in New York.

 This is the 16th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a diagonal
slash looking like the diagonal slash in this orb. See here for 15 other
examples.

Below is my revised table of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs (most of
the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the http://orbpro.blogspot.

Striped and Spooky

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)
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light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)
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line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)
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mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
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miscellaneous paranormal
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mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?
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10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb
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2016/07/more-striped-
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2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 16 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

This post

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/03/the-15th-
mysterious-orb-with-
diagonal.html

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center
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Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube
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time-ive-
photographed-
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Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right
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slanted-c-orb-pattern-
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Inverted V 4 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)
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fell down nine which “fell
down”

2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Belt-like 8 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

The visual below summarizes these patterns and the number of times I have
observed them.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

orb at bar (3)
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orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Tuesday, March 14, 2017

Photo date: March 13, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a pink sky orb that I photographed near a building in New York
City. The orb has a dark stripe.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, pink air orb,
striped air orb, striped orbs, striped pink orb

Stripe of the Pink Sky Orb

Monday, March 13, 2017

The not-previously-published photos below (excavated from my photographic
backlog) show a variety of striped orbs that I photographed in 2016 and 2015
at Grand Central Terminal in New York.

Mysterious Marks of the Blue Striped Orbs

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (455)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)

orb notches (48)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs

Sunday, March 12, 2017

Photo date: March 10, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows some mysterious blue orbs I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York. Both of the two orbs on the left seem to have
vertical stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb pair, striped
air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

Startling Spheres

Thursday, March 9, 2017

 Photo date: March 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed on a dry night with
no fog, mist, rain or precipitation.

This is the 15th time I've photographed a mysterious orb with such a slash.
Below are 10 of the other photos.

The 15th Mysterious Orb With a Diagonal Slash

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)
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orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
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orb pattern growing more
complex (9)
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orb seen in consecutive photos
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orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)
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orb swords (1)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20row%20of%20Grand%20Central%20lights
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20on%20stairway
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20over%20head
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20perched%20on%20window%20frame
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20photos%20by%20others
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20sandwiches
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20squirt
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stairway
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20string%20of%20pearls
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stripe%20with%20two%20lines
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swords


Here are 4 others:

Below is my revised table of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs (most of
the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20circle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20cross
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20diamond
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20shadow%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20straight%20line
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20circular%20hole%20and%20oval%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond%20mark
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond-shaped%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20five%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20four%20holes


2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 15 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

This post

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/the-9th-
time-ive-
photographed-
this.html

Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
slanted-c-orb-pattern-
keeps.html

Inverted V 4 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-inverted-
v-orb.html

Hook-like stripe 4 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/strange-stripes-on-
mysterious-orb.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one http://orbpro.blogspot.

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/more-striped-orbs_18.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-seen-this-orb-pattern.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-ive-photographed-with.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-photographed-this.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/03/the-slanted-c-orb-pattern-keeps.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/another-inverted-v-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/another-orb-with-hook-like-stripe.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/11/strange-stripes-on-mysterious-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-windows.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/two-striped-orbs-with-same-fingerprint.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/the-same-strange-mark-on-two-striped.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2016/07/reappearance-of-double-striped-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/another-hockey-stick-sky-orb.html
http://orbpro.blogspot.com/2017/02/night-of-backslash-sky-orbs.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20glasses
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20green%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hair
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole%20and%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20internal%20arcs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20long%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20multiple%20colors
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rainbow%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20red%20feature%20near%20center
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20single%20big%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20six%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20small%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20square
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20three%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20tongue
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triple%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory%20debunked
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20alien%20abductions
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20near-death%20experiences
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20at%20Hall%20of%20Science
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20semi-circle


side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Belt-like 8 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

The visual below summarizes these patterns and the number of times I have
observed them.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, March 8, 2017

Photo date: March 6, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see a weird stripe that seems to create a kind of
foot-shape.

Foot in the Freaky Floater?

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20in%20water%20drops
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20near%20Unisphere
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20near%20wires
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20on%20glass%20pane
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20visible%20to%20naked%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20pear-shaped%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20small%20rings
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20night%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20orbs%20on%20low%20pollen%20day
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/oval%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/oval%20shape%20in%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pac%20man%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/paranormal%20transformation
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/paranormal%20transformation%20of%20inanimate%20object
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/particle%20size%20analysis
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/peach-colored%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/phallic%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20summary
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20taken%20with%20higher%20focal%20length
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20uploaded%20directly%20from%20camera
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photographic%20techniques%20for%20paranormal%20photography
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photos%20suggesting%20a%20supernatural%20design%20effect
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pie-like%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20green%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20orange%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20orb%20cluster


Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, March 7, 2017

 The photos below show two mysterious striped orbs I photographed at
Grand Central Terminal in New York, on March 6, 2017 and January 6, 2017.
Both orbs have curved stripes at their bottoms.

These are the 10th and 11th orbs I have photographed with a curved stripe at
the bottom or top. 

Below is my revised table of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs (most of
the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Members of the Same Orb Species?

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)
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motherhood?

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

11 May be on top or
bottom of orb

 This post

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 14 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-14th-
mysterious-orb-with-
diagonal.html

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/the-9th-
time-ive-
photographed-
this.html

Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
slanted-c-orb-pattern-
keeps.html

Inverted V 4 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-inverted-
v-orb.html

Hook-like stripe 4 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/strange-stripes-on-
mysterious-orb.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (20)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)
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Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/another-hockey-
stick-sky-orb.html

Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

Belt-like 8 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

The visual below summarizes these recurring patterns.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, March 5, 2017

Photo date: March 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Dumbfounding Denizens

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)
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The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. The orb on the right has a stripe, and rather seems to
be resting on a ledge. Was it a spook siesta?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb alignment,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, transparent orb

The photo on the left shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal in New York on February 27, 2017, which looks like the
similar orb on the right I photographed a month earlier.

This is the 12th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe that
looked like the character "C" slanted over to the right. Below are ten other
examples.

The "Slanted C" Orb Pattern Keeps Recurring

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)
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Below is my revised table of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs (most of
the examples referred to below can be conveniently seen in this post).

Description Occurrenc
es

Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

9 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)
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(4)
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yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)
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2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 14 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)
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Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center
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Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube
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Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

This post

Inverted V 4 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)
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candy-cane shape
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Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”
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4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape
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Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top above a
vertical stripe at
the bottom
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Hockey stick 2 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick
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Backslash 4 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
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backslash (not a
slash)

Belt-like 8 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb, striped
blue orb, striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Saturday, March 4, 2017

Photo date: March 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The two photos below show mysterious orbs that I photographed above
windows at Grand Central Terminal in New York.  These are the 225th and
226th striped orbs I have photographed in dry air. See here for other
examples.

The orb on the right looks very much like the three orbs shown in this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, bright air orb, striped air
orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Striped Orbs Appear at Same Spot

Friday, March 3, 2017

The photos below show two blue orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York on 

Blue Orbs Float High and Low
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On the same days I photographed these blue orbs floating about near the
high windows at the station.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb perched on
window frame, striped air orb, transparent orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, April 14, 2017

Photo date: April 10, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a sky orb I photographed with a stripe resembling a
backslash. This is the seventh mysterious orb I have photographed with a
backslash stripe in its middle (I've also photographed 22 mysterious orbs with
slash stripes in the middle). 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

The visual below summarizes 19 patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs
I have photographed. Examples of the patterns can be conveniently seen in
this post.

Another Backslash Sky Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, April 12, 2017

In geometry a chord is a line connecting two points on a curve.  The photos
below all show mysterious orbs I photographed that have chord stripes in one
of the corners of the orb.

The "Corner Chord" Orb Pattern
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This is the nineteenth recurring pattern I have identified in mysterious orbs I
have photographed. Click here to see 18 other patterns I have identified.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs, striped pink orb, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, April 11, 2017

Photo date: April 10, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photo below shows an orange striped orb I photographed near the
Chrysler Building in New York.

A Striped Orange Sky Orb
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Below is a closeup. This is 277th striped orb I have photographed in dry clean
air. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orbs
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Photo date: April 7, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. Besides a strange stripe,  there are two letter B's you
can see if you look closely and tilt your head a bit to the left.  One of the B's is
below the center of the stripe, while another is above the center of the stripe. 

This is the third time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this pattern,
which I call the "two-thirds of a Y" pattern (because it looks like a Y missing
its left third).  Below are two other examples of the same pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in New York Public Library, letters inside orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Two B's in This Striped Orb

Monday, April 10, 2017

Below we see three mysterious orbs I photographed on April 8, 2017 and
April 9, 2017. All three have a belt-like horizontal stripe.

"Belts" of the Baffling Balls
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I have by now photographed 14 mysterious orbs with a belt-like horizontal
band.  This is one of 18 recurring patterns I have classified in mysterious orbs
I have photographed. The grid below summarizes these patterns and how
many times I have photographed each pattern. You can conveniently see
almost all of the examples in this blog post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Sunday, April 9, 2017

The photos below show mysterious orbs that I photographed on April 7,
2017,  April 5, 2017, and March 3, 2017. 

Recurring Orb Pattern #18
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same
look

Saturday, April 8, 2017

Photo date: March 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. Like 9 other mysterious orbs I have photographed, the
orb has a curved stripe at the top or bottom of the orb.

The grid below show various patterns I have photographed in mysterious
orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Wednesday, April 5, 2017

Photo date: April 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (taken on a dry night) shows the 22nd  mysterious orb I
have photographed with a diagonal stripe stretching from a top edge of the
orb to a bottom edge of the orb.  See here for the 21 other examples. 

So mysterious orbs are not like snowflakes, which never repeat their patterns.
Mysterious orbs, on the other hand, keep repeating patterns over and over
again. You can see all the patterns in this post.

The visual below summarizes the repeating patterns I have photographed in
mysterious orbs.

Why Mysterious Orbs Aren't Like Snowflakes
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, April 2, 2017

Photo date: April 1, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

 
There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb comet tail, outdoor night orb,
peach-colored air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb,
striped orange orb, striped orbs

A Striped Speeding Sky Orb

Separated at Birth?
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The photo at left shows a mysterious orb I photographed on March 27, 2017,
as posted here.  The photo at right shows a very similar-looking orb I
photographed on March 30, 2017.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Saturday, April 1, 2017

Regular readers of this blog will know that I photograph mysterious striped
orbs with great frequency (I have photographed more than 260 such striped
orbs, as shown here). I just read an article about crop circle researcher Patty
Greer. The article has a photo of a mysterious striped orb photographed by
Greer while she was investigating a crop circle.  The orb has an outer ring or
"membrane" like I frequently photograph in orbs. Her photo resembles the orb
photo I took below on March 31, 2017; in both we see a horizontal stripe
stretching halfway across the orb, making a kind of "half belt" in the middle of
the orb.  Which raises the question: are orbs and crop circles caused by the
same mysterious reality?

On this page Greer has a very interesting film about people who saw orange
orbs near a crop circle. She also has this beautiful photo of a multicolored
striped orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:28 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb photos by others, striped air orb, striped orbs

She Photographed a Striped Orb While Investigating a
Crop Circle
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Photo date: March 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows quite a few mysterious blue orbs that briefly
appeared at Grand Central Terminal in New York.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Five Orbs in Grand Central

Photo date: March 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in front of an arch at
Grand Central Terminal in New York.  The orb has a stripe, which I've seen
hundreds of times in orbs I've photographed.  What is remarkable here is how
the visual elements come together to make a face-like appearance. It is as if
we could see a face with two eyes, a nose, a mouth, and a great big
moustache. In this case the "eyes" are part of the arch that we can see
through the transparent orb. 

Moustache in the Orb Face?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with face, orb face,
striped air orb, striped orbs, transparent orb

Friday, March 31, 2017

Photo date: March 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is a photo I took showing a mysterious orb near a window in Grand
Central Terminal.

Note that the stripe in this orb makes a "J" shape. As shown here, two days
earlier I had photographed a mysterious orb that also had such a "J" stripe. 
Below we see both of these orbs, along with a similar orb I photographed on
June 22, 2016, as shown here. 

The Third "J" Letter I've Photographed in a Mysterious
Orb
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Thursday, March 30, 2017

Photo date: March 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.  We see not just a stripe on the orb, but a particular
type of stripe known as a shadow stripe, in which there are thin lines above
and below the stripe, matching the shape of the stripe.  I have 28 times
previously photographed mysterious orbs with these shadow stripes (as
shown here).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb with outer ring, blue air orb, bright air orb, orb with letter,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs

The Orb's Shadow Stripe

The photos below show three strange striped orbs I photographed on March
24, 2017,  March 29, 2017, and March 6, 2017.

Spooky Streaks
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when the middle photo was taken
(the other two were taken indoors).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored striped orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Photo date: March 27,  2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.  The top one
seems to be moving fast, while the bottom one is the 258th striped orb I have
photographed in dry air. 

White and Weird
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Monday, March 27, 2017

Photo date: March 24, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a striped orb I photographed in the night sky, on a night with no
fog, mist, rain or precipitation. 

This is the 21st time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this type of
diagonal slash feature (see here for the original posts).  Below are ten other
examples I photographed.

The 21st Mysterious Orb I've Photographed With a Slash
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Below are four others with the same type of slash stripe.

Below are four others with the same type of slash stripe.
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Below are two other orbs with the same type of slash stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 
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The photos below show moving orbs I photographed on March 23, 2017 and
March 26, 2017.
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Sunday, March 26, 2017

Photo date: March 24, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the night sky. It looks
very much like 19 other mysterious orbs I have photographed with diagonal
slash stripes.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, May 19, 2017

Photo date: May 16, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed above a construction
site.  It's one of hundreds of striped sky orbs I have photographed (see here
for examples). 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, May 18, 2017

Photo date: May 17, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding blue orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York, one of many speeding blue orbs I have photographed
at this location. On the left we see a curved stripe. 

This is the sixth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a curved
stripe on its side. This pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns
(see here for a post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).

Curved Stripe of the Speeding Blue Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, speeding air orb, speeding
blue air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, May 14, 2017

Photo date: May 9, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two strange-looking sky orbs I photographed. One
has a strange little green patch. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, outdoor
night orb, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, May 10, 2017

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky on
May 9, 2017 and April 29, 2017 (two dry nights with no fog, mist, rain or
precipitation).

These are the 24th and 25th mysterious orbs I have photographed with a
stripe looking like these two stripes (a stripe stretching from the top right of
the orb to the bottom left of the orb).   See here, here, and here to see the
other 23 examples.

The visual below summarizes 20 patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs
I have photographed.  The numbers show how many examples I have seen
of each pattern. Examples of each of the patterns can be conveniently seen
in this post. 

The number of orb pattern repetitions I am getting is so very high that
coincidence is ruled out. We would not expect any observer in the universe to
see this many pattern repetitions due to coincidence, partially because there
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are a trillion ways in which random marks might appear on an orb. I can think
of two possibilities to explain such pattern repetitions. The first possibility is
that mysterious orbs sometimes belong to different "species" or types, and
that particular types have distinctive visual characteristics (just as particular
animals have distinctive visual characteristics, like the stripes of a tiger or the
spots of a leopard). The second possibility is that some kind of signalling or
symbolism is going on, and that these pattern repetitions are repetitions of
distinctive signals or symbols (similar to the pattern repetition that occurs
when the letters of an alphabet repeatedly occur).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, greenish-purple air orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Sunday, May 7, 2017

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here, here, here, here, and
here to see four other similar posters of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Still More Striped Orbs

Friday, May 5, 2017
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Photo date: May 4, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two strange orbs I photographed indoors. I seem to
see the feature in the top right of the left photo repeatedly.  The right photo
shows one of 60+ orbs I have photographed with curved stripes (you can see
other examples here). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with hole, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, May 4, 2017

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here, here, here, and here to
see three other similar posters of striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Wednesday, May 3, 2017

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here, here, and here to see
three other similar posters of striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Monday, May 1, 2017

Photo date: April 29, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the night sky. We
see the "hockey stick" pattern  I have twice previously photographed. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Just Your Basic Orange "Hockey Stick" Sky Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, orange orb aura, orb
aura, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, April 30, 2017

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed on April 10,
2017 and April 28, 2017 (two nights where there was no fog, mist, rain or
precipitation).

The orb has the "corner chord" pattern I have 10 times previously
photographed (as you can see here and here).

Below is my revised table of 20 repeating patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post). 

Description Cases Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

10 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/occurrence-10-of-
this-orb-pattern.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Striped Sky Orbs Look Like Twins

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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point on the
circumference

com/2017/04/freaky-
but-familiar.html 

This post

Side curve 4 The orb has a
curved stripe on its
left or right side

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/side-
curve-orbs.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, purple air orb,
striped air orb, striped orbs, striped purple orb, two striped orbs with same
look

Saturday, April 29, 2017

Photo date: April 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the night sky on a
dry night.

This is the seventh time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this
inverted V pattern. Below are six similar photos.

The visual below summarizes 20 patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs
I have photographed. Examples of the patterns can be conveniently seen in
this post.

The 7th "Inverted V" Orb I've Photographed

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)
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orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, outdoor night orb, striped
air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, April 27, 2017

Photo date: April 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo on the left shows a striped speeding orb I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal in New York. This is the 290th striped orb I have
photographed in dry air (see here for the other 289 photos). The photo on the
right (cropped from the rightmost edge of a larger photo) shows another
speeding orb I photographed at the same location.

A Striped Speeding Orb

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (455)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)

orb notches (48)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb in Grand Central
Station, blue air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Sunday, April 23, 2017

Photo date: April 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a transparent orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York.  The orb has both a horizontal stripe and a large spot. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb with spot,
striped air orb, striped orbs, transparent orb

Strange Features of the Translucent Orb

Saturday, April 22, 2017

Photo date: April 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb photographed in the sky on a dry
night. It is the 23rd mysterious orb I have photographed with a diagonal slash
stretching from one end of the orb to the other.  I see this pattern recurring
more often than any other of the recurring orb patterns I observe. 

The visual below summarizes 20 patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs
I have photographed. Examples of the patterns can be conveniently seen in

The 23rd Diagonal Slash Stripe in a Mysterious Orb

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)
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this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, April 19, 2017

Photo date: April 17, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show three strange orbs I photographed in Manhattan.

Strange Sky Balls

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb,
pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

The photos below show mysterious striped orbs I photographed on April 13,
2017 and April 17, 2017. The one on the left has an inverted V pattern that I
have photographed 5 times previously, as shown here.  The one on the right
has a pattern I call the "corner chord" pattern. I have 9 times previously
photographed such a pattern, as shown here. 

The visual below summarizes 20 patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs
I have photographed. Examples of the patterns can be conveniently seen in
this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Freaky But Familiar

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, April 18, 2017

Photo date: April 17, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a most unusual orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. The left part of the orb looks like a short cylinder
viewed from above.  Very, very strange. I have photographed this spot very
many times before, and my photos have never shown such a shape, inside or
outside of an orb. 

The photo above was cropped from the larger photo below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, oval shape in
orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Cylinder in the Weird Orb?

Monday, April 17, 2017
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Photo date: April 14, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed with an inverted V
shape inside it. It was a dry night. 

This is the fifth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with an inverted V
shape. Below are four other cases.

Below is my revised table of 20 repeating patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post).

Description Cases Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet
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a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?
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10th-appearance-of-
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Curved stripe at
top or bottom

10 May be on top or
bottom of orb
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2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 
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2017/04/occurrence-10-of-
this-orb-pattern.html 
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Diagonal stripe 22 Goes from one
side of orb to

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
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Pinterest board of orb photos (1)
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posters (133)

precognition (1)
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purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, April 16, 2017

The top two photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed on April 9,
2017. The bottom two photos show similar-looking mysterious orbs I
photographed on previous days. The orbs all have curved stripes on their left
or right sides.

This "side curve" pattern is the 20th recurring pattern I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below summarizes these 20
patterns, and shows how many times I have photographed each pattern.
Many examples of these patterns can be seen in the post here.
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viewfinder videos (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, April 15, 2017

Photo date: April 14, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed near a high window
in Grand Central Terminal in New York.  It's one of 60+ mysterious orbs with
curved stripes that I have photographed, which you can see here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with curved stripe, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, June 25, 2017

Photo date: June 24, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  The orb
has a T-shape inside it (the T-shape is slightly slanted to the right). 

 The mysterious orb I photographed in the photo below (from this post) also
has a T-shape.

This is the 21st recurring pattern I have classified in mysterious orbs I have
photographed. The visual below shows these patterns (see here for a post
that shows multiple examples of all of these patterns).

Another Mysterious Orb with a T Shape
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orbs,
two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, June 24, 2017

Photo date: June 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show three mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.  In the
first two, we see orb stripes that resemble winding, meandering rivers.

The Orb Stripes Looked Like Meandering Rivers
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Thursday, June 22, 2017

Photo date:  June 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 14th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a straight
stripe in one corner or side of the orb. This is one of 20 recurring patterns of
mysterious orbs that I have classified. The table below lists each type, and
the number of occurrences of each type. 
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Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet
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Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?
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bottom of orb
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Diagonal stripe 25 Goes from one
side of orb to
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Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)
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This post

Side curve 6 The orb has a
curved stripe on its
left or right side
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Wednesday, June 21, 2017

Photo date: June 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious pink striped orb I photographed
indoors. The stripe on the right has a kind of shadow stripe, as I have
photographed quite a few times before, as shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, striped orbs, striped pink orb

A Pink Striped Orb

Monday, June 19, 2017
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Photo date: June 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In geometry a chord is a line connecting two points on a curve. I have 13
times photographed mysterious orbs with a chord stripe in one of the corners
of the orb.  Below is the 13th and latest case of this orb pattern,
photographed on a night with no fog, mist, rain or precipitation. 

Below are 9 other times I photographed this "corner chord" pattern.

 Below are three more orbs with this pattern.

This "corner chord" pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns
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(see here for a post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Sunday, June 18, 2017

Photo date: June 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. Both
have stripes, like 300+ other mysterious orbs I have photographed (as shown
here). Above the stripe in the top orb is a shape that dimly looks rather like a
bird head. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Friday, June 16, 2017

Below we see two mysterious orbs I photographed on June 13, 2017 and
June 15, 2017.  In the top one we see a strange intersection of two stripes,
one curved and one straight.  With these photos I have now photographed
325 mysterious orbs with stripes (see here for these photos). 

Intersecting Stripes of the Strange Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Wednesday, June 7, 2017

I took the photos below on June 2, 2017 and June 6, 2017.  We see six
mysterious orbs all having various strange features.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orbs

Monday, June 5, 2017

Photo date: June 4, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky, on a dry
night with no fog, mist, rain or precipitation.

This is the fifth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe
looking like a hockey stick. Below are the 4 other cases.
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This hook-stripe pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns
(see here for a post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).
  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, outdoor night orb, red
air orb, red orb aura, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red orb, two striped
orbs with same look

Sunday, June 4, 2017

Photo date: June 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed. The one on the
left has a stripe resembling a faucet. The one on the right has a stripe
resembling...something else.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Saturday, June 3, 2017

Photo date: June 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York (the background is the green ceiling of the station). The
orb has what looks exactly like the mathematical symbol for "less than."  
Looking at how neat and regular the lines are, it seems unthinkable that we
are looking at something random. I have never seen this symbol in an orb
before, although I have photographed 300+ other orbs with stripes (as shown
here).  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orbs

The Math Symbol in the Mysterious Orb

Wednesday, May 31, 2017

Photo date: May 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand
Central Terminal in New York. It is the sixth mysterious orb I have

The Orb Stripe Blended Seamlessly With the
Architectural Line
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photographed with a stripe resembling a hook or a cane. See here for five
other examples of orbs with this type of hook-like stripe.  What is remarkable
here is how the orb's stripe seems to blend seamlessly with an architectural
line in the station, making it look as if the station's structural stripe had
stretched outward to become an orb stripe.  It's a kind of positional
synchronicity astonishingly unlikely to happen by chance. 

This hook-stripe pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns
(see here for a post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs,
two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, May 30, 2017

Below are four striped orbs that I photographed indoors on May 23, 2017,
May 26, 2017,  and May 29, 2017. With these photos I have now
photographed 313 striped mysterious orbs in dry air.

The one on the bottom right is the fourth time I have photographed a
mysterious orb with a J-shape inside it. Below are three other orbs with such
a J-shape.
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See here for many other recurring patterns in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs
with same look

Monday, May 29, 2017

I took the photos below on April 2, 2017,  April 5, 2017,  May 3, 2017,  May
27, 2017, and May 28, 2017.  We see six mysterious orbs, two of which have
an almost identical mark on their top right corners. The one on the bottom
right has a strange stripe resembling an upside-down U. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with outer ring, blue
air orb, blue-green air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, transparent orb

Sunday, May 28, 2017

Photo date: May 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  Note
the strange belt-like feature, which looks almost identical to the stripe in the
orb shown in the lower photo (one I took on March 23, 2017, as posted
here).  This is the 15th time I have photographed a belt-like stripe in a
mysterious orb. See here for the other 14 examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

The "Belt" of the Baffling Ball

Friday, May 26, 2017

Photo date: May 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed with a hook-like
stripe, one looking rather like a cane.
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I have four previous times photographed mysterious orbs with hook-like
stripes. The photos are below.

This pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns (see here for a
post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:47 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, May 24, 2017

Photo date: May 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb that seems to be moving fast and
making a turn.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped
air orb, striped orbs

Turn of the Speeding Striped Orb

Photo date: April 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one with a
stripe resembling a hockey stick.

This is the 4th mysterious orb I have photographed with such a pattern.
Below are three others.
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Below is my revised table of 20 repeating patterns in mysterious orbs I have
photographed (most of the examples referred to below can be conveniently
seen in this post). 

Description Cases Comments URL

Inverted Y 7 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

10 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/occurrence-10-of-
this-orb-pattern.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

Diagonal stripe 25 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
21st-mysterious-orb-
ive.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/why-
mysterious-orbs-
arent-like.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/the-
23rd-diagonal-slash-
stripe-in.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/the-
24th-and-25th-

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)
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com/2017/05/curved-
stripe-of-speeding-
blue-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/strange-
orbs.html 
 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, May 22, 2017

Below we see two odd looking orbs I photographed indoors on May 20, 2017.

The one below appeared on May 15, 2017, a few seconds after I complained
that I hadn't had a striped orb appear recently.

The one below from April 27, 2017 seemed to be moving fast.

Strange Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb hole, speeding air orb,
striped air orb

Sunday, May 21, 2017

Photo date: May 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

We see here a pattern I have three times previously photographed, a pattern
I call the "T with slanted top" pattern, because it resembles the letter "T" with
a slanted top, and a small break between the lines.  Below are the three other
times I have photographed this pattern.

This pattern is one of 20 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
have photographed. The visual below shows these patterns (see here for a

The 4th Time I've Seen This Orb Pattern
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post that shows lots of examples of most of these patterns).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb with two
stripes, striped orbs, transparent orb, two striped orbs with same look
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, August 30, 2017

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here, here, here, here, here,
and here to see five other similar posters of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Mysterious Striped Orbs

Tuesday, August 29, 2017
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Photo date: August 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious blue orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.   The stripe feature in the lower half of the orb
was not part of the window. 

 A photo from July 25, 2017 shows the same window with another orb near it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs, transparent orb

A Striped Transparent Blue Orb

Monday, August 28, 2017

The photos below show mysterious striped orbs I photographed on July 31,
2017,  August 23, 2017,  and August 19, 2017.  They are some of  359
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed in dry air (see here for similar
photos). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red air orb, striped air
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb

Friday, August 25, 2017

Photo date: August 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show more examples of the recurring patterns in
mysterious orbs.  The one on the left is the 17th example of a pattern I call
the "corner chord" pattern.  The one on the right is the 11th example of a
pattern I call the "curved stripe at top or bottom" pattern.  

 These patterns are two of of 21 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb with triangle, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, August 24, 2017

Photo date: August 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York, one of 600+ blue orbs I have photographed at this
location.  We see a curving stripe and a dot inside the orb, which together
make what looks rather looks an animal face in profile.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with animal face, blue air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, August 8, 2017

Photo date: August 7, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
strange curved stripe. It is one of more than 75 curved stripes I have
photographed in mysterious orbs, as shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs
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Friday, August 4, 2017

Photo date: August 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed aligning with the top
of a huge arch in Grand Central Terminal in New York.

The grid below shows this orb and 7 other mysterious orbs I photographed
that all have an inverted Y symbol.
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This pattern is one of 21 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
have photographed.  Click here to see multiple examples of each of these
patterns.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb in Grand Central Station, inverted Y orb motif, orb alignment,
striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, August 2, 2017

Photo date: July 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed above a
high window at Grand Central Terminal in New York.

This is one of 16 mysterious orbs I have photographed with a horizontal stripe
like this one.  This pattern is one of 21 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, July 29, 2017

Photo date:  July 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. The orb
has a stripe resembling the letter "L."  This is one of quite a few mysterious
orbs I have photographed with a letter shape inside the orb.  As shown here, I
have photographed orbs that had inside them a "J," a "U," a "T," an "N," an
"E," an "F" and an "M." 

Did the Orb's "L" Stand for "Love"?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orbs

Thursday, July 27, 2017

Photo date: July 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. A central
stripe with a widening upper part breaks the orb up into three parts, two white
and one dark.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tripartite Enigma

Wednesday, July 26, 2017

Photo date: July 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I was just watching the TV show Hollywood Medium, and took a few photos
of the TV screen and surrounding area. The two striped orbs below showed
up.

Striped Orbs Show Up for the Paranormal TV Show
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, July 16, 2017

Photo date: July 15, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. With a ball-
like base at the bottom of the stripe, the strange stripe rather resembles a
particular anatomical appendage.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

The Anomaly Looked Anatomical

Wednesday, July 12, 2017

Photo date: July 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
triangle shape inside the strange stripe.

A Triangle in the Orb
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The triangle in the orb reminds me of this photo I took last year:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with triangle, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, July 11, 2017

Photo date: July 10, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
two strange stripes on the orb. 

The lower stripe is another occurrence of the "corner chord" pattern I have 15
times previously photographed, as shown in these examples (each of which
has a chord in the corner of the orb):

Orb Stripe Patterns Keep Recurring
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See here for 20 other examples of recurring orb patterns I have
photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with two
stripes, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, July 10, 2017

Photo date: July 9, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show 4 mysterious orbs I photographed (only the green orb
was photographed outdoors, on a dry night).

Arcane Anomalies
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with
same look

Friday, July 7, 2017

Photo date: July 6, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
strange stripe, one that takes a curvy, meandering path, like some winding
river. See here for 300+ other photos of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Sinuous Stripe of the Mysterious Orb

Thursday, July 6, 2017

Photo date: July 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Striped Strangeness
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The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed near the ceiling of
Grand Central Terminal in New York.  It is the 339th time I have photographed
a mysterious orb with a stripe in dry air.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, July 4, 2017

The photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed on July 3, 2017 and
June 19, 2017.  The one on the left has a stripe that almost resembles the
number 6. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

More Striped Orbs

Sunday, July 2, 2017

I have photographed 300+ mysterious striped orbs, as you can see in this
series of 300+ photos. The most astonishing thing about these striped orbs is
that they display repeating patterns. I have identified 21 of these patterns,
which are shown in the video below, which I just loaded to Youtube.com.

New Video: 21 Recurring Patterns in Mysterious Orbs
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Below is one of the visuals from the video, showing six mysterious orbs I
photographed, each having the same "inverted Y" pattern.

The video displays photos I have already assembled in this post.  The
advantage of watching the video is that you can see all of these astonishing
pattern repetitions without having to scroll down or swipe down. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, videos

21 Recurring Patterns in Mys21 Recurring Patterns in Mys……

Saturday, July 1, 2017

Photo date: June 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (not a composite) shows two mysterious orbs I
photographed indoors (the line is the line between a ceiling surface and a
wall surface).  There are three astonishing features here:

(1) Both of the orbs have stripes with the same width.
(2) The two stripes both align with each other, being vertically parallel.
(3) There is an also a letter shape in the lower orb -- the shape of the letter N.
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So far I have photographed inside mysterious orbs a letter N, 7 inverted Y
shapes, 4 letter J shapes, 2 T-shapes, a U-shape, 2 letter M's, a number 13,
and a number 7.  You can see some of these photos here, here and here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, September 27, 2017

Photo date: September 25, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky. Very
oddly, both orbs seem to be sharing a single stripe.   This is the 388th time I
have photographed in dry air an orb with a stripe.  See here for other
examples. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb aura, red orb aura, striped air orb, striped orbs

Both Night Orbs Shared the Same Stripe

Sunday, September 24, 2017

The photos below various anomalous orbs I have photographed over the past
few days, some speeding, and some striped. The strangest one is the orb on
the bottom left. Is that a smiling face we see behind the thick stripe?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped
orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, September 23, 2017

Photo date: September 22, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed last night.
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: multi-colored air orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Friday, September 22, 2017

Photo date: September 21, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped speeding orb that I photographed indoors. 
The camera has captured two different position states of a speeding object,
and we can see a stripe in both of those. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped
air orb, striped orbs

A Speeding Striped Orb

Thursday, September 21, 2017

Photo date: September 18, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Lately I have been getting lots of letter shapes in the mysterious orbs I
photograph, such as two cases of the letter "H" and two cases of the letter "T"
(as shown here).  In the photo below (which I took at Grand Central Terminal
in New York) we see a letter "L" on the left of a blue orb. The orb appeared at
the top upper edge of the photo, so I don't know what was at the top of the
orb.

The Orb's Letter "L"
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, letters inside
orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, September 20, 2017

Photo date: September 18, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. The top orb has a strange stripe. Note how both of the
orbs are aligned to the edge of one of the windows at the station. I have
taken hundreds of photos of mysterious orbs aligning to structural lines and
edges at this location. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, orb alignment, striped air orb, striped blue orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs
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The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed on September
18, 2017.  The first one I photographed in the Queens area of New York City,
and the second one I photographed in Grand Central Terminal in New York.
Note the astonishing similarity. In both orbs we see a letter "H" in which the
right "leg" of the H is curving to the right.  In between taking these photos I
took many other photos which showed no orbs and no such "H." 

This is the second day on which I have photographed two mysterious orbs
both having the same exact same stripe pattern, one that looked like a letter
of the alphabet.  The previous time this happened was on September 5,
2017, as recorded in this post.  On that day I got the two orbs shown below,
both having a "T" shape inside them.

Such cases (in which the exact same very distinctive orb pattern is repeated
on the same day) seem to be a dramatic new wrinkle in the ever-more-
astonishing orb phenomenon. It is rather hard not to interpret such cases as
being a signalling effect involving some external unfathomable intelligence.

The repeated "H" pattern is one of of 23 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)
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air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)
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(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: green air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, reappearance of anomalous object, striped air
orb, striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Monday, September 18, 2017

Photo date: September 18, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I rarely use the term "spirit orb" to describe orbs I photograph; I prefer the
more neutral term "mysterious orb." But when I get something as stunning as
the photo below,  descriptive restraint does not seem appropriate.  I have four
times previously photographed the letter "T" in a mysterious orb, and four
times photographed the letter "J" in such an orb (as you can see here). But
this is the first time that the letter "H" has shown up inside an orb I
photographed.  This orb appeared while I was photographing a featureless
wall indoors, and the orb had an apparent size of about a basketball.  The
next and previous photos showed no such anomaly -- no orb and no such
letter "H." 

Did the Spirit Orb's "H" Stand for "Haunted"?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, September 17, 2017

Photo date: September 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show three mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. The
one on the left is the 20th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a
stripe in one of its corners. This "corner chord" pattern is one of 22 recurring
patterns I have identified in mysterious orbs I have photographed (you can
see examples of all of the patterns here).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Sometimes Striped, Sometimes Speeding

Saturday, September 16, 2017

The photos below show sky orbs I photographed on September 15, 2017,
September 12, 2017, and August 25, 2017.  The photo on the left  is the 28th
mysterious orb I have photographed with such a diagonal slash stripe,
stretching from the top right corner of the orb to the bottom left corner of the
orb.  Of the 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs (shown
here), this pattern is the one that occurs most frequently.

Sky Orbs with Red Auras
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on any of these nights.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, red orb aura, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, September 15, 2017

Photo date: September 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed with a diagonal
slash stripe.  This is the 27th mysterious orb I have photographed with such a
diagonal slash stripe, stretching from the top right corner of the orb to the
bottom left corner of the orb.  Of the 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs (shown here), this pattern is the one that occurs most
frequently. 

 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Orb Diagonal Slash #27

Tuesday, September 12, 2017
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Photo date: September 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see inside the orb a stripe resembling a hockey
stick. This is the sixth mysterious orb I have photographed with such a
"hockey stick" stripe.

This pattern is one of of 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click here to
see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, September 11, 2017

Photo date: September 6, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one with a
diagonal slash stripe. I have 25 times previously photographed mysterious
orbs with this type of stripe looking like a diagonal slash, as you can see
here. Much less common is the backslash pattern, which I have only
photographed 7 times. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Case #26 of a Diagonal Slash Orb

Sunday, September 10, 2017

Photo date: September 9, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. Both
have stripes in one corner of the orb.  These are the 18th and 19th examples
of a "corner chord" pattern I have repeatedly observed.  See here for
examples of this pattern and 21 other repeating patterns in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 
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Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Friday, September 8, 2017

Below are some mysterious striped orbs I photographed on September 2,
2017 and September 7, 2017. These are the 367th, 368th, and 369th
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed in dry air.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

More Striped Orbs

Thursday, September 7, 2017

Photo date: September 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below are two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors, about an hour apart,
while photographing a featureless wall.  The two orbs look almost identical,
both having a pair of stripes forming a "T" shape.

Imagine if someone were merely photographing natural particles. How often
would a photographer get within the same hour by coincidence two particles
that had distinctive markings this similar? The answer is: not once in a
thousand reincarnated lifetimes.  There are quadrillions of possible ways in
which random markings might be arranged inside an orb, so the chance of
coincidentally getting a match this similar would be less than 1 in

The Second "Orb Twin" Appeared an Hour After the
First
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orb and ghost movie (3)
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb arch (2)
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1,000,000,000,000,000 during any hour.

In between taking these two photos, I took several other photos which
showed nothing unusual -- no orbs, and no lines. No such lines were seen in
any photos after the second photo, or before the first.  The photos had
nothing to do with any camera irregularity.

These photos are the third and fourth times I have seen a T-shape in
mysterious orbs I photographed. Two other examples are below.

This pattern is one of of 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click here to
see multiple examples of each of these patterns.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:10 AM No comments: 

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)
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orb double alignment (7)
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orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)
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orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Labels: bright air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, reappearance of anomalous object, reappearance
of orb at same spot, striped air orb, striped orbs

Tuesday, September 5, 2017

Photo date: August 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious sky orb I photographed in the night sky,
on a night with no fog, mist, rain or precipitation.  

This is the sixth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe
looking like this one, with a stripe stretching from the top right corner of the
orb to near the center of the orb. Below are 4 other examples:

This pattern is one of of 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click here to
see multiple examples of each of these patterns.

Case #6 of This Orb Pattern

orb healing (1)
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orb hole polygon (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, September 3, 2017

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors on
September 1, 2017 and August 30, 2017.  We see another example of a
repeating pattern, the 22nd such repeating pattern I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. I will call this the "triangle with legs"
pattern. In both photos we see a dark triangle shape, and in both cases there
are two stripes (or "legs") at the bottom of the triangle, one connecting to the
bottom left corner of the triangle and the other connecting to the bottom right
corner of the triangle.

A New Repeating Orb Pattern
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orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)
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orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
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orb pattern growing more
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orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)
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orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)
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orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)
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orb swords (1)
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The table below lists various repeating patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed, and the number of occurrences of each type. 

Description Cases Comments URL

Inverted Y 8 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/08/the-8th-
occurrence-of-
inverted-y-orb.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. Is it
a symbol of
motherhood?

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

11 May be on top or
bottom of orb

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/occurrence-10-of-
this-orb-pattern.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/08/more-orb-pattern-
repetitions.html

Diagonal stripe 25 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
21st-mysterious-orb-
ive.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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com/2017/04/why-
mysterious-orbs-
arent-like.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/the-
23rd-diagonal-slash-
stripe-in.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/the-
24th-and-25th-
mysterious-orbs-
with.html

Short diagonal
stripe

5 Goes from top right
corner toward
center

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-
ive-photographed-with.html

Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/the-9th-
time-ive-
photographed-
this.html

Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
slanted-c-orb-pattern-
keeps.html

Inverted V 7 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/the-7th-inverted-v-
orb-ive-photographed.html

Hook-like stripe 6 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/11/strange-stripes-on-
mysterious-orb.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/05/confounding-
cane.htm 

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/05/the-orb-stripe-
blended-seamlessly-
with.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines http://orbpro.blogspot.com/

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (66)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)
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intersecting in a
particular shape

2016/07/the-same-strange-
mark-on-two-striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top well above
a vertical stripe at
the bottom

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 5 A stripe with a
shape resembling
a hockey stick

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/05/another-hockey-
stick-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/06/another-sky-orb-
with-hockey-stick-
stripe.htm

Backslash 7 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/02/night-of-
backslash-sky-
orbs.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/03/baffling-backslash-
balls.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/another-
backslash-sky-orb.html

Belt-like 17 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/another-
mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
belts-of-baffling-
balls.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/wall-
wonders.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/belts-of-
baffling-balls.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/the-belt-
of-baffling-ball.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/08/the-belt-
in-baffling-ball.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/09/the-

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (18)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (374)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)
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17th-orb-with-belt-
like-stripe.htm

J-like 4 A stripe resembling
the letter J.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/03/the-
third-j-letter-ive-
photographed-in.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/stripes-
of-strange-orbs.html

Two-thirds of a
Y

3 Resembles the
letter Y with the
left-most part
missing

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/separat
ed-at-birth.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.com/
2017/04/two-bs-in-this-
striped-orbs.html

T with slanted
top

4 Resembles the
letter T, but with a
slight break
between the lines,
and a slanted top
that isn't wavy

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/recurrin
g-orb-pattern-18.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/the-4th-
time-ive-seen-this-
orb-pattern.html

Corner chord 17 The corner of the
orb has a line
stretching from one
point on the
circumference of
the orb to another
point on the
circumference that
is in the same
corner of the orb.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/the-
corner-chord-orb-
pattern.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/freaky-
but-familiar.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/06/confoun
ding-chord.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/08/more-
orb-pattern-
repetitions.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/07/orb-
stripe-patterns-keep-
recurring.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/07/arcane-
anomalies.html 

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/06/striped-

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)
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enigma.html 

Side curve 6 The orb has a
curved stripe on its
left or right side

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/04/side-
curve-orbs.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/curved-
stripe-of-speeding-
blue-orb.html

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/05/strange-
orbs.html

T-shaped 2 The orb has stripes
resembling the
letter T.

http://orbpro.blogspot.
com/2017/06/another-
mysterious-orb-with-t-
shape.html

Triangle with
legs

2 The orb has a dark
triangle, with two
leg-like stripes
underneath the
triangle, one
coming from the
bottom left corner,
and the other from
the bottom right
corner.

This post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb with triangle, blue air orb, striped air orb, two striped orbs with
same look

Friday, September 1, 2017

Photo date: August 29, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is the
17th mysterious orb I have photographed with a belt-like horizontal stripe.

The 17th Orb with a Belt-Like Stripe
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This pattern is one of of 21 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click here to
see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here, here, here, here, here,
here, and here to see six other similar posters of striped orbs.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, October 31, 2017

Photo date: October 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed at Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see three similarities in the two photos:

(1) Both orbs appeared in front of one of the ornamental windows high up at
the station.
(2) Both orbs have straight stripes stretching from one side of the orb to the
other.
(3) Both orbs are neatly aligned to a structural line in the station, something I
have seen hundreds of times in photos I have taken at this location (as
shown here). 

These two are the 24th and 25th examples I have seen of what I call the
"corner chord" pattern, one of 24 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed.  The post here has photographic
examples of all of these patterns, which are summarized in the grid below.

The Striped Orbs Both Aligned
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb alignment,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: October 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious purple sky orb with a stripe at its top. To
its left is a pink orb.

Striped Purple Sky Orb and Its Pink Pal
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, pink air orb, purple air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped purple orb

Saturday, October 28, 2017

The photos below show two striped orbs I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal on October 18, 2017 and October 27, 2017.   One has a vertical
stripe, and the other has a horizontal stripe. See here for 400+ mysterious
striped orbs I have photographed. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped green
orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, October 25, 2017

Photo date: October 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  The
stripes create a triangle shape in the lower part of the orb. See here for two
similar cases. 

A photo taken two days later (today) shows almost exactly the same look,
although this time we don't quite see a complete triangle.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with triangle, striped air orb, striped orb with two
stripes, striped orbs

A Triangle in the Orb

Saturday, October 21, 2017

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here,  here, here, here, here,
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here, here, and here to see eight other similar posters of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Wednesday, October 18, 2017

Photo date: October 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky,
one of more than 400 mysterious striped orbs I have photographed (see here
for examples).

A Striped Orange Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: October 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
two parallel stripes of the same height.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes, striped orbs

Double-Striped and Dumbfounding

Sunday, October 15, 2017

Orb Gives a New Type of "Table Tipping"
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Photo date: October 13, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In the nineteenth century in the United States, a practice called table-tipping
became extremely popular.  A group of people would sit at a table, and put
their hands on the table. They would ask for a sign from the spirit world. Very
often the table under their hands would tilt, and many witnesses said the
table would rise above the floor. Some people still perform table tipping. You
can see many interesting examples of table tipping on www.youtube.com, by
searching for "table tipping."

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
stripes that look just like a tilted table.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, October 14, 2017

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors on October
11, 2017.

Note the number 7.  If you do a Google image search for "number 7" you will
see several examples of fancy number 7's that look like this, with 3 lines
segments rather than 2.

This is the third time I have got a number 7 in a mysterious orb I
photographed. Below is a photo I took on September 6, 2017.

A Number 7 in a Mysterious Orb
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Below is a photo I took on July 9, 2016, as posted here: 

The repeated "7" pattern is one of of 24 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb with number, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, October 13, 2017

Photo date: October 12, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show three mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. In
each we see intersecting stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Intersecting Orb Stripes

Thursday, October 12, 2017

Photo date: October 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Banded and Baffling

Wednesday, October 11, 2017
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Photo date: October 10, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.  See here for 400+ other photos I have taken
of mysterious striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orbs

Monday, October 9, 2017

Below are two mysterious orbs I photographed on January 19, 2017 and
October 8, 2017. They both have an inverted "U" stripe. It's not a pattern I
see very often, unlike the frequently repeating patterns shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs

Orbs with Inverted U Stripes

Wednesday, October 4, 2017

The photos below show various mysterious orbs I photographed indoors
during the past two months.  I have now photographed 401 of these striped
orbs in dry air (click here to see these photos). 

Stripes of the Weird Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Sunday, October 1, 2017

Photo date: September 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  If you look
closely at the bottom right part of the orb, underneath the curving stripe, you
can see what looks quite a bit like a bird figure. We can seem to see both the
beak and the eye of the "bird."  See here for some other photos that seemed
to shows animal figures inside mysterious orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with animal face, animal face in orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Bird in the Mysterious Orb?

Saturday, September 30, 2017
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Photo date: September 29, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below shows various mysterious orbs I photographed last night,
on a night when the moon was only slightly larger than a half moon.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, multi-colored air orb, multi-colored striped orb,
outdoor night orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Night Anomalies

Friday, September 29, 2017

Photo date: September 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Yesterday I was watching a Travel Channel TV show about strange things
happening in a national park. The person on the TV said the word
"mysterious," and for some reason I repeated the word. A few seconds later I
photographed the mysterious striped orbs below, which appeared in the same
photo.

They Appeared Just After I Said "Mysterious"
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: September 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show 4 mysterious orbs I photographed yesterday, three of
them outdoors.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, orb comet tail, orb with hole, outdoor
night orb, pink air orb, speeding air orb, speeding pink air orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs, striped pink orb

Strange Orbs

Thursday, September 28, 2017

Photo date: September 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows  a mysterious sky orb I photographed. Besides a big
thick stripe, we see a silver colored triangle inside the orb. Note the red color
behind the triangle. 

The Sky Orb's Striped Triangle
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with triangle, multi-colored striped orb, red air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Photo date: September 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal. We see a winding stripe in the orb.  See here for 80 other photos of
mysterious orbs with curved stripes. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

The Orb's Curvy Stripe
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, December 17, 2017

The photos below show strange sky orbs that I photographed between
December 14, 2017 and December 16, 2017.   The top two have stripes. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when I took these photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, multi-colored striped orb, purple air orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Odd Sky Orbs

Saturday, December 16, 2017

The photo at the top right shows a mysterious orb I photographed on
December 14, 2017.  The other photos show mysterious orbs I previously
photographed, which all have a vertical stripe stretching from the top of the
orb to the bottom of the orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped
orbs with same look

Friday, December 15, 2017

The photos below show various mysterious orbs I have photographed in
recent months, all with strange marks.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, December 13, 2017

Photo date: December 12, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. We can
see a stripe in the orb.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.
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Labels: air orb, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: December 11, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below (taken in Grand Central Terminal) shows a blue striped orb
that appeared in front of someone's chest.  Were it not for the fact that I have
taken 400+ photos of mysterious striped orbs (and 1100+ photos of
mysterious blue orbs), I might assume that this was just some strange attire
the person was wearing.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orbs

Baffling Belly

Monday, December 11, 2017

Photo date: December 7, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
belt-like stripe on the orb, something I have photographed 19 times before.
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The repeated belt-like pattern is one of of 24 recurring patterns I have noticed
in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, December 6, 2017
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Photo date: December 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.
This is the 442nd striped orb I have photographed in dry air.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

An Eerie Orb

Tuesday, December 5, 2017

Below is a mysterious orb that I photographed on December 3, 2017:

The stripes resemble two pickles. The photo above resembles the two photos
below. I took the left one on July 9, 2016, and I took the right one on
November 27, 2017.

The Orb's Stripes Looked Like Two Pickles
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Photo date: December 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a blue orb I photographed in Grand Central Terminal
in New York.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, orb alignment,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

A Blue Striped Orb

Monday, December 4, 2017

Photo date: December 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.  Like many other mysterious orbs I have
photographed, this one has a horizontal stripe stretching from one side of the
orb to the other. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, December 2, 2017

Photo date: November 30, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, multi-
colored striped orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe

A Striped Multicolored Sky Orb

Tuesday, November 28, 2017

Photo date: November 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see inside the
orb what looks like two hoses, one in front of the other.  Of course, a more
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prurient interpretation of the image is possible. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: 3D-looking orb, air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two
stripes, striped orbs

Monday, November 27, 2017

Photo date: November 22, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, speeding air orb, speeding
striped orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Striped and Swift

Wednesday, November 22, 2017
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Photo date: November 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. We can
see a shape in the orb resembling the letter "T."  See here for 4 other photos I
have taken showing T-like shapes inside mysterious orbs. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, letters inside orb, orb aura, orb
with letter, outdoor night orb, pink air orb, red orb aura, striped air orb, striped
orbs, striped pink orb

"T" of the Sky Orb

Sunday, November 19, 2017

The photos below show various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed in recent weeks.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped green
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Friday, November 17, 2017

Photo date: November 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see the letter "Y" inside the orb.

This is the first time I have got the letter "Y" inside a mysterious orb, although
I have 8 previous times got an upside-down "Y" inside a mysterious orb I
photographed, as shown here.

Postscript: The next day another "Y" appeared in a mysterious orb I
photographed, but the orb was on the upper edge of the photo, and so the
photo only shows part of the orb.

The Letter "Y" in a Mysterious Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, letters inside
orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orbs

Saturday, November 4, 2017

Photo date: November 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. The one on
the left has a hook-like stripe. The one on the right is a striped orb that
appears to be moving fast.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

"Hook" Orb and Hurrying Orb

Friday, November 3, 2017

The photos below show mysterious orbs I photographed on October 27, 2017
and October 31, 2017.  Both of the orbs have a horizontal belt-like stripe.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb

Thursday, November 2, 2017

Photo date: October 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Of the 24 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs I have
photographed, the most common pattern is a slash stripe, typically stretching
from the top right corner of the orb to the bottom left corner of the orb.  Below
we see the 29th time I have photographed this pattern (I took the photo
indoors). See here for the other 28 cases.  Much less common is the
backslash pattern in which the stripe stretches in the other direction. I have
only seen that pattern 6 times. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

The 29th Orb with a Slash Stripe

Wednesday, November 1, 2017

Photo date: October 31, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
inside the orb something that looks rather like a bird on a tree branch.

"Bird on the Branch" Effect in a Halloween Orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, February 17, 2018

Photo date: February 14, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. Like 21
other mysterious orbs I have photographed, this orb has a belt-like horizontal
stripe (along with a little X inside it).

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Orbs with horizontal stripes near their center are one of 25 recurring patterns
in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed.  You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.

"Belt" of the Baffling Ball
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored striped orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Sunday, February 11, 2018

Photo date: February 8, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

A shadow stripe is a stripe consisting of a thick line and one or more thin lines
parallel to the thick line. An example is below.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
what I have 36 times previously photographed: a mysterious orb with a
shadow stripe. 

The Orb's Shadow Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Tuesday, February 6, 2018

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here,  here,  here, here, here,
here, here, here, here, and here to see ten other similar posters of striped
orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Monday, February 5, 2018

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here,  here, here, here, here,
here, here, here, and here to see nine other similar posters of striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Sunday, February 4, 2018

Photo date: January 31, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed near US flags.
The one on the left is the 468th mysterious striped orb I have photographed
in dry air (see here for the other such photos).

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb not blurred in
blurred photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs

Saturday, February 3, 2018

Photo date: January 31, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows some blue sky orbs I photographed near a building in
New York City. One of the orbs has a strange notch-like feature.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Below is another sky orb that had such a notch:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped purple orb
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Photo date: January 31, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a US
flag.  It is one of 400+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb near US flag, blue air orb, full spectrum camera photo,
outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs

Striped Orb Meets Striped Flag

Wednesday, January 31, 2018

Photo date: January 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe
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Photo date: January 24, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed near the Waldorf Astoria
hotel in New York.  It is one of 400+ mysterious striped orbs I have
photographed, as you can see here.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

 I have six previous times photographed mysterious orbs with a vertical stripe
looking like this one. These orbs are shown below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped pink orb

A Striped Sky Orb
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Photo date: January 19, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows some mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky.
Three of the orbs have stripes.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored striped orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe

Saturday, January 20, 2018

Photo date: January 18, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. It is one
of more than 400 mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

This orb is the 26th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a straight
stripe in one of its corners.  This repeating pattern is one of 25 repeating
patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual
below shows examples of each of these patterns, and how many occurrences
of the patterns I have photographed.  You can see many examples of each of
these patterns by looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, January 18, 2018

Photo date: January 17, 2018.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky.

A Striped Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

We see here an example of the "diagonal slash" orb pattern I have 29 times
previously photographed. See here for the other 29 examples. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Saturday, January 6, 2018

Photo date: January 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see an
upside-down "Y" letter in the orb.

I have eight times previously photographed mysterious orbs with an inverted
"Y" inside them. The photos are below.
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This repeated pattern is one of of 25 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: inverted Y orb motif, striped air orb, striped orbs, two striped orbs with
same look

Friday, January 5, 2018

Photo date: January 2, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

A shadow stripe is a stripe consisting of a thick line and one or more thin lines
parallel to the thick line. An example is below.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed, one of 36
mysterious orbs I have photographed with a shadow stripe, as you can see
here.

The Orb's Shadow Stripe
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This orb is one of 21 mysterious orbs I have photographed with a belt-like
horizontal stripe. You can see the other examples here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: January 2, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The top right of the photo below shows a speeding orb I photographed in
Grand Central Terminal in New York.  The top of the orb seems to have a
stripe. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, speeding air orb, speeding
striped orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Striped Speed
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Wednesday, January 3, 2018

Photo date: January 2, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. In the
top one we see a strange "X" shape.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

"X" Marks the Enigma

Sunday, December 31, 2017

Photo date: December 26, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orbs

Friday, December 29, 2017

Photo date: December 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Striped Strangeness

Tuesday, December 26, 2017

Photo date: December 22, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious green orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.  We see a strange stripe with a thin line parallel
to the stripe. This type of stripe is called a shadow stripe. I have 34 times
previously photographed mysterious orbs with shadow stripes (as shown
here), although most of the 400+ striped orbs I have photographed did not
have such a shadow stripe.

The Spooky Green Orb's Shadow Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with outer ring, green
air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Monday, December 18, 2017

Photo date: December 16, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding orb I photographed indoors. We can see
a stripe on the orb, a particular type of stripe called a shadow stripe (in which
there is a line parallel to the stripe).  You can see here 33 other examples of
such shadow stripes in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:27 AM No comments: 

A Speeding Shadow Stripe
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, April 22, 2018

The photos below show three striped sky orbs I photographed on April 22,
2018 and April 21, 2018.  The one on the top left has two stripes.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on either of these nights.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb on roof, outdoor night orb, red air
orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Striped Sky Orbs

Photo date: April 21, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding orb I photographed indoors, one of 600+
speeding orbs I have photographed. We see a stripe feature at the top of the
orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb

Saturday, April 21, 2018

Photo date: April 20, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors,

This orb is the 24th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a belt-like

horizontal stripe. This repeating pattern is one of 26 repeating patterns I have

observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows

examples of each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns

I have photographed.  You can see many examples of each of these patterns by

looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Wednesday, April 18, 2018

Photo date: April 17, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious striped orbs I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 
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Pattern
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►  March (48)

►  February (60)

►  January (74)

►  2019 (609)

►  2018 (505)

►  2017 (1117)

►  2016 (1697)

►  2015 (1857)

Speeding Orbs

More Green Orbs

Is My TV Becoming
a Spirit Box?

35 Bright Orbs

Blue Orbs Keep
Appearing at This
Ceiling

Levitation of the TV
Word, and Light
Bending Like a
Mobius Strip

Still More Speeding Orbs
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Monday, April 16, 2018

Photo date: April 14, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two striped orbs I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

The photo on the right is the 23rd photo I have taken showing a belt-like
stripe stretching horizontally from the left side of an orb to the right side. This
is one of 26 repeating patterns I have noticed in mysterious orbs I have
photographed. The table below summarizes these patterns and gives link to
previous photos I have taken showing the patterns.

Description Cases Comments URL

Inverted Y 9 Rather like the
lower case lambda
character, part of
the Greek alphabet

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2016/11/the-
seventh-photo-ive-
taken-of.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/08/the-
8th-occurrence-of-
inverted-y-orb.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/01/the-
ninth-inverted-y-in-
mysterious-orb.html

Umbilical cord (
AKA "cul-de-
sac")

10 Resembles an
umbilical cord with
a curved loop. 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2016/11/the-
10th-appearance-of-
this-orb-motif.html

Curved stripe at
top or bottom

13 May be on top or
bottom of orb

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/01/high-enigma-of-
striped-orb.html

Striped Sky Orbs
Still More Ringed
Orbs

Spooky Wonder of
the Light
Metamorphosis

The TV Words
Levitated Up to the
Ceiling

Featured Post

"Head and Shoulders"
Motif Appeared Often in
Each of 40+ Consecutive
Photos

Content on this blog may be shared on
other web sites or in publications under
this Creative Commons Attribution No-
Derivatives license, requiring attribution
(including a link to this web site) and
prohibiting derivatives: Link

Sharing Content
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/2016/07/more-striped-
orbs_18.html 
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/2017/04/occurrence-10-of-
this-orb-pattern.html 

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/02/the-9th-time-ive-
seen-this-orb-pattern.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/08/more-orb-pattern-
repetitions.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/03/anothe
r-orb-curvy-stripe.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/04/odd-
orbs.html

Diagonal stripe 30 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a slash
(not a backslash)

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/the-
21st-mysterious-orb-
ive.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/why-
mysterious-orbs-
arent-like.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/the-
23rd-diagonal-slash-
stripe-in.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/the-
24th-and-25th-
mysterious-orbs-
with.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/case-
26-of-diagonal-slash-
orb.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/sky-
orbs-with-red-
auras.html

Short diagonal
stripe

6 Goes from top right
corner toward

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/11/the-5th-sky-orb-

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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center ive-photographed-with.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/case-
6-of-this-orb-
pattern.html

Hose and circle 9 Looks like a ball
that has fallen out
of a tube

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/02/the-
9th-time-ive-
photographed-
this.html

Slanted C 12 Looks like a C
shape, tilted over
quite a bit to the
right

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/the-
slanted-c-orb-pattern-
keeps.html

Inverted V 7 Looks rather like
the caret character
(an inverted V)

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/04/the-7th-inverted-
v-orb-ive-
photographed.html

Hook-like stripe 6 Has a kind of
candy-cane shape

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/07/another-orb-with-
hook-like-stripe.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/11/strange-stripes-
on-mysterious-orb.html 

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/07/blue-orbs-haunt-
windows.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/05/confounding-
cane.htm 

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/05/the-orb-stripe-
blended-seamlessly-
with.html

Curvy 9 which
fell down

2 Looks like a curvy
nine which “fell
down”

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/07/two-striped-orbs-
with-same-fingerprint.html

4 stripes 2 Straight lines
intersecting in a
particular shape

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/07/the-same-
strange-mark-on-two-
striped.html

Broken squiggly
T

3 One wiggly
horizontal stripe at
the top well above
a vertical stripe at
the bottom

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2016/07/reappearance-of-
double-striped-orb.html

Hockey stick 6 A stripe with a https://orbpro.blogspot.com

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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shape resembling
a hockey stick

/2017/05/another-hockey-
stick-orb.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/06/another-sky-orb-
with-hockey-stick-
stripe.htm 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/the-
mysterious-orbs-
hockey-stick.html

Backslash 8 Goes from one
side of orb to
another, diagonally.
Looks like a
backslash (not a
slash)

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/02/night-
of-backslash-sky-
orbs.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/03/baffling-
backslash-balls.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/04/another-
backslash-sky-orb.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/01/strang
e-sky-orbs_22.html

Belt-like 23 A stripe goes from
the left side of the
orb to the right
side, horizontally.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/anothe
r-mysterious-orb-with-
belt-like.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/the-
belts-of-baffling-
balls.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/wall-
wonders.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/belts-
of-baffling-balls.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/the-
belt-of-baffling-
ball.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/08/the-
belt-in-baffling-

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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ball.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/the-
17th-orb-with-belt-
like-stripe.htm 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/02/belt-of-
baffling-ball.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/01/baffling
-band.html

This post

J-like 4 A stripe resembling
the letter J.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/03/the-
third-j-letter-ive-
photographed-in.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/stripes
-of-strange-orbs.html

Two-thirds of a
Y

3 Resembles the
letter Y with the
left-most part
missing

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/separa
ted-at-birth.html

https://orbpro.blogspot.com
/2017/04/two-bs-in-this-
striped-orbs.html

T with slanted
top

4 Resembles the
letter T, but with a
slight break
between the lines,
and a slanted top
that isn't wavy

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/recurri
ng-orb-pattern-
18.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/the-
4th-time-ive-seen-
this-orb-pattern.html

Corner chord 26 The corner of the
orb has a line
stretching from one
point on the
circumference of
the orb to another
point on the
circumference that
is in the same
corner of the orb.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/the-
corner-chord-orb-
pattern.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/freaky-
but-familiar.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/06/confou
nding-chord.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/08/more-

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)
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orb-pattern-
repetitions.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/07/orb-
stripe-patterns-keep-
recurring.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/07/arcane
-anomalies.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/06/striped
-enigma.html 

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/01/a-
striped-sky-
orb_20.html

Side curve 6 The orb has a
curved stripe on its
left or right side

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/04/side-
curve-orbs.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/curved
-stripe-of-speeding-
blue-orb.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/05/strang
e-orbs.html

T-shaped 5 The orb has stripes
resembling the
letter T.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/06/anothe
r-mysterious-orb-with-
t-shape.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/the-
second-orb-twin-
appeared-hour-
after.html

Triangle with
legs

2 The orb has a dark
triangle, with two
leg-like stripes
underneath the
triangle, one
coming from the
bottom left corner,
and the other from
the bottom right
corner.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/a-new-
repeating-orb-
pattern.html

H pattern 2 The orb has lines
or stripes inside it

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/09/the-

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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resembling the
letter "H,"and the
right lower "leg" of
the "H" bends
upward.

second-orb-twin-
appeared-8-
hours.html

7 pattern 3
The orb has inside
it what looks like a
number 7.

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/10/a-
number-7-in-
mysterious-orb.html

Vertical
stripe pattern

8

The orb has a
stripe stretching
verically from the
top of the orb to
the bottom..

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2017/12/vertical
-stripe-orbs.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/01/a-
striped-sky-
orb_25.html

11 pattern 2

The orb has two
parallel vertical
stripes that look
like the number
11..

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/03/anothe
r-orb-with-right-
slanted-11.html

https://orbpro.blogspo
t.com/2018/02/lucky-
11.html

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, red orb aura, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, April 14, 2018

Photo date: April 12, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York.

The Marks in the Mystery

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb

Friday, April 13, 2018

Below are various orbs I photographed in March and April of 2018, each
having some kind of distinctive mark or stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Strange Orbs

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

I took the photo on the right yesterday. I took the photo on the left on March
25, 2018, as reported here.  Both orbs look similar.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Both Orbs Looked Similar

Tuesday, April 10, 2018

The Orb's Three Stripes

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(134)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)
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Photo date: April 9, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with three stripes

Sunday, April 1, 2018

The photos below mysterious orbs I photographed on March 30, 2018 and
March 31, 2018.  

The one on the left (with a curved stripe at the top) looks like four other orbs I
have photographed, shown below:

Odd Orbs

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Thursday, March 29, 2018

Photo date: March 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
strange curved stripe at the bottom of the orb.

This is the 12th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a curved
stripe at the top or bottom. This is one 26 recurring patterns I have seen in
mysterious orbs I photograph.  The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and shows how often the patterns have occurred. You can see
examples of all of these patterns by looking at this post.

Another Orb Curvy Stripe

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (455)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)

orb notches (48)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Tuesday, March 27, 2018

Photo date: March 25, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. Inside the
orb we see what rather looks like the shape of a bird with extended wings.

Like a Bird in the Orb

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Monday, March 26, 2018

Photo date: March 25, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky
last night.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored striped orb, outdoor
night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

A Striped Sky Orb

Monday, March 19, 2018

We see below two striped sky orbs I photographed on March 13, 2018 and
March 16, 2018.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on these nights.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orbs, striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

Striped Sky Orbs

Sunday, March 18, 2018

The Flat-Edged Orbs Both Had Stripes

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (275)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)
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Photo date: March 17, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.  Both have a flat
edge (like many orbs I photograph), and also a stripe in the top left corner.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, sawed orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Monday, March 12, 2018

The photos below show three red sky orbs that I photographed on February
18, 2018, February 28, 2018, and March 11, 2018.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on these nights.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, red air orb, striped air orb

Red Sky Orbs

Sunday, March 11, 2018

Photo date: March 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious striped orbs, the 476th and 477th mysterious
striped orbs I have photographed in dry air. See here for other examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, phallic orb, striped air orb

Monday, March 5, 2018

Below are three mysterious orbs I photographed on March 5, 2018 and
March 1, 2018. In the first photo we see two orbs that each have horizontal
stripes. In the second photo we see a strange kind of 0-shape inside the orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:44 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

The Marks in the Mysteries

Wednesday, February 28, 2018

Photo date: February 27, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see the
number 11 inside the orb.  It reminds me of the three times I have
photographed the number 7 inside a mysterious orb. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes,
striped orbs

Thursday, February 22, 2018

Photo date: February 16, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs

A Striped Sky Orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, May 22, 2018

Photo date: May 19, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken about a minute apart. In the first we see an orb
with a very distinctive zig-zag line, and in the second we see an orb with the
same zig-zag line. In both photos we also see a nearby orb with a horizontal
stripe.  There were three photos taken between these two photos that
showed no such thing, and one of the photos showed an empty, featureless
sky.  The strange zig-zag line did not appear in any more of 25 additional
photos I took with the same camera that night.
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Unlike 99% of the photos on this site, which are taken under dry weather
conditions with no fog, mist, or rain,  these photos were taken when there
was some fog. The fog can explain the circular shapes, but not the bizarre
repetition of the zig-zag line.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Friday, May 18, 2018

Photo date: May 17, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two striped orbs I photographed indoors. For 500+

other photos I have taken of mysterious striped orbs, see here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Strangely Striped

Thursday, May 17, 2018

Photo date: March 16, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. The two
stripes on the orb rather resemble the stitch stripes of a baseball.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Wednesday, May 16, 2018

Below are various mysterious orbs I photographed in early May, all of which
have some type of strange stripe or mark.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, green air orb, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

The Marks in the Mysteries

Monday, May 14, 2018

We see below some mysterious orbs I photographed indoors this month,
each of which has either a stripe or a hole. .
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Saturday, May 12, 2018

Photo date: May 11, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. We see a
strange curved stripe that forms a kind of loop.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs
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Photo date: May 11, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see the
letter "L" inside the orb.  See here for another photo of a mysterious orb with
an "L" inside it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with right angle stripe

A Letter in the Orb

Thursday, May 10, 2018

Photo date: May 9, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed with the letter "Y" in

it. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

This photo reminds me of the photo below I took indoors, in which we also see
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a letter "Y" inside a mysterious orb. 

More common than these regular letter Y's in mysterious orbs are inverted Y's,

which I have photographed 10 times, as shown here. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, letters inside orb, orb with letter,
outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, May 9, 2018

Photo date: May 8, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows what i have many times photographed before: a
mysterious orb with a curved stripe. See here for 89 other examples of orbs
with curved stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:19 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Confounding Curve

Monday, May 7, 2018

Photo date: May 6, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky. Both
have marks resembling a kind of squeezed "X" letter.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this site.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:14 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, striped air
orb, striped orbs

Sunday, May 6, 2018

Photo date: May 5, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky. 

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

This is the 34th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a slash-like

stripe stretching from the top right part of the orb to the lower bottom part.

This repeating pattern is one of 26 repeating patterns I have observed in

mysterious orbs I have photographed.  You can see many examples of each of

these patterns by looking at this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, striped air
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb, two striped
orbs with same look
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Saturday, May 5, 2018

Photo date: May 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the sky. See here for

500+ other striped orbs I have photographed. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Friday, May 4, 2018

Photo date: May 3, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin,

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

This is the 33nd time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a slash-like

A Multicolored Striped Sky Orb
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stripe stretching from the top right part of the orb to the lower bottom part.

This repeating pattern is one of 26 repeating patterns I have observed in

mysterious orbs I have photographed.  You can see many examples of each of

these patterns by looking at this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, multi-
colored striped orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Monday, April 30, 2018

Photo date: April 29, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is the tenth

time I have photographed a mysterious orb with an inverted-Y inside it.  You

can see the other cases (mostly from 2017 and 2016) here.  

This repeating pattern is one of 26 repeating patterns I have observed in

mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of each

of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have

photographed.  You can see many examples of each of these patterns by

looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, inverted Y orb motif, striped air orb, two striped orbs with
same look

Photo date: April 29, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a strange looking orb I photographed, which has both
a twisty stripe and a big hole at the top.

A Strange Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb hole, orb with hole, striped air orb

Sunday, April 29, 2018

Photo date: April 27, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when this photo was taken.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb

The Slit in the Strangeness

Friday, April 27, 2018

Photo date: April 26, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central

Terminal. The orb has both a stripe and a small ring near the top (neither of

which are features in the underlying surface).  The lower ring, on the other

hand, is a feature of the underlying surface. 

The Orb's Ring and Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with small ring, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe

Wednesday, April 25, 2018

Photo date: April 24, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when the photo was taken.

This is the 32nd time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a slash-like

stripe stretching from the top right part of the orb to the lower bottom part.

The 32nd Spooky Slash
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This repeating pattern is one of 26 repeating patterns I have observed in

mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of each

of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have

photographed.  You can see many examples of each of these patterns by

looking at this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, April 24, 2018

Photo date: April 23, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
two stripes at the bottom, one of them what is called a shadow stripe. A
shadow stripe is a stripe consisting of a thick line and one or more thin lines

parallel to the thick line.  See here for dozens of examples of orbs with such a

stripe. This is the 504th mysterious striped orb I have photographed in dry air. 

The Orb's Shadow Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Monday, April 23, 2018

Photo date: April 23, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious sky orb I photographed, one with a
winding stripe.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.,

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, multi-
colored striped orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, June 29, 2018

Photo date: June 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near the
Waldorf Astoria hotel in New York. It is one of 500+ mysterious striped orbs I
have photographed (see here for other examples).

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs, striped purple orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Tuesday, June 26, 2018

Photo date: May 2, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a weird orb I photographed in the sky. We see in the
orb several stripes that are intersecting with each other.

A Strange Sky Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with two stripes

Sunday, June 24, 2018

Photo date: June 19, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

This is the 36th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe just
like this one, stretching from the top right to the bottom left of the orb. This
repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed.  You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, June 23, 2018

Photo date: June 22, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors with a
reverse 7 inside it.

This reminds me of the three times I have photographed a 7 inside
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mysterious orbs:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes,
striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

Thursday, June 21, 2018

Photo date: June 20, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one with a
rather heart-shaped look.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

"Broken Heart" Orb

Tuesday, June 19, 2018

Below are some mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors and outdoors
during the past week.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:49 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, green air orb, multi-colored air
orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Monday, June 18, 2018

Photo date: June 16, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.  They
both resemble a Ritz cracker broken into two pieces.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Split and Spooky

Friday, June 15, 2018

Photo date: June 14, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York. We see inside the orb a kind of bunny-head shape that
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resembles the Playboy logo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Wednesday, June 13, 2018

The document here is a long collection of reports of people who
reported seeing something paranormal, often what the witnesses
described as fairies. Mixed within the reports are occasional reports
of people seeing mysterious orbs with their own eyes, or
photographing orbs with an image inside them. Below are some of
the interesting reports. 

Page 65: ‘I have often seen lights orbs and mists while watching TV
or listening to music.’
Page 69: “The second kind were like orbs of light darting around,
you could see light bursting from their bodies. ”
Page 113: “Once back home, I zoomed in on my orb photos taken
during that last evening, and found upon enlargement, in one of
them, there was an unmistakable being with wings.”
Page 114: “It was dark outside and I pressed halfway down on my
camera and through the viewfinder, there were about three large
blue orbs right by the window pane, as if they were looking in on us
from the outside!”
Page 115: “I have managed to see little blue lights or orbs around
my flat from time to time.”
Page 115: “The third fairy, which also appeared in an orb, was blue
and had a cherubic face. ”
Page 115: “In another photo of an orb, a blue one, when enlarged, I
could make out a beatific little childlike face, which had a garland of
flowers round its neck.”
Page 115: "Though it appeared in an orb, I had the impression
(perhaps this was communicated to me telepathically) that this
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being’s real size was much taller than I am.”
Page 116: “The blue orbs appeared when I was playing with my cat
Fig.”
Page 138: “When involved in healing work have observed small
winged creatures inside different colored orbs of light around
subject.”
Page 201: “I have seen a lot of things in my life, like ghosts, orbs,
UFOs but have never seen a mythical creature like the beloved
fairy.”
Page 223: “What they were seeing were lights, like glowing orbs the
size of a fist.”
Page 270: “Other things happened in that cabin on the water that
were what you might call supernatural, but nothing like the glowing
orb ever appeared to any human person ever again.”
Page 294: “‘I have taken photos of spirit orbs and Earth bound souls
for over a year now. I am gifted to be able to cross souls to the light
therefore my love and light are very strong and I attract a lot of spirits
and angels to me as you can imagine.”
Page 304: “Then a florescent purple orb about the size of a small
basket ball came into the room and landed next to me on the bed.
We exchanged a mental greeting to each other and I thanked it for
showing itself to me. Then it streaked out of the room disappearing
through the ceiling.”
Page 314: “Going back to camp my friend saw a floating orb light, it
looked like a lantern floating through the air. We camped in these
woods several nights and saw the orb lights twice more. ”
Page 314: “I turned to see what was making the sound and an ORB
about two and a half inches in circumference flew over my shoulder
and in front of me. I was in awe. It was golden green with a tinge of
blue and it left a trail of glittering gold with a tinge of green ‘dust’
behind it. Even after the orb disappeared the glittering dust remained
until it slowly faded. It was the most beautiful thing, that I had ever
seen. ”
Page 318: “Faerie orbs fly around the house and gardens.”

Below is a mysterious orb I photographed yesterday, one of 500+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orbs visible to naked eye, striped air orb, striped orbs
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Photo date: June 9, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a
church spire in New York, The orb did not appear in the next photo of the
spire.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Spooked Spire

Sunday, June 10, 2018

Photo date: June 8, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one with
two strange stripes. The stripes almost form an "L" letter.  See here for 31
other mysterious orbs with two stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

Saturday, June 9, 2018

Photo date: June 6, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a
building in New York. See here for 126+ other mysterious striped orbs I have
photographed with this type of "chord" stripe stretching from one point of the
orb's edge to another point on the orb's edge.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs, striped purple orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Friday, June 8, 2018

Photo date: June 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. See here

for 500+ other  mysterious striped orbs I have photographed. 
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red air orb,
striped air orb, striped red orb

Thursday, June 7, 2018

Photo date: June 6, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central

Terminal in New York. We see in the orb a strange hole resembling a

tomahawk. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:49 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb hole, orb with hole,
striped air orb

A Spooky "Tomahawk" Orb

Thursday, May 31, 2018

Photo date: May 29, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a flag. It

was one of 500+ mysterious orbs I have photographed (see here for other

examples). 

The Flag's "Extra Stripe"
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, purple air orb, striped air orb,
striped purple orb

Tuesday, May 29, 2018

Below we see two sky orbs I photographed on May 19, 2018 and May 20,
2019, both of which have a cane-like stripe with the same shape as a candy
cane.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: red air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped red
orb, two striped orbs with same look

Both Orbs Had a Similar Cane-Like Stripe

Monday, May 28, 2018

Photo date: May 27, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors, both
with a kind of split appearance.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Saturday, May 26, 2018

Below we see striped sky orbs that I photographed on May 19, 2018 and May
25, 2018. See here for 20+ other photos of orbs with belt-like stripes.

On the first of these nights there was some fog, but on May 25 there was no
fog, mist, rain or precipitation.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orbs

Spooky Sky Similarity

Wednesday, May 23, 2018

Photo date: May 19, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below show two striped orbs I photographed in the sky.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Below are some mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, September 8, 2018

Photo date: September 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious striped orbs I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes, striped orbs

Baffling Bands

Monday, September 3, 2018

Photo date: September 3, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one
of 500+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Spooky Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Saturday, August 25, 2018

The photos below show two mysterious striped orbs I photographed indoors
on August 6, 2018 and August 22, 2018. They are some of the 500+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 2:28 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Spooky Stripes

Saturday, August 18, 2018

Photo date: August 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is one of
nine mysterious orbs I have photographed with a stripe stretching from the
top of the orb to the bottom of the orb. See here for eight other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs
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Friday, August 17, 2018

The grid below shows four mysterious orbs I photographed indoors in the
past few days, all of which have stripes.

I have photographed over 500 mysterious striped orbs, as you can see here.
Although many got mysterious orbs in their photos long before 2015, to the
best of my knowledge, no one ever reported getting a striped orb in a
photograph until the first time that I reported that in July 2015 (in this post).  I
photographed many, many hundreds of mysterious orbs between September
2014 and June 2015, but did not get any striped orbs during that period (at
least none that I noticed). Since July 2015, I have got these striped orbs in
astounding numbers. The stripes only appear inside the orbs, never outside
of them.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Mysterious Marks

Sunday, August 12, 2018

Photo date: August 11, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 29th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a belt-like
stripe just like this one, stretching from the left side of the orb to the right side
This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
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mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Monday, August 6, 2018

Photo date: August 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one
of 500+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:52 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Saturday, August 4, 2018

Photo date: August 3, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 11th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with an inverted Y
inside it. The grid below shows all eleven of these orbs (see here for the
original posts), I first started getting this pattern in September of 2016. Last
year I also got one of these inverted Y orbs on the third of August.
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This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post. 
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stripes, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, August 3, 2018

While watching the Ancient Aliens TV show, I heard journalist Linda Moulton
Howe say that she had interviewed a vast number of people who claimed to
have experienced something like an "alien abduction." She said there were
common characteristics, and one of them was seeing orbs of light.

I did a Google search on the topic, and found this interesting page detailing a
careful study of people who claimed experiences like "alien abductions."   We
read the following, which uses ETs to mean extraterrestrials:

"88% of the abduction experiencers reported that they had

witnessed paranormal activity in their homes, including light orbs

that dart or float through the air. Sometimes the orbs pop like a

bubble into 1-3 ETs. Many reported poltergeist activity such as

household items flying through the air, pictures flying off walls,

lights turning off and on, windows opening and closing, doors

opening and closing and toilets flushing on their own."

I've photographed thousands of orbs, and I have also experienced

many inexplicable events around the home, such as reported here. 

Could an alien abduction be in my future? All I can say is: it hasn't

happened yet. 

Below is a striped sky orb that I photographed this week, on a dry

night with no fog, mist, rain or precipitation:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:43 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orbs and alien abductions, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
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Wednesday, August 1, 2018

Below we see two mysterious striped orbs that I photographed indoors during
the past week.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs

The Marks in the Mysteries

Sunday, July 29, 2018

Photo date: August 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orb I photographed indoors, both of
which seemed to be moving very fast.

A Speeding Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

Thursday, July 26, 2018

Photo date: June 12, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one of
500+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:24 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Strange Stripe

Wednesday, July 18, 2018

Photo date: July 18, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 38th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe just
like this one, stretching from the top right to the bottom left of the orb. This
repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have

The 38th Repetition of This Orb Pattern
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photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:17 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Friday, July 13, 2018

Photo date: July 12, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, an orb that
seems to be speeding in a tight circular path.  The next photo showed nothing
like this.

The Orb's Tight Circular Path
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This is the second time I have photographed an orb moving in a circular path.
The previous photo (taken in October 2017) is shown below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: inexplicable orb motion, orb circular motion, speeding air orb,
speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Thursday, July 12, 2018

Below are two mysterious striped orbs I photographed indoors on July 12,
2018 and July 10, 2018.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe

Wednesday, July 11, 2018

Photo date: July 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

A Striped Sky Orb

Tuesday, July 10, 2018

Photo date: July 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Sunday, July 8, 2018

Photo date: July 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. 

This is the 37th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a stripe just
like this one, stretching from the top right to the bottom left of the orb. This
repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs, two
striped orbs with same look

Saturday, July 7, 2018

Photo date: July 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  We see a
strange upside-down U stripe at the bottom of the orb.  It rather looks like the
shape of a woman's hairstyle.

The Orb's Inverted U
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orbs

Photo date: July 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is one of
more than 500 mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, March 3, 2019

Photo date: March 1, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two striped sky orbs I photographed.  See here for 19
other photos I have taken of speeding striped orbs.

There was no fog, mist ,rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Speeding Sky Stripes

Thursday, February 28, 2019

Photo date: February 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious sky orbs I photographed.  The total
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number of mysterious striped orbs that I have photographed is now greater
than 600. You can see them all by following this link, and continuing to press
the "Older Posts" link at the right bottom.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night. 

These are the 29th and 30th times I have photographed a mysterious orb
with a stripe in one of the corners of the orb. This repeating pattern is one of
27 repeating patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs I have
photographed. The visual below shows examples of each of these patterns,
and how many occurrences of the patterns I have photographed. You can see
many examples of each of these patterns by looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, pink air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped pink orb, two striped orbs with same look

Wednesday, January 23, 2019

The photos below show two striped sky orbs I photographed in recent days.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when these photos were taken.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs,
striped purple orb

Striped Purple Sky Orbs

Thursday, December 6, 2018

Photo date: December 5, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky. 
See here for a video showing 500+ mysterious striped orbs I have
photographed.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:19 PM No comments: 

Labels: orange air orb, outdoor night orb, speeding air orb, speeding orange
air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs

Sunday, November 18, 2018

Photo date: November 17, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. See here
for a video showing 500+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orbs

A Striped Sky Orb

Tuesday, November 13, 2018

Photo date: November 11, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:29 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red orb aura,
striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs, striped red orb

Sunday, November 11, 2018

Photo date: November 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, orb aura, outdoor night orb, red air orb,
red orb aura, speeding air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orbs, striped red orb

Speeding Sky Stripe?

Saturday, November 10, 2018
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Photo date: November 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 3:40 PM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, red air orb, striped air
orb, striped orbs, striped red orb

Striped Strangeness

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Photo date: November 7, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky. We a
letter "Y" in the orb.  See here for two other letter "Y" shapes I have
photographed in mysterious orbs.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:46 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orb with letter, outdoor night orb,
striped air orb, striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

Sky Y
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Photo date: November 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:36 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, orange air orb, outdoor night orb,
red air orb, striped air orb, striped red orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Thursday, November 1, 2018

Photo date: October 31, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows mysterious striped orbs I photographed in the sky.  I
have photographed each type of stripe many times before, as you can see by
looking at the photos here.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs, striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

Striped Sky Orbs of Halloween

Wednesday, October 31, 2018
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Below are some sky orbs I photographed this month, one of which is striped.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when these photos were taken.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, purple air orb, red air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe

October Orbs

Tuesday, October 23, 2018

Photo date: October 22, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in the sky.
See here for a video showing 500+ photos I have taken of mysterious striped
orbs.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, multi-colored air orb, outdoor
night orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs, striped red orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Thursday, October 11, 2018
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Photo date: October 10, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky on a night
with no precipitation.

This is the sixth time I have photographed a mysterious orb with the letter X
in it.  Below are five other mysterious orbs I photographed with such a letter. 
Note that in all six cases, the X is a tall narrow X.

This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, red air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes, striped
orbs, striped red orb, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, October 2, 2018

Photo date: October 1, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows four mysterious orbs I photographed in the sky.
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:00 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, multi-colored air orb, orb alignment, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe

Monday, September 24, 2018

Photo date: September 23, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a striped orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

A Striped Sky Orb

Tuesday, September 18, 2018

I have just added to youtube.com a 25-minute video compiling more than 500
photos I have taken of mysterious striped orbs between 2015 and 2018.  You
can watch the video using the link below. I suggest clicking on the icon at the
lower right to watch the video in full screen, and I also suggest turning up

Video: 500 Mysterious Striped Orbs
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your sound to hear the music by Lee Rosevere.

Press the arrow button above to play the video.

The photos are all authentic and unaltered photos I took myself, like all
content on this blog. Except for a small fraction of the photos which were
taken while photographing pure, clean water drops falling, the photos were
taken in ordinary clean, dry air indoors and outdoors.  You can see the
original posts describing these photos by using this link and this link, while
continuing to press the "Older Posts" link at the bottom right.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 2:57 PM 1 comment: 

Labels: striped air orb, videos

500 Mysterious Striped Orbs500 Mysterious Striped Orbs

Monday, September 17, 2018

Photo date: September 17, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. See here
for other photos I have taken of mysterious orbs with two stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes, striped orbs

A Double-Striped Orb

Saturday, September 15, 2018
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Photo date: September 14, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky, one of
nearly 600 mysterious striped orbs I have photographed as shown here.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:57 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, striped air orb, striped orbs

A Striped Sky Orb

Sunday, September 9, 2018

Photo date: September 9, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. In the one on the
right, we see an alignment between the wall edge and the orb's stripe on the
left side.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:16 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb alignment, striped air orb, striped orbs, yellow air orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, June 2, 2019

Photo date: May 31, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors, both of
which have similar-looking stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped yellow
orb, yellow air orb

Strange Orbs

Photo date: May 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. See here for many
other photos of mysterious orbs with two stripes.

A Double-Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Saturday, June 1, 2019

Photo date: May 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors. They
both have similar-looking stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Weird Orbs

Friday, May 31, 2019

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past several months. See here,  here, here, here,
here, here, here, here, here, here and here and here and here and here  and
here to see fifteen other similar posters showing some of the 600+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

The grid below shows various mysterious striped orbs that I have
photographed over the past few months. See here,  here, here, here, here,
here, here, here, here, here and here and here and here and here to see
fourteen other similar posters of mysterious striped orbs I have
photographed.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Thursday, May 30, 2019

Photo date: May 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  It is the second
double-striped orb I have photographed above this bookcase this week (see
here for the other case).
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Wednesday, May 29, 2019

Photo date: May 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  See here
for other mysterious orbs with two stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

A Double-Striped Orb

Below we see four different mysterious striped orbs that I have photographed
in recent days.
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Tuesday, May 28, 2019

Photo date: May 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped green orb I photographed near
a coffee cup and a water filter.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

A Striped Green Orb

Monday, May 27, 2019

Photo date: May 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
two shadow stripes in the orb (a shadow stripe being one with parallel lines of
different thicknesses, as you can see in these examples).  For 39 other cases
of mysterious orbs with two stripes, see here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Sunday, May 26, 2019

Below we see two mysterious striped orbs I photographed this week. 
Although rather straight stripes are more common, I have photographed
nearly 100 orbs with curved stripes like the one on the right, as shown here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe

Striped Orbs

Saturday, May 25, 2019

Photo date: May 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious striped orbs I photographed near a
book case in my home. The first one shows a clear example of a "shadow
stripe" in an orb, a stripe with two or three parallel lines. You can see other
examples of such shadow stripes here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orange
orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Friday, May 24, 2019

Photo date: May 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows three mysterious orbs I photographed that all have
stripes. See here for a video showing 500 striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe

A Trio of Striped Orbs
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Thursday, May 23, 2019

Photo date: May 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 9th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a "backslash"
stripe just like this one, stretching from the top left of the orb to the bottom
right of the orb. This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have
observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows
examples of each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the
patterns I have photographed. You can see many examples of each of these
patterns by looking at this post.

A Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:16 PM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Wednesday, May 22, 2019

Photo date: May 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

A Strange Orb

Wednesday, May 8, 2019

Photo date: May 8, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  The stripe
has a kind of wavy look to it, and we see a shadow stripe, what I have 39
times previously photographed in mysterious striped orbs (as shown here).

Wavy Weirdness
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This is the 32nd time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a belt-like
stripe stretching from the middle left of the orb to the middle right of the orb.
This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.
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Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Thursday, April 25, 2019

Photo date: April 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe

A Striped Green Orb

Thursday, April 4, 2019

Photo date: April 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.  See
here for 19 other photos of striped speeding orbs.

A Striped Speeding Orb
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There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb

Monday, March 11, 2019

Photo date: March 11, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

This is the 41st time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a slash-like
stripe stretching from the top right of the orb to the bottom left of the orb. This
repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.

The 41st Slash Stripe in a Mysterious Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

Photo date: February 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see two mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, June 21, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in recent weeks. 
The stripe in the bottom right photo was not in the books behind the orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Bewildering Bands

Thursday, June 20, 2019

Photo date: June 11, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

A Purple Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, purple air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped purple orb

Wednesday, June 19, 2019

Photo date: May 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. See here
for 40+ other photos of mysterious orbs with two stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Perplexing Parallelism

Tuesday, June 18, 2019

Photo date: June 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Monday, June 17, 2019

Photo date: June 9, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Bizarre Band

Sunday, June 16, 2019

Below are two photos I took (on May 31, 2019 and June 5, 2019) of
mysterious striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Saturday, June 15, 2019

Below are some mysterious striped orbs that I have photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with curved
stripe

Spooky Orbs

Friday, June 14, 2019

Photo date: June 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a speeding striped orb I photographed near a water
filter. We seem to see two position states of an orb with a single horizontal
stripe. See here for 20 other photos of speeding striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe

The photos below show various mysterious orbs with curved stripes that I
photographed during recent days.  See here for 100+ other photos of
mysterious orbs with curved stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped yellow
orb

Orbs with Curved Stripes

Thursday, June 13, 2019

Photo date: June 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see
another example of an orb "shadow stripe" similar to the shadow stripes seen
here.

A Strange Orb

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Tuesday, June 11, 2019

The photos below show some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in
recent days.  The second and third ones look so similar you might think they
are the same one, but they are different (the third having some green not in
the second one).

The consistency of the thickness of orb stripes is astonishing. I have
photographed more than 600 mysterious striped orbs, and I would estimate
that more than 50% of them have a thickness about the same as we see in
these orbs: a thickness about one sixth of the width of the orb.

Another interesting thing about mysterious striped orbs is how they seem to
appear in long-lasting "streaks."  When I first started getting mysterious orbs
in 2014, I took very many orb photos without getting a single striped orb.
Then striped orbs started to appear, and appeared in my photos in great
abundance for many months.  But by around December 2018 I started to get
a long "slump" in which mysterious striped orbs would appear only about
once or twice a month. But by May 2019 the mysterious striped orbs had

The Bands in the Baffling Balls

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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reappeared in full force, and these days I am getting them quite abundantly. 
In short, their rate of appearance varies enormously.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, June 10, 2019

Photo date: May 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows what is the 36th mysterious orb I have photographed
with a belt-like stripe stretching from the left side of the orb to the right side.
You can see the other 35 examples of this pattern by looking here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

A Mysterious Orb

Sunday, June 9, 2019

The photos below show mysterious striped orbs I have photographed in
recent days, some of the 600+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed..
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Friday, June 7, 2019

Photo date: June 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a flag
in Grand Central Terminal.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb near US flag, striped
air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

The Flag's "Extra Stripe"

We see below a few of the mysterious striped orbs I have photographed in
recent days.

More Striped Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Thursday, June 6, 2019

Photo date: June 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed above a TV image of Jane
Powell. This month the TCM channel is saluting Jane by making her the Star
of the Month.  Perhaps we see here a more paranormal type of salute to this
very talented singer and actress, whose singing can be enjoyed on
youtube.com.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Below are two mysterious striped orbs I photographed in recent days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped yellow orb

Spooky Orbs

Wednesday, June 5, 2019

Below we some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent days.

Orb Lines

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
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light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)
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light rays resembling Mobius
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lucid dreaming (1)
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mind over matter experiments
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Tuesday, June 4, 2019

Photo date: May 31, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

This is the 10th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a
"backslash" stripe just like this one, stretching from the top left of the orb to
the bottom right of the orb. This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating
patterns I have observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual
below shows examples of each of these patterns, and how many occurrences
of the patterns I have photographed. You can see many examples of each of
these patterns by looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Monday, June 3, 2019

The photos below various striped orbs I photographed in the past week:

Baffling Bands

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, July 8, 2019

Photo date: July 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We below two mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors, both with
identical-looking stripes. Is it a baby orb that inherited its mother's stripe?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Chip Off the Old Block?

Sunday, July 7, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in recent weeks.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Saturday, July 6, 2019

Photo date: June 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Mysterious Marks

Friday, July 5, 2019

Below we see two mysterious orbs I photographed this month. Both have the
letter "Y" inside them.  This is the fourth such "Y" I have got in the past two
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weeks. See here for two other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, purple air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Wednesday, July 3, 2019

We see below some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
weeks:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe
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Photo date: June 30, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Four days earlier I photographed a mysterious orb with the same "curvy Y"
pattern consisting of a curved stripe and a straight stripe. Below we see that
orb:

This repeating pattern is the 28th repeating pattern I have observed in
mysterious orbs I photographed. The visual show shows examples of each of
the patterns, and how often I have photographed particular patterns. You can
see examples of all of these patterns by looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb,
striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs with same
look

Below we see some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent weeks, all of
which have a slash-like stripe.

Spooky Slashes
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air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)
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air orb with outer ring (180)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Sunday, June 30, 2019

The grid below shows mysterious orbs that I photographed that all seemed to
be both speeding and striped.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, speeding air orb, striped air orb

Speeding Striped Orbs

Saturday, June 29, 2019
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beam of light from sky (1)
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Photo date: June 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, red air orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped red orb

A Striped Sky Orb

Below we some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent weeks.  Besides
some stripes in the orbs, we see some strange little rings in some of them. 
See here for other mysterious orbs with small rings inside them.   The first
photo in the grid below looks like this orb which also had a stripe and a ring.

Bizarre Orbs

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with small ring, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe

Friday, June 28, 2019

Photo date: June 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
strange stripe that resembles a faucet.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Freaky "Faucet"

Thursday, June 27, 2019
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Photo date: June 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed at Grand Central Terminal in
New York.

Strangely, earlier on this day I had stated on this blog, "It is rare to see an orb
with both a straight stripe and a curved stripe." On the same day, I got
another orb with such a combination. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, letters inside orb, orb with
letter, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with two
stripes

Midtown Marvel

Below we see some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent weeks.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb,
striped orb with chord stripe

Freaky Orbs

ghostly figures (8)
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Wednesday, June 26, 2019

Photo date: June 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  It is rare to
see an orb with both a straight stripe and a curved stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
right angle stripe, striped orb with three stripes

A Weird Orb

We see below some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in recent weeks.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Strange Orbs

Tuesday, June 25, 2019
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We see below some mysterious orbs I photographed indoors in recent
weeks, all of which have similar-looking stripes.  See here for 36 other
examples of mysterious orbs with horizontal stripes near the center of the
orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Spooky Similarity

Monday, June 24, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in recent weeks. 
The orbs on the first row have similar stripes, as do the orbs on the second
row.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped yellow orb, yellow air orb

Sunday, June 23, 2019

We see below two mysterious orbs that I photographed in June, 2019.

This is the 15th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with a vertical
stripe like these ones, stretching from the top of the orb to the bottom of the
orb. This repeating pattern is one of 27 repeating patterns I have observed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows examples of
each of these patterns, and how many occurrences of the patterns I have
photographed. You can see many examples of each of these patterns by
looking at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, June 22, 2019

Photo date: June 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

We see below some mysterious yellow orbs I have photographed in recent
weeks.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, striped air orb, yellow air orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, September 8, 2019

Below we see some mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with right angle stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Spooky Marks

Saturday, September 7, 2019

Below we see two photos I took, with the second taken an hour and twenty-
one minutes after the first.  We see a very distinctive-looking "ballet dancer"
motif repeated at the top of both of the photos. It looks like a stick figure of a
leaping ballet dancer.  I took many photos in between these photos showing
no such anomaly.
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The photo below taken on September 6 shows the same "ballet dancer"
motif:

Click here to see 30 other cases of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, reappearance
of anomalous object, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb
with curved stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, September 6, 2019

Photo date: September 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below some stunning examples of orb reappearances that I
photographed early yesterday.
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See here for two other equally dramatic cases of orb reappearances.

Fasten your seat belts, folks. The phenomenon of mysterious striped orbs
seems to be intensifying. There may be some truly jolting results to come. But
I can't predict how long this intensification will last. I have found that there will
be "streaks" lasting months in which mysterious striped orbs appear very
often and very dramatically, but then there will be "slumps" lasting months in
which I rarely get striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, reappearance
of anomalous object, reappearance of orb at same spot, striped air orb,
striped orb with two stripes

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Thursday, September 5, 2019

Photo date: September 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  Like more
than 50 other mysterious orbs I have photographed, the orb has a shadow
stripe in which we see a thin line parallel to a much thicker band.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: bright air orb, orb alignment, striped air orb, striped orb with chord
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe
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Below we some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Baffling Bands

Wednesday, September 4, 2019

Photo date: September 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see a bright speeding striped orb I photographed in Grand Central
Terminal in New York

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:41 AM No comments: 

A Speeding Striped Orb
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Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, bright air orb, speeding air
orb, speeding blue air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped blue
orb

Photo date: September 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York. See here for 50+ other photos of mysterious
striped blue orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Striped Orb in Grand Central

Tuesday, September 3, 2019

Below we see four mysterious orbs that I photographed in recent days. All
have vertical stripes.

Orbs with Vertical Stripes
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See here for 17 other photos I have taken of mysterious orbs with vertical
stripes, in the "Vertical Stripe Pattern" section.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Sunday, September 1, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
weeks, some of the 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.  In
two of the orbs we see shadow stripes, as shown in the 53 cases here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Friday, August 30, 2019

We see below two mysterious orbs I photographed this week, some of the
700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Striped Orbs

Thursday, August 29, 2019

Photo date: August 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

A Striped Orb
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Below we see a mysterious orb that I photographed above my TV set.

This is the 17th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this type of
vertical stripe, stretching from the top center of the orb to the bottom center of
the orb. This is one of 28 types of repeating patterns I have identified in
mysterious orbs I have photographed.  The visual below show shows
examples of each of the patterns, and how often I have photographed
particular patterns. You  can see examples of all of these patterns by looking
at this post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Tuesday, August 27, 2019

Photo date: August 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

A Striped Orb

Tuesday, August 13, 2019

Photo date: August 13, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one
of 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

I find that striped orbs pretty much disappear for weeks or months at a time.
But then there will be "streaks" in which I get many striped orbs each week.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:28 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe
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Thursday, July 18, 2019

Photo date: July 16, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with chord stripe

Striped Something

Wednesday, July 17, 2019

Photo date: July 16, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a
building in Manhattan.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

This is the 47th time I have photographed a mysterious orb with this type of
diagonal stripe, stretching from the top right of the orb to the bottom left of the
orb. This is one of 28 types of repeating patterns I have identified in
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mysterious orbs I have photographed.  The visual below show shows
examples of each of the patterns, and how often I have photographed
particular patterns. You  can see examples of all of these patterns by looking
at this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: full spectrum camera photo, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, July 16, 2019

Below we see a diverse set of mysterious orbs I photographed in recent days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, pink air orb, pulsating orb, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe, yellow air orb

Saturday, July 13, 2019

Photo date: July 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Bright Striped Orb

Friday, July 12, 2019

The photos below show some mysterious striped orbs I photographed in
recent weeks. I have now been getting mysterious striped orbs abundantly for
a full four years,  and have taken more than 600 photos of them.  For the first
nine months in which I photographed mysterious orbs,  none of them or
virtually none of them were striped.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Wednesday, July 10, 2019

We see below some mysterious striped orbs I photographed recently, all with
curving stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Curving Stripes
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, September 21, 2019

Below we see seven mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in August
2019 and September 2019. They all have stripes that create the appearance
of a foot-like shape. See here for many other examples of repeating patterns
in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs
with same look
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Friday, September 20, 2019

Photo date: September 19, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a very strange looking blue orb I photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped blue
orb

Odd Orb

Photo date: September 17, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
stripe shape that reminds me of a thong a woman might wear.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe

A Thong Shape in the Orb?

Thursday, September 19, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Wednesday, September 18, 2019

Below we see some mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors. In three of
the orbs we see "shadow stripes" consisting of a thin stripe parallel to a
thicker stripe.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Three Orb Shadow Stripes
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Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with right angle stripe

Psychic Anomaly

Monday, September 16, 2019

Photo date: September 13, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see two mysterious orbs that I photographed, one of them striped. 
See here for 24 other photos of speeding striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped
air orb

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe
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Photo date: September 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Did the Orb's "L" Stand for "Love"?

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe
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Friday, September 13, 2019

Photo date: September 6, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  See here
for 22 other examples of speeding striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe

A Speeding Striped Orb

We see below some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent days, all of
which have stripes looking like a backslash symbol.

This now makes 19 times that I have photographed mysterious orbs with
such a backslash pattern. This is one of 32 repeating patterns of mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The visual below shows an example of each of the
patterns, and how many times I have photographed each.  Multiple examples
of all of these patterns can be seen here.

Baffling Backslashes
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crescent and star motif (1)
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cross-like shape in sky (1)
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dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)
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disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Thursday, September 12, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed indoors.

Orb Stripes

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
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dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)
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experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
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ghostly figure in window (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Wednesday, September 11, 2019

Below we see some mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors. Over the
space of 24 hours, we see four cases of a right-angle in an orb stripe.

Below are two other orbs with right-angle stripes that appeared earlier in
September:

Unexplained Appearance

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)
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inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: reappearance of anomalous object, striped air orb, striped orb with
right angle stripe

We see below some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Spooky Mystery

Tuesday, September 10, 2019

Photo date: September 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. The stripes
rather suggest the head of a man wearing a cap or helmet, a man with long

Hippie with Hat?

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
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miscellaneous luminous
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miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
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mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
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multi-colored air orb (84)
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hair and a beard.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with face, orb face, striped air orb, striped orb with
curved stripe

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I photographed recently, some of
the 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.  The blue one seems
to have a letter such as "B" or "R."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe

Mysterious Markings

Monday, September 9, 2019

Below we see two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.  We see that the
stripes are 100% transparent.

The Orb Stripes Were 100% Transparent
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
transparent stripe

The photo below shows some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe
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Sunday, September 8, 2019
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Photo date: September 6, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. The stripes give the
orb eight different sections.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with three stripes
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, October 16, 2019

Photo date: October 15, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb that I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation on this night.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Striped Sky Orb

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Striped Strangely
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe

Monday, October 14, 2019

Photo date: October 14, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, yellow air orb, yellow striped orb

A Yellow Striped Orb

Sunday, October 13, 2019

Below we see two mysterious orbs that I photographed in the past two days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, orb alignment, striped air orb

Saturday, October 12, 2019

Photo date: October 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Bright Striped Orb

Friday, October 11, 2019

Photo date: October 8, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with right angle stripe

Thursday, October 10, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I recently photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe
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Photo date: October 6, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.  The
curved stripe looks exactly like stripes in two other orbs that I photographed,
shown here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Thursday, October 3, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed recently.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Strange Stripes

Wednesday, October 2, 2019

Photo date; October 2, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It looks
very much like two other orbs I have photographed in the past week, shown
in the previous post.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow
stripe

Tuesday, October 1, 2019

We see below two mysterious orbs that I photographed. Both have the same
stripe shape. In both we see clear examples of "shadow stripes," in which a
thin line matches the shape of a thicker line.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow
stripe

Orb Deja Vu

Monday, September 30, 2019

Photo date: September 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see two mysterious orbs that have an identical looking curved
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stripe. The two were photographed in different hours of the day. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Sunday, September 29, 2019

Photo date:  September 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. We see a
dramatic "shadow stripe" that reminds me of a curved road (with a sidewalk)
at a cul-de-sac.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Orb with a Curved Stripe

Saturday, September 28, 2019
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Photo date: September 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows part of the ceiling of Grand Central Terminal in New
York. We see a blue orb with a curved stripe.  Is that a face we see inside the
curved stripe?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb with face, orb face,
striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Friday, September 27, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Thursday, September 26, 2019

Below we see some mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors. They all
have hook-shaped stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs
with same look

Orbs with Hook-Shaped Stripes

Wednesday, September 25, 2019

Photo date: September 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below at Grand Central Terminal in New York. We see a
striped blue orb that seems adjacent to the back of someone at a ticket booth
or information booth.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped blue orb, transparent orb

Monday, September 23, 2019

We see below some mysterious orbs that I photographed in recent days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with curved stripe

Mysterious Marks

Sunday, September 22, 2019

Photo date: September 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photo below shows a mysterious orange orb I photographed indoors. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 2:49 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb

Photo date: September 21, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb that I photographed indoors. The strange
shape on the right is a shadow from a sports trophy earned by one of my
daughters.

This orb appeared about 10 hours after I published photos of seven orbs that
all had a similar-looking stripe, forming a kind of foot shape. You can see the
post here.

This repeating pattern is only the latest of 33 repeating patterns I have
observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed in clean dry air. The grid
below shows examples of each pattern, along with how many times each was
observed. You can see many examples of all of the patterns on this page.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, December 16, 2019

Photo date: December 16, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, ring in orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Strange Details

Thursday, November 28, 2019

Below we see various mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe

Sunday, November 24, 2019

Photo date: November 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe
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Photo date: November 21, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Notice how closely this J shape resembles the J shape in 2 other mysterious
orbs I recently photographed, shown below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letter inside orb veil, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb
with curved stripe

Monday, November 18, 2019

Below we see two mysterious orbs I photographed on consecutive days,
about 24 hours apart:

If you look closely, you can see that the two "J" shapes have an uncanny
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similarity, particularly in regard to the bends you see at the bottom of the "J"
shape.

These are the 6th and 7th times I have photographed a "J" shape inside
mysterious orbs. This is one of 34 types of repeating patterns I have seen in
mysterious orbs I have photographed.  You can see examples of each of
these patterns in the post here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, November 16, 2019

Below we see some mysterious orbs I photographed in recent days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, ring in orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe

Odd Circles

Friday, November 15, 2019

Photo date: November 14, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb that I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orbs

Wednesday, November 13, 2019

Below we see various mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

The Marks in the Mysteries

Tuesday, November 12, 2019

Below we see various striped orbs that I photographed in recent days:

Striped Orbs

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)
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a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4025)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Sunday, November 10, 2019

hoto date: November 8, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see a below a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central Terminal
in New York.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, orb alignment, striped air orb

Baffling Balcony

Photo date: November 8, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see a below a mysterious orb I photographed in Grand Central Terminal
in New York.

Orb in the Station

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb

Saturday, November 9, 2019

Photo date: November 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed near my TV set. We can see
the number 7 in the orb.

This is the fifth time I have photographed the number 7 in a mysterious orb.
Four other examples can be seen here, under the heading of "The 7 Pattern."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow
stripe

Another Number in an Orb

Friday, November 8, 2019

Below we see various mysterious orbs that I photographed in recent days, all
of which have curved stripes.

Orbs with Curved Stripes

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Thursday, November 7, 2019

Photo date; November 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one of 700+ mysterious
striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb
with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe, yellow air orb

Orb with a Curved "Shadow Stripe"

Wednesday, November 6, 2019

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)
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Photo date: November 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb with a wavy stripe, which I photographed at
Grand Central Terminal in New York.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, striped air orb, striped orb
with shadow stripe

The Orb's Wavy Stripe

Saturday, November 2, 2019

Photo date: October 31, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Halloween Orb

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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Friday, November 1, 2019

Photo date: October 30, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one of 700+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with outer ring, orange air orb, orb with small ring,
striped air orb, striped orange orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb
with shadow stripe

Striped Orange Orb Had Pizazz

Monday, October 28, 2019

Photo date: October 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows two mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped blue orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Sunday, October 27, 2019

Photo date: October 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb that I photographed indoors.

This is the fourth time I have photographed a "7" number inside a mysterious
orb.  This repeating pattern is only the latest of 34 repeating patterns I have
observed in mysterious orbs I have photographed in clean dry air.  You can
see many examples of all of the patterns on this page.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: bright air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, striped orb with
shadow stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Number in the Orb

Thursday, October 17, 2019

Photo date: October 15, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb I photographed indoors near a bookcase.

A Striped Green Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb with shadow
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, February 6, 2020

Photo date: February 4, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed, one with a shadow stripe like
I have often photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

The Orb's Shadow Stripe

Sunday, February 2, 2020

Photo date: February 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. See here
for 700+ other photos I have taken of mysterious striped orbs.

Orb with a Winding Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Thursday, January 30, 2020

Photo date: January 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Upon first taking the photo below, I failed to see anything resembling a face.
But if you tilt you head way to the left, you can notice what looks rather like
the head of a man wearing a dark T-shirt.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with face, orb face, striped air orb, striped orb with right
angle stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Tilt Your Head Left to See the "Face"

Wednesday, January 22, 2020

Photo date: January 20, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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In the top left corner of the grid below, we see the fourth repetition of an orb
pattern I had photographed three times previously.

Click here to see 34 other repeating patterns I have seen in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Saturday, January 18, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I recently photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped pink orb
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Wednesday, January 15, 2020

Below we see various mysterious striped orbs I have photographed recently.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: posters, striped air orb

Spooky Stripes

Tuesday, January 14, 2020

Photo date: January 13, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is a photo I took while watching the movie "Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire."  The TV shows Harry Potter with a cute ghost character.  In the
upper right we see a mysterious striped orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb

Monday, January 13, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days, some of the 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with small ring, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe
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Sunday, January 12, 2020

Below we see three mysterious orbs I photographed indoors on the dates
displayed. They all have the exact same pattern of two stripes, one wiggly
and one straight.

This is the 35th repeating pattern I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
photographed in dry clean air. The visual below shows each of these
patterns, and how often I have photographed them. Multiple examples of
each of the patterns can be seen at this post.  An entirely different set of
repeating patterns (easily numbering greater than 70)  is the set of massively
repeating patterns I have seen while photographing falling water drops.
Examples of those patterns can be seen in this post.

Thrice Observed

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1478)

blue green orb in water drop (2)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)
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Postscript: The pattern show at top has appeared two additional times. See
here for a grid showing all five appearances.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Thursday, January 9, 2020

Photo date: January 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious speeding striped orb that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

A Speeding Striped Orb

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books on orbs (1)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)
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Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with chord stripe

Wednesday, January 8, 2020

We see below some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days, some of the 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with letter, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe

Baffling Bands

Friday, January 3, 2020

Photo date: January 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It was large, taking
up 10% of the original photo height.

Big Orb with a Long Winding Stripe

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb too large to be dust, striped air orb, striped orb with
curved stripe

Thursday, January 2, 2020

Below  we see some mysterious striped orbs I recently photographed, some
of the 700+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

Stripe Strangeness

Tuesday, December 31, 2019

Weird Wave
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ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)
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green orb near water drop (23)
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head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)
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infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)
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inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)
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letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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Photo date: December 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb that I photographed, one with a wave-
shaped stripe. On the right we see a sports trophy earned by one of my
daughters.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe

Monday, December 30, 2019

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with shadow stripe

Striped Orbs

Sunday, December 29, 2019
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Photo date: December 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one of hundreds of
mysterious orbs with curved stripes that I have photographed (click here to
see others).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Wednesday, December 25, 2019

Photo date: December 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious orbs that I photographed on the same day.
They both appeared at almost exactly the same spot, near the blue rectangle
(part of a book) that you can see on the right of both images.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, reappearance of anomalous object, reappearance of orb at
same spot, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Tuesday, December 24, 2019

Photo date: December 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one of 700+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe

Christmas Eve Anomaly

Sunday, December 22, 2019

Photo date: December 21, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed in front of a book
case.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 
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Labels: air orb, orb with letter, striped air orb

Saturday, December 21, 2019

Photo date: December 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows part of the ceiling of Grand Central Terminal, looking
different from normal in two ways. On the left we see some some special
Christmas lighting (the ornamental window frames were green or red).  On
the right we see a mysterious striped orb.

Below is another photo from the same day, showing a blue orb near a person.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, March 12, 2020

Photo date: March 11, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. Whenever I see an
orb with a marking this distinctive, I become suspicious that I may one day
get another orb with the same distinctive marking.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, letters inside orb, orb with small ring, striped air
orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Weirdest "W"

Wednesday, March 11, 2020

Below we see some mysterious orbs I recently photographed.
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I also get orange orbs in the sky, as we see below in this photo from March 1,
2020, showing an orange orb above a building.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, half orbs, orange air orb, striped air orb

Saturday, March 7, 2020

Photo date: March 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. To the left of the
curved stripe, we can see what looks rather like a face looking to the right. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with face, orb face, striped air orb, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orbs

Friday, March 6, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I recently photographed. See
here for 800+ photos of mysterious striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe,
striped orb with curved stripe
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Wednesday, March 4, 2020

Photo date: March 4, 2020.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one that
seemed to be moving fast.  See here for 25 other photos of speeding striped
orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb, striped
orb with curved stripe

Monday, March 2, 2020

Photo date: March 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious striped orb I photographed in front of a TV set.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 4:14 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

A Striped Orb

Thursday, February 27, 2020

Photo date: February 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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Below we see a mysterious striped orb that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 4:08 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe

Wednesday, February 26, 2020

We see below some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed recently.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Bewildering Bands

Friday, February 21, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with right angle stripe

Thursday, February 20, 2020

At the bottom right of the grid below, we see the latest occurrence of what I
call the "E minus" orb pattern. I took all of these photos on the days shown in
the grid.  I did not get such a pattern on any of the days not listed.

This is the 35th repeating pattern I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
photographed in dry clean air. The visual below shows each of these
patterns, and how often I have photographed them. Multiple examples of
each of the patterns can be seen at this post.  An entirely different set of
repeating patterns (numbering greater than 100)  is the set of massively

The Sixth Occurrence of the "E Minus" Orb Pattern
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repeating patterns I have seen while photographing falling water drops.
Examples of those patterns can be seen in this post and this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors, one with a stripe
resembling a right bracket character.

A "Right Bracket" Orb Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with right angle stripe

Monday, February 17, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York.

A very different-looking stripe can be seen in the photo below from the same
day.   We see in the lower middle of a yellow orb three lines that form a kind
of reverse "C." Such a shape was not part of the background, which was
horizontal lines.

The Stripe Was Like a Winding River
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, air orb near US flag, blue air
orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with shadow
stripe, yellow air orb

Saturday, February 15, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious striped orb I photographed in Grand
Central Terminal in New York. For some 1900+ photos of orbs in this station,
see here and here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb in Grand Central Station, blue air orb, striped air orb,
striped orb with curved stripe

A Striped Orb in Grand Central

Friday, February 14, 2020

I took the photo at left on February 13, 2020. I took the photo at right on
February 4, 2020.
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The shape (resembling a tilted squiggly "E" with a circle at one end of the "E")
looks very much like the left shape in the bottom photo below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Thursday, February 13, 2020

Below we see some mysterious green orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Green Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, striped air orb, striped green orb, striped orb
with chord stripe, striped orb with shadow stripe

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Photo date: February 5, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below an odd orb I photographed near some exercise equipment.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb

A Strange Orb

Tuesday, February 11, 2020
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Photo date: February 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious striped orb that I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with right angle stripe, stripes orb
with shadow stripe

Monday, February 10, 2020

At the bottom of the grid below, we see the latest occurrence of what I call the
"E minus" orb pattern. I took all of these photos on the days shown in the
grid.  I did not get such a pattern on any of the days not listed.

The Fifth Occurrence of the "E Minus" Orb Pattern
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This is the 35th repeating pattern I have noticed in mysterious orbs I
photographed in dry clean air. The visual below shows each of these
patterns, and how often I have photographed them. Multiple examples of
each of the patterns can be seen at this post.  An entirely different set of
repeating patterns (numbering greater than 100)  is the set of massively
repeating patterns I have seen while photographing falling water drops.
Examples of those patterns can be seen in this post and this post.

In the photo below, one I took on February 4, 2020, we see a half-occurrence
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of the "E Minus" orb pattern.  I won't count this as the sixth occurrence of the
pattern, because you cannot see the "minus sign" part of the pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Saturday, February 8, 2020

Photo date: February 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a photo of my TV set, which has a 2-inch plastic border. The
striped orb in the picture was not part of the TV episode, an episode of Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine. We can see that the orb is partially in front of the
TV's plastic border.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 5:11 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Friday, February 7, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
shadow stripe, yellow air orb
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, May 11, 2020

Photo date: May 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Double-Striped Orb

Sunday, May 10, 2020

Photo date: May 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one of 800+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed. To the right of the stripe, we
can see what looks a little like a long face looking to the left.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with face, orb face, striped air orb, striped orb with
chord stripe

Friday, May 8, 2020

Photo date: May 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. It is the twenty-first
backslash stripe I have photographed in mysterious orbs (see here for
others).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:33 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe
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Photo date: May 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Double-Striped Orb

Saturday, May 2, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs that I photographed in recent
days.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb with
curved stripe, striped orb with two stripes

Striped Orbs
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At bottom we see the third occurrence of an orb pattern I call the "swordfish
head" pattern. It is one of 38 types of repeating patterns I have classified in
mysterious orbs I have photographed in clean dry air. See here for examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Another Occurrence of the "Swordfish Head" Pattern

Saturday, April 25, 2020

Photo date: April 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.
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Inside the orb is a pattern almost identical to the pattern in the orb I
photographed on March 11, 2020, shown below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Monday, April 20, 2020

Photo date: April 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb that has some strange lines inside it.  The
shape rather reminds me of a child's "hobby horse."

Below we can see how closely this pattern matches a previous photo:

Strange Lines in the Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Sunday, April 19, 2020

We see below two mysterious orbs that I photographed indoors.  Inside both
of the curving stripes we can see a shape that reminds me of the shape of
the head of a swordfish.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
two stripes, two striped orbs with same look

Like a Swordfish Head

Wednesday, April 15, 2020

Photo date: April 13, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. With its
stripes stretching from different parts of the orb's circumference, the orb
reminds me of the natural thing called a sand dollar.

Like a Sand Dollar
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Sunday, April 12, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one that
seemed to be moving a whole lot faster than a kid gobbling the chocolate
marshmellow eggs in his Easter basket. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 4:16 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped
air orb

Easter Energy?

Thursday, April 9, 2020

Photo date: April 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, green air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orange
orb

Wednesday, April 8, 2020

Photo date: April 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a strange striped orb I photographed. One end of the stripe
looks curved, and the other end has a kind of fork shape.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Complexity of the Orb Stripe

Thursday, April 2, 2020

Below we see some mysterious orbs I recently photographed indoors.
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full spectrum camera photo
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:30 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orange air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Tuesday, March 31, 2020

Photo date: March 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors. See here for
26 other photos of speeding striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, speeding air orb, speeding striped orb, striped air orb

A Speeding Striped Orb

Friday, March 27, 2020

Photo date: March 25, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below a mysterious orb with a curved stripe.

The Orb's Curved Stripe
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Saturday, March 21, 2020

Photo date: March 20, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orb with
two stripes

A Double-Striped Orb

Tuesday, March 17, 2020

Photo date: March 16 ,2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Striped Orb with a Word Inside It
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Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed. At the bottom is the
word "do." But I am left puzzled. What is it I am supposed to do?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, letters inside orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe, word inside orb

Saturday, March 14, 2020

Below we see two mysterious orbs I photographed in the past 24 hours. The
one on the left is near a water filter.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, blue air orb, striped air orb, striped orbs

Strange Orbs

Friday, March 13, 2020

Photo date: March 13, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, striped orb with
three stripes
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, September 9, 2020

 Below is a striped orb I photographed yesterday in clean dry air:

Below are two photos of striped orbs I took when photographing falling water
drops on September 6, 2020:
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Below is a striped orb I photographed on September 3, 2020 while
photographing falling water drops:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, phallic orb, striped air orb, striped orb near water

Monday, September 7, 2020

 Photo date: September 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.  This is one
of 800+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed, which you can see in
the 691 posts here (many of which contain two or more photos of striped
orbs). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb

Wednesday, July 22, 2020

Photo date: July 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed outdoors.
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Labels: air orb, orange air orb, outdoor night orb, outdoor orb, striped air orb,
striped orange orb

Monday, July 13, 2020

Photo date: July 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a strange orb I photographed in the sky.

There was no fog, mist, rain or precipitation when I took this photo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, outdoor night orb, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe

A Strange Sky Orb

Monday, July 6, 2020

Photo date: June 25, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:19 PM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Saturday, June 20, 2020

Photo date: June 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

A Double-Striped Orb

Friday, June 19, 2020

Photo date: June 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors, one of 800+
mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb

Wednesday, June 17, 2020

Photo date: June 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

At bottom we see the third instance of a pattern I call the "ribbon and ring"
pattern.  This is one of 39 repeating patterns I have seen in mysterious orbs I
have photographed in normal air.  You can see the patterns here.  While
photographing falling water drops, I have got innumerable other repeating
patterns you can see here and here.

The Third Occurrence of the "Ribbon and Ring" Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with small ring, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same
look

Monday, June 15, 2020

Photo date: June 13, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed indoors near some
metal bars. The orb has a horizontal stripe at its top.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

A Striped Orb

Monday, June 8, 2020

Photo date: June 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

I have seen this stripe pattern on four previous times, as the grid below
shows:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Friday, June 5, 2020

Photo date: June 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with two stripes

Mysterious Marks

Thursday, June 4, 2020

Photo date: June 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors.

An Orange Striped Orb

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped orange orb

Wednesday, June 3, 2020

Photo date: June 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious striped orb I photographed near a water bottle,
one of 800+ mysterious striped orbs I have photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

A Striped Orb

Friday, May 29, 2020

The grid below shows four times I have photographed an orb pattern
resembling the head of a swordfish.  The latest occurence took place
yesterday.  See here for 38 similar patterns.

"Swordfish" Strangeness

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (154)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe, two striped orbs with
same look

Thursday, May 28, 2020

Photo date: May 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see two mysterious striped orbs I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, bright air orb, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe

Striped Orbs

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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Saturday, May 23, 2020

Photo date: May 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious yellowish-orange orb I photographed indoors.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, striped air orb, striped yellow orb

A Striped Orb

Friday, May 22, 2020

Photo date: May 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below we see a mysterious orb I photographed indoors. This is the sixth time
I have got the number 7 in a mysterious orb.  You can see the other six cases
at this link.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, orb with number, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same
look

Sixth Spooky Seven

Thursday, May 21, 2020

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(134)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)
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orange-purple orb (1)
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orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)
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Below we see a pattern I got two times in mysterious orbs I photographed. In
both we see a small ring above a stripe with a rather wavy look.

This is one of 39 repeating patterns I have got in mysterious orbs
photographed in clean dry air.  See here for other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb with small ring, striped air orb, two striped orbs with same look

Repetition of the "Ribbon and Ring" Pattern

Wednesday, May 20, 2020

Below we see various mysterious orbs I photographed in recent days.

Strange Orbs

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)
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orb changing color (3)
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orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, animal shape in orb, green air orb, orb with letter, phallic orb,
striped air orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Monday, May 18, 2020

Below we see some mysterious striped orbs I recently photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, air orb with small ring, striped air orb, striped orb with curved
stripe

Strangely Striped

orb healing (1)
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orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)
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orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
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orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
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orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
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orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro
Tuesday, July 28, 2015

Orbs are strange-looking circular objects that show up in photos, without any
obvious explanation. There are skeptics out there who claim that most of the
orbs in photos are just dust. These skeptics all have one thing in common:
they forgot to do their math before making such a claim. Let's do the math,
which will show that the “orbs are dust” claim is nonsense. Similar math will
debunk the idea that pollen or water vapor can explain orbs.

The Math Relating to Dust and Orbs

To do this math, we must consider a simple ratio that I will call the blockage
fraction. The blockage fraction is the ratio between the width of a natural
particle floating in the air, and the width of the area right in front of a camera
lens. Computing such a ratio will tell us whether it is reasonable to think that
suspended dust particles in normal air might be big enough to appear as
visible orbs in photographs.

For a point-and-click camera, a simple measurement is enough to show the
width of the area right in front of the camera lens. This width is roughly 15
millimeters.

But what about the width of natural particles suspended in the air? Although a
skeptic may try to “cloud the waters” here by suggesting this is a matter of
great uncertainty, it is no such thing. The size of particles floating in the air is
settled science widely used by air quality experts, pollution experts, and
meteorologists. Scientists have electronic instruments that allow them to
measure such particle widths very exactly. Do a Google search for “particle
size chart” and you will get quite a few charts that all give pretty much the
same numbers (such as those shown in this wikipedia.org article on
particulates).

There is general agreement about the following particle size estimates,
although estimates may vary by as much as 50%. A micron is a thousandth
of a millimeter, or a millionth of a meter. You can find many charts like the one
below by doing a Google image search for "particle size chart."

Condition of air Particle size

The Math Showing That Orbs Are Not Dust, Pollen, or
Water Vapor

265,807
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Outdoor air, dry 1 micron

Indoors, normal 10 microns

Indoor dust spikes
(vacuuming, etc.)

50 microns

Outdoor heavy smog 30 microns

Heavy fog, mist 500 microns

Heavy visible dust in air,
reducing visibility

500 microns

Rain 1000 microns or
more

Now let's plug these numbers into a spreadsheet that computes the blockage
fractions. The spreadsheet is below. The numbers in the fourth column are
simply the numbers in the second column divided by the numbers in the third
column.

Air Condition

Particl
e size
(micro
ns)

Length of
area right in
front of lens
(microns)

Blockage
fraction
(maximum size
of natural orb
as fraction of
original photo
width)

Would you
notice a photo
orb caused by
a natural
particle
suspended in
air?

Outdoor air, dry 1 15000 0.00007 or
1/15000

No

Indoors, normal 10 15000 0.00067 or
1/1500

No

Indoor, dust
spikes
(vacuuming,
etc.)

50 15000 0.0033 or 1/300 No

Outdoor heavy
smog

30 15000 0.002 or 1/500 No

Thick fog or
mist

500 15000 0.03 or 1/30 Maybe

Heavy visible
dust in air,
reducing
visibility

500 15000 0.03 or 1/30 Maybe

Rain 1000 or
more

15000 0.07 or more Maybe
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This table tells us how absurd is the notion that dust particles in ordinary
outdoor air are sufficient to produce orbs in photographs. Since such particles
cannot block more than about 1/15000 (one fifteen thousandth) of the original
photo width, they are many times too small to produce noticeable orbs in
photos. This table also tells us that dust particles in ordinary indoor air are
way too small to produce orbs in photos. Such particles cannot block more
than about 1/1500 (one fifteen hundredth) of the original photo width.

You also need not suspect that some orb in an indoor photo was caused by
some dust spike causing the average particle size to rise as high as 500
microns – not unless the visibility was sharply reduced, and the air was visibly
thick with dust. Whenever the air becomes filled with particle sizes larger than
100 microns, they decrease visibility quite noticeably, because the human
eye can detect particles as large as 50 microns. So unless you were blasting
out a wall during construction or toppling a large book case or making a big
mess in the kitchen with lots of baking powder flying around – or doing
something else that caused a noticeable decrease in visibility – there is no
chance that the natural particles in the air were sufficient to produce
noticeable orbs in a photo. Particles as large as 100 microns or larger always
settle to the ground fairly quickly, at a rate of about a meter per six minutes.
So indoor dust spikes quickly die out.

Could it be that we might get a different “blockage fraction” when we consider
not a point-and-shoot camera but an expensive DSLR camera with a much
wider lens? Yes, but in this case the “blockage fraction” would not be larger,
but 50% smaller. So things aren't helped if a skeptic assumes a big camera
lens was used – in fact, it then becomes twice as hard to believe that natural
particles may have caused an orb.

In this discussion I have been extremely generous to the skeptic, by
assuming pretty much the smallest possible “length of area right in front of
lens” (the second column in the spreadsheet above). In fact, any particle
photographed right next to the camera lens will appear as very blurred. When
considering an orb that appears with a sharp, non-blurred edge, you must
consider a “length of area right in front of lens” to be 2 or 3 times larger than
15 millimeters. That results in a “blockage fraction” that is even smaller (by a
factor of two or three times) than the fractions shown above, which just
makes it two or three times more unlikely than orbs in ordinary air could be
produced by natural particles.

These considerations clearly show that dust cannot be a major source of orbs
in photos. Under 99% of the conditions under which orb photos are taken, the
particles of dust in the air are way, way too small to produce orbs that you
might notice in a photo.

The Math Relating to Pollen and Orbs

Now let's consider the math relating to pollen and orbs. We must again
consider particle sizes. Almost all types of pollen have particle sizes less than
50 microns, although a few types of pollen have particle sizes as large as 100
microns. So you might think that if we use a chart like the one above, we
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would consider that a pollen particle might block as much as 1/150th of a
photo width.

But there is another important thing to consider in regard to pollen: the
number of particles per cubic meter. A pollen forecast is normally given as
low, medium, high, or very high (and it is very rare to get the “very high”
forecast). Here are the number of pollen particles per cubic meter that
correspond to these forecasts, according to a page from the University of
Worcester (similar information is given here).

Pollen Forecast Pollen Particles Per Cubic
Meter

Low Less than 30

Medium 30 to 49

High 50 to 149

Very high 150 or more

Now, from these figures we can calculate a likelihood of a pollen particle
existing in the area right in front of the camera. Since pollen particles are so
small ( less than 100 microns), we can conclude that if a pollen particle was
not right in front of the camera, it could not possibly appear as an orb in a
photo. The area right in front of a point-and-click camera has a width of about
15 millimeters (15,000 microns), which is equal to 1.5 centimeters. What
fraction of a cubic meter is a cubic area with a width of 1.5 centimeters? It is
only 1 divided by 666,666. Even if we assume that a pollen particle might be
visible in a photo if it appeared in a slightly larger volume next to the camera
lens (an area of 4 cubic centimeters), that 4 cubic centimeters is only
1/250,000 (one two hundred fifty thousandth) of a cubic meter.

Using that figure, we can expand the table above to show what the probability
would be of a pollen particle being right next to your camera lens when you
take a flash photo. The fourth column is obtained simply by dividing the
second column by the third column. 

Pollen
forecast

Pollen particles
per cubic meter

Number of 4
cubic centimeter
volumes per
cubic meter

Chance of a
pollen particle
existing in a 4
cubic centimeter
volume right
next to camera
lens

Low Less than 30 250000 Less than 1 in
8333

Medium 30 to 49 250000 Between 1 in
8333 and 1 in
5102

High 50 to 149 250000 Between 1 in
5000 and 1 in
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1678

Very high 150 or more 250000 Greater than 1 in
1678

Given that the “very high” pollen forecast is very rare, what these probabilities
means is that your chance of taking an outdoor photo and having a pollen
particle floating right next to your camera lens when you take a flash photo is
negligible. Perhaps a few times in a lifetime, a photographer might take a
flash photo in which a speck-like orb showed up because a pollen particle
was floating right next to the camera lens. But given the probabilities above,
we should not expect that to happen more than once in a year. So pollen can
be ruled out as a source of orbs in photos, except for the most extremely rare
“blue moon” type of event, which would only result in something like a speck
on a photo. We can therefore be quite confident that 99% of the orbs shown
in photos were not caused by pollen particles. I also have many photos
(shown here) that show lots of orbs on days when the local pollen count listed
on pollen.com was very low. 

Mold Spores

Mold spores are more common than pollen particles, but mold spores are
much smaller, being smaller than about 50 microns in width.  This means the
math for a mold spore is similar to the "vacuuming" case discussed above.
So mold spores can't block more than about 1/300 of the width of the photo,
which is too small to produce anything more than a speck in a photo.
  
Water vapor particles

Another possibility sometimes mentioned as a natural source of orbs is water
vapor particles in the air. But water vapor particles in ordinary air (called
aerosols) are not any larger than dust. So the same blockage fraction
consideration (discussed above) that rules out dust in ordinary air as a source
of orbs also rules out water vapor or aerosols in ordinary air as a source of
orbs. Since water vapor in ordinary air only has a particle size on the order of
1 micron or less, a typical particle of water vapor will  block no more than
1/15000 (one fifteen thousandth) of the area in front of a point-and-click
camera (15 millimeters or 15,000 microns), which is way too little to produce
an orb in a photo.

The only exception is the case of heavy fog or heavy mist, which is quite rare
and very easy to notice. Heavy fog or mist can account naturally for no more
than a tiny fraction of orbs photos (because of the rareness of heavy fog or
mist in almost all locales). Heavy fog or mist cannot account for any of the
paranormal-looking orb photos on this site, as I am careful not to photograph
under conditions of fog or mist (which is very rare where I live during the
hours that I photograph).

In the very rare cases in which heavy fog or mist occurs in the air, in sufficient
amounts to produce orbs, it blankets most of the photo with little circles,
making it very easy to notice, and making it unsuitable for an explanation of
any photos showing one or a few orbs in a photo.
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Conclusion

The bottom line is: virtually all orbs produced in photos taken in normal indoor
conditions and dry outdoor conditions cannot be the result of any natural
particles in the air, for the particles floating about in the air under such
conditions are way too small to produce orbs in photos (or, in the case of
pollen, both too small to produce orbs bigger than specks, and also
exceedingly unlikely to appear right in front of the camera lens). So why is it,
then, that the “orbs are dust” idea has been so widely spread about? The
reason is that skeptics have an extremely effective propaganda machine
which allows them to spread their ideas far and wide – even when they are in
glaring conflict with well-established facts such as the average sizes of
particles in the air.

These conclusions are confirmed by the simple observational fact that at
least 99% of the total number of flash photos taken by the world's
photographers do not show orbs. If dust or pollen or water vapor in ordinary
air was sufficient to produce orbs, then a large fraction of the world's flash
photographs would show orbs -- but much less than 1% of such photos show
orbs.  The skeptic conveniently ignores this fact, which by itself is sufficient to
rule out the hypothesis that most orbs in photos are caused by dust, water
vapor, or pollen. 

Are there any known natural or artificial things that can cause orbs in photos?
Yes, those things are heavy fog or heavy mist, rain, and lens flare. I am sure
that the great majority of photos on this web site cannot be explained by
assuming that any of these things was the cause. I know that rain, fog, or
mist cannot explain orbs in any significant fraction of my outdoor photos
because I am careful to avoid taking photos when any of these things are
present (and when presenting an outdoor photo I always state that none of
these things were present). I also know that lens flare (which almost always
has a very distinctive “easy-to-spot” look) is not a cause for any large fraction
of my orb photos, because lens flare is only produced when you point the
camera at the sun or a very bright artificial light close to the camera
(something I am very careful to avoid). All of my many Grand Central Station
are photos taken from balcony spots in which there is never a bright light near
the camera.

In short, the orb photos on this site are mysteries that cannot be currently
explained. Maybe someday someone might think of some ingenuous natural
explanation, but none of the things discussed here are suitable candidates.

Below is an example of a photo completely inexplicable through any
hypothesis of natural particles in front of the camera. The photo was taken on
a dry cloudless night (November 10, 2017) with no fog, mist, rain, or
precipitation, a night on which the moon was only a half moon. We see a very
bright moving orb that is 11 percent of the original photo height.  To produce
such an orb, a dust particle would have to have a width of about 1500
microns -- some 1500 times greater than the actual width of particles on a
day like this. In fact, dust particles suspended in the air never get larger than
a width of about 1000 microns, even when the dust is so heavy that it blocks
visibility. See here for 86 similar photos showing large orbs.
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 See my posts labeled "air orb too large to be dust" for 86 similar photos,
including some showing orbs larger than 60% of the photo height.

The overall reasons for rejecting the idea that orbs are particles of dust near
the camera include the facts that many orbs are too big to be dust (for the
reasons discussed in this post), too bright to be dust (as shown in my 500+
posts labeled "bright air orb"), too fast-moving to be dust (as shown in my
500+ posts labeled "speeding air orb"),  too colorful to be dust (as shown in
my 1500+ posts labeled either "blue air orb," "yellow air orb," "purple air orb,"
"green air orb," "pink air orb," or "orange air orb"), or too far from the camera
to be dust (as shown in my 66 posts labeled "air orb too distant to be dust"
which often show orbs partially behind distant obstructions). 

Further very strong evidence against the idea that orbs are dust is the fact
that when I start getting lots of orbs in my photos, I often pull out a piece of
cardboard, and photograph it at arm's length; but not once have any of the
resulting photos shown a single orb in front of the piece of cardboard. You
can see these photos by looking at my 41 posts labeled "cardboard test." 

Further  very strong evidence against the idea that orbs are dust is the fact
that I very often have seen a very strong "vertical bias" in my orb photos -- a
tendency for orbs to appear many times more frequently in the upper part of
my photos. See my posts labeled "orb vertical bias" for examples.  Such
photos are completely inconsistent with the idea that the orbs are being
caused by natural particles near the camera, for such particles would appear
randomly across the photo area, not many times more often in the upper part
of the photo.  For example, in this series of photos I found there were about
845 orbs that were not in front of a building at the bottom of the photos, and
only about 7 orbs that were in front of that building.  This extremely strong
"vertical bias" is completely inconsistent with any explanation that the orbs
were being caused by natural particles (such as dust) very near the camera. 

 Further  very strong evidence against the idea that orbs are dust is the fact
that when you attempt to photograph dust in front of the camera (using
artificial techniques such as squeezing a dusty cloth right in front of the
camera), such as shown here, the resulting dust orbs are dull, colorless,
featureless, small, and with blurry edges. Contrast these with the orbs shown
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on this site, which are so often colorful, bright, and with sharp edges and
face-like details or stripes or  outer rings. 

The diagram below may help to illustrate how absurd it is to try to explain
photos like the one above as photos of dust.  The diagram shows one tenth
of the area right in front of a point-and-click camera lens with a diameter of
about 15 millimeters (15,000 microns).  The arrow points to a tiny particle that
is the size of the largest dust particles floating about in ordinary indoor air
(which are only about 10 microns).  The particle is so small you won't be able
to see it clearly unless you bring up the image in an editor and zoom in. 
Could a particle this size cause an orb as big as the one shown above? No,
it's many times too small.  For me to have got a picture like the one above
from a floating dust particle would have required a dust particle of some 1500
microns. Dust particles in ordinary outdoor air are only about 1 micron, and if
they are ever bigger than 50 microns visibility is sharply reduced.  

 Postscript: For a discussion of the type of misleading videos and photos
produced by skeptics trying to suggest that orbs are dust (which typically
involve raising dust levels much higher than normal), see this post entitled,
"When Skeptics Engage in Deceptive Cheating." 

An explanation sometimes given for mysterious orbs is that they are particles
of dust on a camera lens. A small particle resting on a camera lens will
absolutely not produce something that looks like an orb in a photo. You can
prove that by doing this experiment:
(1) point your camera at the ceiling, with the lens open;
(2) place a tiny particle like a bread crumb on your lens;
(3) take a photo;
(4) blow the particle off of your camera lens.

You will see that the photo absolutely does not show anything that looks like
an orb.  

Postscript: The images below show orbs I have photographed with the same
strange squiggly pattern (as reported here). The probability of coincidentally
getting this much pattern repetition from natural particles is zero. 
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 Below is another example of a recurring orb pattern, as reported here.  We
see six repetitions of an inverted Y pattern, a degree of repetition that would
be impossible if natural particles were being observed. 
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See here for more than 25 other other examples of recurring patterns in
mysterious orbs, with such a huge number of pattern repetitions that there is
no chance that natural particles could have produced  them. 

As you can see in this series of posts, I have photographed more than 700
cases of mysterious orbs with stripes (most of which can seen in this video). 
Each of these is a case of a clear sharp detail appearing in an orb. No such
photos can be explained as out-of-focus dust particles near the camera, for
we would see no clear, sharp details in an out-of-focus particle near the
camera.  It is futile to claim that such striped orbs are "striped dust." My
photos of 700 mysterious orbs with stripes were published prior to September
5, 2019. But doing a Google search for the exact phrase "striped dust," I see
that no has used that phrase before September 5, 2019 in connection with
any claim that dust particles can have stripes. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:37 AM 
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